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PREFACE
In the decades following the advent of the transistor, electronic technology
experienced explosive growth. Thousands of new circuits were generated
annually. The demand for variable resistive components to adjust, regulate or

control these circuits shared in the expansion.
T he number of applications [or variable resistive components has increased
significantly. This is contrary to predictions of a few soothsayers of the '60's
who interpreted the miniaturizing effects of integrated circuit technology as a
threat to these components. Potentiometers will continue to enjoy strong growth
into the foreseeable future . This optimistic foreca st is particularly true in
consumer and industrial applications where potentiometers provide the costeffective solution in trimming applications and the ever-present necessity of
control for man-machine interface.
Many articles, booklets, and standards have been published on potentiometers;
yet, there is no single, comprehensive source of practical information on these
w idely used electronic components. It is this void that The Potentiometer
Handbook is intended to 611.
One objective of this handbook is to improve communications between potentiometer manufllcturcrs and users. To this end, explanlltions of performance
specifications and test methods, arc included. Common understanding of terminology i~ the key to communication . For this reason, lesser known as well
liS preferred terminology life included, with emphasis on the latter. Hopefully,
this will create the base for easy. accurule dialogue. Over 230 photos. graphs
and drawings illustru\e and clarify important concepts.
This book assumes the rellder has a knowledge of electronic and mathematical
fundmentals. H owever, basic definitions and concepts can be understood by
nontechnical personnel. The major portion of this text is written for systems
and circuit designers, component engineers, and technicians as a pructical aid
in design and selection. I t is an important reference lind working hllndbook
oriented towards practical application idells and problem solving. For the
student, it introduces the basic component, its most common uses, and basic
terminology.
Enough objective product design and manufacturing process information is in
the lex! to allow the user to understand basic differences in materials, designs.
and processes that arc availllble. This will sharpen his judgment on 'cost-versusperformance' decisions. Thus, he can avoid over-specifying prodUct requirements and take advantage of the cost-effectiveness of variable resistive devices.
Also included arc hints and design ideas compiled over the years. As with any
discipline, these guidelines are often discovered or developed through unfortunate experience or misapplication. Most chllpters conclude with a summary of
key points for quick review and reference.
Speaking o( misapplication, Chapter 9, To Kill a Potentiometer, is a tongue-incheck potpourri of devious methods to wipe out a potentiometer. This is a
lighthearted approach to occasional serious problems caused by human frailties .
Not much more need be said except he/ore all else fails , read the book, or at
least tbis chapter!
Suggestions from readers on improving this volume arc encouraged lind wclcorned. Subsequent editions will include the results of these critiques together
with advanced material relating to Ihe state-of-art in potentiometer design and
application.
W. T. Hardison
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INTRODUCTION TO
POTENTIOMETERS
Chapter

CONTROLS F OR FLOW OF ELECTRONS
... Long be/ore the mad search lor the philosopher's slone or the formula lor transmutation 01 base
metals into gold by medieval alchemists, the speculative Greek philosophers had contemplated lipan the
structure oj matler. One, ElIlpedocles brought !orth the theory 0/ the sfruClIIre 0/ maIler from the jour
elements 0/ earth, air, fire and waler, but these he subordinated, as complex products composed of primortlial indestructible atoms, which WCTe animated by love and hatred. Strangely, our present understanding althe structure 01 malter could be described in milch the Sallie words as Ihese, except that the
fouT elements are now 92 and the indestructible atoms arc IInil charges 0/ electricity - protons and
electrons. Instead 0/ being animated by love and haired, as Empedoc/es thougirt, they are motivated by
the repulsion or allraction between /ike and unlike ekctrical charges . ...
Electrons move readily through some sllbstances, called conductors, and scarcely at aI/ through others,
called resistors. This happy property 0/ substances, there/ore, provides a means by which electronic
pre.ssures (voltage) may be controlled by the introduction 0/ resistors 0/ proper dimensions and characteristics into the electrically conducting circuit.
Central Scietllific Co., Chicago, III.

HISTORICAL BAC KGROUND
The italicized quote above is taken from an earl y
20th century catalog. T his particular manufacturer used this bit of technical history as an
introduction to variable resistive devices of the

type shown in Fig. 1-1 , but the history of variable
resistive devices is known to predate the turn of
the century by more than thirty years.
When Galvani and Volta discovered that eJec-

Fig. 1-1 Early 20th century slide-wi re rheos tat
(Central Scientific Co.)
I

THE POTENTIOMETER HANDBOOK
tricity could be produced by chemical means
(c. 1800) they probably gave little thought to
in-circuit variability of parameters. However, by
the time Ohm presented his famous law in 1827,
the first crude variable resistive devices were no
doubt being constructed by physicists in ali parts
of the world. Though its origin can be debated,
one certainty is that early forms of variable resistance devices bore very slight resem blance to
those available and accepted as commonplace
by leday's engineer. In the late 19th century,
they were found only in laboratories and were
large bulky instruments.
One of the earliest devices was a carbon pile
shown in Fig. 1-2. Each carbon block was about
two inches square and a quarter of an inch thick.
An insulated tray held the blocks. Metal blocks.
placed anywhere in the st3ck or pile, provided
terminals for connection to external circuitry.
Minor adjustm en t of resistance was accomplished by varying the mechanical p ressu re
exerted by the clamping action of a screw going
th rough one end of the tray and pressing on the
metal block at the end of the Slack. As the pressure was inc reased. the carbon blocks were
forced closer and closer together, th us red ucing

the contact resistance from one block to the
next, causing the overall resistance fr om end to
end to be decreased. Major changes of resistance could be accomplished by removing some
of the carbon blocks and substituting more conductive metal blocks in thei r place. It was also
possible to place terminal-type metal blocks at
intermediate points between the ends of the
slack to achieve tapping and potential divider
applicat ions. T his earl y form, in slightly different
configura tions. was used for many years.
A later model (c. 1929) is shown in Fig. 1-3 .
This model offered many improvements over its
predecessors. I mprovements such as higher wattage d issipation (note cooling fins), wider adjustment range and stabi lity of resistance .11 high resistance values where blocks are relatively loose.
Many sewing machine motor speed controls
in the 1940's used carbon piles of half-inch discs
which were only about a sixteenth of an inch
thick. In this form, a mechanical linkagc from a
foot pedal to the pile allowed the operator to
vary the pressure on the pile and hence the speed
of the motor. T he carbon pile is still in use today
in such places as telephone circuits and experimental laboratories.

CARBON BlOCKS
(AbOU! 2" Sq.

~

1'0- Thiel)

NOTE ClANPING ACTION
CLA MPING DEVICE
(",~ch ' "ic~1

prtn u"

TERM INAL ELECTRO DE
(MIII I)

Ylri-'io" C3 Usn Imali
rtmu"c~

o:/unglll

fig. 1-2 The carbon pile of the 19th cenlUry
INSULATED TRAY

Fig. 1-3 The carbon pile in the early 20th century
(Central Scientific Co.)
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Another early form of variable resistance device consisted of a length of resistance wire and
a sliding contact as shown in F ig. ! -4. The total
resistance between A and B could be varied by
choosing different types of materials for the wire
or by varying the geometrical properties of the
wire . .It was probably in Ihis simple configuration
that early devices originally found their way
into measuring instruments of the Iype shown in
Fig. 1-5.
T he purpose of this instrument was 10 measure unknown potentials such as Ex in Fig. 1-5.
Two variable resistive devices, Rl and R2, were

employed in this circuit. Note that a meter stick
was placed adjacent to R2 and served as a scale
to determine relative settings of Ra's sliding contact. For proper operation, E l had to be greater
than E2 and E2 had to be greater than Ex. The
instrument was initially calibrated by placing
R2'S sliding contact to the full scale ( B) position
and, with S1 in the calibrate position, was
adjusted fo r a zero on M1 while S2 was being
depressed. What was taki ng place during the calibration procedure was that the voltage across
R2 imposed by El was being made equal to the
voltage aeross R2 imposed by E2. When this
condition was achieved no current flowed in the

- - - - END TERM INAL POSTS - - - - ,

SLIDING CON TACT
WITH TER MINA L POST

I~SULAT I NG

RES ISTANCE WIR E

MATER IAL

Fig. 1-4 Simple slide-wire variable resistance device
REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

",
"
I I f--<O-/\
METER STICK SCALE

1.""II!\t"!!UI~'''I'I,~f.\IIIIII:~IIIIIII~IIIUII~I'IIIII:j,11I1I11~11I1It1l~IIIIIIJ
FULL SCA LE
STANDARD
VOLTAGE

SLIDING
CONTACT

"

I ' I---~

CAliBRATE

OFF • •
NORMA1
INPUT
TERM. 1

•

+

VOLTAGE TO BE MEASURED

•

S2

MEASURE

"'

GALvANOMETER

I ~PUT

"
UN KNOWN

T

TERM. 2

Fig. 1-5 Measuring instrument to determine unknown voltage
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If the galvanometer deflection was in the negative direction, this indicated that E."( was larger
than E2 and therefore was beyond the measuring
capability of the instrument. This circuit has
been greatly simplified, but there is little doubt
that due to this type of application in II potentiul
measuring mete" the variable resistive device
became universally known as thc potentiometer.
In the electronics industry today, the term potentiometer h as comc to mean a component
which provides a variable tap along a resistance
by some mechanical movement rather than an
entire measurement system. H owever, the basic
potentiometer configuration desc ribed by Fig. 1-5
is still in use today but utilizes a spiral or helix. of
linear resistance wire in order to increase its practical length and thus ils range and accuracy. Fi g.
1·6 is a photograph of a modern commercial in~ trument using this approach.
Problems of getting enough resistance in a
practical amount of splice led an inventor named
George Little to develop and patent what he
called an "Improvement in Rheostats or Resistance Coils" in 187 t. This was a structure in
which insulated resistance wire was wound
around an insulated lube or mandrel in a tight
helix. as shown by the copy of his patent drawing in Fig. 1-7. The moving slider made contact
with the resistnnce wire along a path where the
insulation had been buffed off. It was probably
this patent which eventually lead to the style of
devices previously shown in Fig. I-I.
In 1907, H . P. MacLaga n was awarded a

section of the circuit containing MI and its reading was therefore zero. Afler the ca libration
seqt1ence, 51 was placed in the normal position
and the circuit was then ready to measure unknown voltages of magnitudes less than E2, If
an unknown voltage was present at the input
terminals I and 2, then Ml would deflect eithcr
plus or minus with respect to the calibrated zero.
If the deflection was in the positive dircction,
then the sliding contact of R2 could be moved
from terminal B toward A until MI returned to
zero. The value of Ex was then calculated from :

where E2 was the standard voltage (volts), R~
was the total resistance of R2 (ohms) and R Ac
was that portion of R2's resistance between ter·
minals A and C (ohms).
The unknown voltage could have been detennined using the meter stick. If the sliding contact was at 700 mm after the circuit was nulled
with the unknown voltage in the circuit , the ratio
of R Ac to R~ is:
R Ac
RT';!

=..!.... =

.7 and

10

Ex = .7 En
An even simpler method would have been to
calibrate the meter stick in volts and read the unknown voltages directly.

Fig. 1-6 Modern instrument for precision ratio measurement ( Leeds & Northrup)
4
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(&0. )

GEORGE LITTLE.
Improvement in Rheostats or Resistance Coils.
Patented Dec. 26, 1871.

No. 122,261.

Fig. 1·7 A patent drawing for a device invented over 100 years ago
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patent for a rotary rheostat. Fig. 1-8 is a copy
of his patent drawing. He had wound the resistance wire around :J thin fibreboard ca rd and
then formed the assembly in to a circle. A wiper,
nttachcd 10 a center post made con tact with the
resistance wire on thc edge of the card.
The radio em (1920- 1940 ) created a demand
for smaller components. Of cou rse, the potentiometer was no exception and the need grew
for smaller potentiometers to be used in appli cations such as volume controls. Resistance materials of wire and carbon were used with the carbon devices proving to be more easily produced
in hlrge quantities. The general req uirements for
the radios of that period were not at all stringent
and the carbon volume control became common.

as well as in more complex and precise servo
systems. Again and agai n. potentiometer manuf<lcture rs have improved their products to meet
the needs of the designers in a continuing process
of development.

PRACTICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF
THE POTENTIOMETER
Let's consider some of the practical fa ctors in
building potentiometers. Assume, for a moment,
that the potentiometer as you know it does r.ot
exist. Then you will proceed to develop it, guided
by a high degree of prior knowledge. Initially,
you recognize that YOll neec! some form of compon ent resistor which has a va riable tap whose
position can be changed by mechanical motion.
As a slart, stretch a piece of un insulated resistance wire between two term inals. You can
now fashion some type of clamp to make con·
tact with the wi re at any poi nt between the te rm inals. T he result might look very similar to the
device in Figure 1-4 shown previously.
A fundamental equa tion describing the total
resistance. R,!" from A to B is:

Electronic applications grew by leaps and
boun ds during World War 11 , and so did thc
need for more and better var iab le resi stance
devices to permit cont rol, adjustment, and calibration. Components manufacturers stri ved to
improve their products and lower their cost. Of
significant note was the development of the first
commercially success(ul 1O-turn precision pOtentiometer by Arnold O. Beckman. H e fil ed pate nt
applications for improvements over earlier efforts
in October of 1945. A drawing from the resulting
patent is shown in Fig. 1-9.
T he post-war yea rs saw the commercializing
of television and growth in the commercial ai r·
cra ft industry. Airborne electronics applications,
as well as other critical weight-space needs m:Jde
size a critical factor.
In May, 1952, Marian E. Bourns developed
a hig hly practical miniature adjustment potentiometer for applications where in frequen t control
adjustment was needed . H e had combined the
advancing technologies of plastic molding and
preciSion potentiometer fabrication and provided
the designer with (l small adjustment potentiometer with outstanding electrical performance. A
copy of his patent drawing is shown in F ig. 1·10.
As the demand (or small adj ustment devices
increased, other manufacturers began to produce
simi lar units. Since the introduction of the miniature adjustment potentiometer, many improvements have been made. yielding better and better
performance at lower and lower costs. F ig. I-II
is a condensed portrayal of adjustment potenti ometers available today.
Many of the improvements in the preciSion
potentiometer development came about as a result of their increasing use in analog computers

pi

RT = S

Where,.. is the resistivity, given in ohms _cen ti meters. The length, /, of thc wire is measured in
cen timeters and S is the cross sectional area of
the wire expressed in square centimeters. The
calcula ted RT will then be given in ohms.
Thus, in order to get a larger value of resistance, either the resistivity or len gth m ust be increased, or you might choose to decrease the
area . The choices of resistivity are somewhat
limited, and increasing the length ver y quickly
produces a bulky and quite impractical component. Using a smaller wire likewise has its
problems of increased fragi lity and difficulty in
ma king proper terminations and contact with
the sliding tap.
On e way to increase the lengt h of the wire in a
practical manner is to wind it around some form
of insulating material or mandrel. This could
take the form of a fi breboard tube as shown in
Fig. 1· 12 or a flatter strip of material as shown
in Fig. 1-13. A stud y of either of these potentiometer configurations reveals several possible
problems.
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PATENTED NOV. 5, 1907.

No. 870,042.
H. P. MAOLAGAN.

RESISTANCE ADJOSTING DEVICE.
APrLIOATIOIl FILED OOT.n. UO~ .
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Fig. 1·8 A patent drawing from the early 1900's
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Fig. 1· 9 A. O. Beckman's patent drawing for a lO-turn precision potentiometer. Filed in \945 .
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2.777.926

.l.n. IS, 1957
." . . J . .

"
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Fig, 1·10 Marian E. Bourns' patent drawing for a practical miniature adjustment potentiometer.

Filed in 1953.
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Fig. 1·11 Adjustment potentiometers of today
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First of all. the turns of wire need to be close
together to prevent any discontinuities with the
sliding contact. This presents another problem
of possible shorting from one turn to the next.
You can lise a very light insulation on the wire
such that adjacent turns will not short together
but which may be easily removed in the path
of the sliding contact.
Secondly. unlike our previous straight wire po_
tentiometer. this new version will not permit a
smooth and continuous change in the tap position. Now. the tap will electrically jump from
one turn to the next with no positions allowed in
between , The larger the cross section of the man-

If the flat mandrel of Fig. 1-13 is curved as

shown in Fig. 1-14, two benefits result. First.
you can have a longer effective mandrel with less
bulk. Then you can easily pivot the Sliding contact from a post in the center. Attaching the
slider arm to a shaft will al10w convenient rotary
motion to control the position of the arm.
You may curve the round mandrel potentiometer of Fig. 1- 12. if the mandrel's diameter is
kept rdatively small. A round mandrel is more
easily wound and a small size also means that
the jumps or steps in resistance as a sliding contact moves from one tllrn to the next will be less.
Furthermore. the length of the mandrel may be
curved in the form of a helix as shown in Fig.
1- 15. This will a110w a long mandrel to be con-

SliOING

INSULATEO lUB ING

Fig. 1· 12 Wi nding resi.~tance wire on insulated
tube allows longer wire in a
practical package

Fig. 1- 14 Curved mand rel saves space and
allows rotary control

drel the greater the rcsistance. but the grcater
the jumps will be.
In addition, if you want the relative position
of the sliding contact to produce an equivalent
change in the effective electrical position of the
sliding tap. then you must be very careful to
wind the coil of resistance wire uniformly in
both tension and spacing throughout the entire
length. End terminations must be made and positioned very carefully. You normally would
want the extreme mechanical positions to correspond to the electrical ends of the total
resistance.

fined to a relatively small space. The helical configuration requires more complicated mechanics
to control the position of the slider arm , but the
overall performance makes it worth the trouble.
So far. in this imaginary development of potentiometers, only wire has been considered for
the resistance clement. Other materials arc usable that offer advantages btlt not without introducing some new problems.

F ig. 1-15 Shaping mandrel into helix puts long
length in small space

F ig.I- B A fla t mandrel could be used

"
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of the wirewound versions, you will find
that there are several new problems. All of
these relate to the properties and nature of carbon compositions. The overall resistance will not
be as stable with time and temperature. You
may notice that it is even more difficult to get a
perfectly uniform change in electrical output of
the sliding tap with variation in mechanical position. Terminations are more difficult to make
with the composition element. Although potentiometer manufacturers do form single turn units
a nd even helical st ru c tures using ma ndrels
coated with a composi tion material, it is a more
complex and critical process than in the case
of wirewound devices.
A special problem occurs in developing a variable resistance device for use in a particular application where one of the prime considerations
is its setability or adjustability (ease and precision with which output can be set on desired
value ). In the simplest design configurations,
you may find it somewhat difficult to set the potentiometer slider at some exact spot. If you
have a un it with linear travel of the sl iding contact as in Fig. 1-13, consider adding a lead screw
arrangemen t such as shown in Fig. 1·17. Now,
many turns of the lead screw will be required to
ca use the sliding contact to go from one end to
the other. This mechanical advantage means that
it will be easier 10 sct the movable contact to any
point along the resistive clement. Be careful that
no excessive play or mechanical backlash exists
in the mechanism. This would make it impossible to instantly back the slider up, for a very
small increment, if you turn the lead screw past
the intended location.
A simil ar mechan ical imp rovement to the
rotary configuration of Fig. 1-14 would be the
addition of some form of worm gear. The adjusting screw would be the driving gear and produce
a smaller rotation of the main driven gear which
would be attached to the shaft controlling the

A resistive clemen! made from a carbon composition material as illustra ted in Fig. 1-1 6A
could have a much higher resistance than is possible with wire. In add itio n. si nce the clement
is not coiled . you no longer have to tole rate
jumps in the output as yOu did with wirewound
potentiometers. A third bcnefit comes from the
greater ease (less fric tion) with which the slider
can move over the composi tion clement and the
corresponding reduced wear which results. A
catastrophic failure can occur in the wirewound
potentiometer when a single turn is worn th rough
or otherwise broken. but a composi tion element
can continue to function in reduced performance
even though extremely worn. Other types of
composition elements arc shown in Fig. 1-16B
and 1-16C.
If you carefully lest the composition potenti ometer and compare its performance with that

A.CAA80N

•
c.
Fig. 1-16 Resistive elements of composition
materials

F ig. 1- 17 A simple lead screw aids setability
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Fig. 1-18 A worm gear may be added to the
rotary pot

Fig. J - 19 A simple sliding contact position
indicating device

sliding contact arm . The end result might look
something like that shown in Fig. 1·18.
Further applications of variable resistive de·
vices might require that the relative position of
the sliding contact be known to a degree of accuracy better than a simple direct visual estimation . For example, a potentiometer may be used
to control the speed of a motor at a location
remote from the control center. Some form of
indicator is required on thc potentiometer so
that motor speeds arc predictable and accurately
repcatable.
The meter stick served as an indicator in the
potentiometer circuit arrangement of Fig. 1-5.
The scale could have been calibrated in any
units desired depending on the particular application involved. A simple indicator for the
rota ry unit of Fig. 1-18 can be constructed by
attaching an appropriately divided scale to the

unit and connecting a pointer to the shaft driving
the sliding contact. The result is shown in Fig.
I-I 9.
Simple dials will not provide adequate accuracy of setability for all applications. More complex mechanisms, such as shown in Fig. 1-20,
have been developed by potentiometer manufacturers 10 meet the constantly increasing demands
of the electronics industry.
Thus, in something over 100 years, resistance
adjusting devices have evolved from bulky crude
rheostats to a whole family of diverse products.
Their use has spread from experimentallaboratory to sophisticated electronics and critical
servomechanisms and even inexpensive consumer items. In fact , most segments of the economy arc served by variable resistor devices. Information applied from the following pages will
help them serve evcn morc effectively.

Fig. 1-20 Accurate devices for sliding contact position indication
13
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GENERIC NAMES
AND TRADEMARKS
specific manufacturer have been built into the
product. It is the reputati on behind the trademark th at makes it meaningful to the buyer and
[he user.
Well-known trademarks arc usually policed
with zeal by their owners. This helps assure thai
they arc not misused and do not faU into common or generic usage which would weaken their
value to the public and the manufacturer. The
general rule is that a manufacturer·s trademark
shou ld be used as a I/uxli{in of the generic name
for a product of the man ufacturer. For example:
TR I M POl'1! potentiometers, not trimpots.

Many common terms used to name variable
resistive devices have evolved over the years.
Some of them rela te to certain applications and
will be used in thai context later. T he more common generic names arc listed in Fig. 1·21.
Commercialization of potentiometers has resulted in a proliferation of trademarks in the
United States and foreign countries. M:.mufacHirers frequentl y register their trademarks in the
United Statcs Patent Office and identify thcm
wi th a ~ or a statcment that they arc regis tered.
Trademarks serve to assurc thc buyer that
certai n quality characteristics inherent with a

adjustable resistors
adjustmen t potentiometers
adjustments
attenuators
controls
feed back resistors
gain controls
impedance compensators
level controls
potentiometers
pots
precision potentiometers

precisions
rheostats
servo-paten tiomcters
servo-pots
transducer
trimming potent iometers
tri mmers
twe,l kers
variable resistive devices
variable resisto rs
volume controls

F ig. 1· 21 Generic names
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ELECTRICAL
PARAMETERS
Chapter

"/ often say that when you can measure what you (lrc speaking aholll, and express it in numbers, yOIl
know something about il; bllt when you cannOt express il in numbers. your knowledge i.~ oj a meagre
lint/u nsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning oj knowledge. bUI you 1100'e scarcely, in your thoughts,
lll/V(lnced 10 the Slage 0/ Sciellce, whatever the /tIl/tlcr mlly be."
wrd Kelvin

INTRODUCTION
Electrical parameters arc those characteristics
used to describe the function and perform:mce
of the variable resistive device as a component.
These parameters can be demOnSlraled usi ng
simple electronic measurement methods.
Understand ing these te rms is fu ndamental to
effective communication of application needs
and cost-effective product selection. A thorough undemanding of this materj"l will aid in
interpreting potentiometer manufacturer's data
sheets and thus accomplish one of the aims of
this book. A su mmary of electrical parameters
is shown in F igure 2-41 for handy reference.
Mec ha nical and environmental s pecifica tions
can be found in the application chapters.
This cha pter is organized for each pa rame ter
as follows:
Definition
Examples of typical values
- Detailed explanation of factors con tributing to the parameter
Simple electronic circuit to demonstrate
the parameter (not for inspection or quality control)
After reading this chapler, furth e r insight
into these parameters can be gained by reading
the industry standards reproduced in Appendix

I. The Variable Resistive Components Insti tute

(VRCI) has published these standards for precision and trimming pote ntiometers. Their purpose is to establish improved communication
between manufacture r and user. V RCI test circuits are regarded as the ind us try's sta nda rd,
while the ones in this chapter arc only study
aids.
Figure 2-1 is the basic schematic of the po·
tentiometer. This is usuall y used to show the
device in a ci rc uil or system.

~ND T~RIoIINAL

1

cow
RES1SllVE
ELEMENT

MOVEABLE (;(»ITACT
(Wipe.)
2 WIPER TERMIIW.

AJlROW INDICATES DIRECTION OF
CONTACT MOVEMENT AHATIVE
TO ADJUSTMENT ROlAT ION .
END TER MINAL

CW: Clock Win
CCW; CIlunler CIQ~k Will

Fig. 2- 1 Fundamental schematic representation
of variable resistive device
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TOTAL RESISTANCE, TR

Industry standard test conditions specify a
maximum voltage for T R measurement. This
voltage restriction is nccessary to limit the power
dissipation in the resistive element. The heating
effects of power dissipation will affect the TR
measurement. By restricting the test voltage, this
heating effect is minimized.

Total resistance, TR, is a simple paramcter
defined as the resistance between the end terminals of a potentiometer. The end terminals are
shown as 1 and 3 in Fig. 2-1.
Total resistance is always specified as a nominal value in units of ohms. A plus and minus
percent tolerance from the nominal value is also
specified. For example. [00± 5%, I OKO ± [0%,
and 1000± 20%.
TR is always specified when defining any potentiometer. It is known by several names in·
eluding: value of the potentiometer, maximum
resistance or simply the resistance.
The major contributor to total resistance is
the potentiometer's resistive element. The material and methods used to construct the element
determine its resistance. The resistance of the
terminals or leads of the potentiometer and the
resistance of the termination junctions contribute to total resistance.
A digital ohmmeter is a convenient and accurate device for measuring T R. It is connected
to the end terminals of the potentiometer as
shown in Fig. 2-2. Total resistance is read directly from the display.

ABSOLUTE MINIMUM
RESISTANCE, MR
Absolute minimum resistance, MR, or simply
minimum resist,tnce. is the lowest V;l[UC of resis·
tance obtainable between the wiper and either
end terminal.
Minimum resistance is always specified as a
maximum. This seems contradictory but the
specification is a level of resistancc at or below
which the wiper can be set. For example, 0.5
ohm maximum, or 1.0% maximum, (of total
resistance). The design and construction of the
potentiometer determines the magnitude of MR.
Contact resistance, materials. and termination
junctions all may contribute to M R.
For many potentiometers. MR is found when
the moveable contact is set at the mechanical
end stop near an cnd terminal. Other designs
will exhibit minimum resistance when the wiper
is slightly remote from the end stop. Fig. 2-3A
shows an example of the latter. Depending on
potentiometer design, a termination tab is
clipped on or welded to the end of the resistive
clement. Many turns of resistance wire are
bridged by this tab so t hai resistance within
this area is low. The chance of potentiometer
failure, due to one wire breaking or loosening.
is minimized resu lting in higher reliability and
longer life. Note that some of the turns between
the end.stop and the termination point are not
bridged by the termination tab.
As the moveable contact is poSitioned along
the resistive element, the minimum resistance
will be achieved when the contact is closest to
the termination tab, position A in Fig. 2-3A.
If the contact is moved away from position A.
in either direction, the resistance between the
moveable contact terminal and the reference
end terminal will increase. The curve in Fig.
2-38 together with the schematic of F ig. 2·3C
serve to fu rther clarify this important parameter.
A wirewound resistive element was chosen
in the previous paragraph to demonstrate minimum resistance. Wirewound uni ts often use the
construction technique described. However, the
occurrence of absolute minimum resistance at a
point remote from the end stop is not exclusive
to wirewound construction. Some potentiometers utilizing non-wirewound elements will have

,

..
READ Tft ON
METER DISPLAY

Fig. 2-2 Fundamental measurement of total
resistance
Note in F ig. 2-2 that the potentiometers
moveable contact (wiper) is positioned as close
as mechanically possible to one of the units end
tenninals. If the potentiometer were a continuo
ous rotation device, i.e. no mechanical endstops provided, the wiper would be adjusted to
a point completely off of the resistive element.
These wiper positions are industry standard test
conditions. They are chosen not only to minimize the wiper effect on the T R measurement
but also to improve data correlation. For example, when comparing T R measu rements taken
at different times or from different units. it is
known that the wiper was in exactly the same
posi tion du ring each measurement.
IS
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F ig. 2·3 Illustration of minimum resistance and end resistance
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potentiometers the two parameters are, in fact ,
iden tical values obtained with the moveable contact in the same position. The only reason for
having two parameters relates to the construction technique, which may cause an absolute
minimum resistance separate a nd distinct from
the end resistance. Continuous rotation devices
have no end stops and therefore, ER is not
specified.
End resistance is expressed in tcrms of a maximum ohmic value or a maximum percentage
of the unit's T R. It is common practice for potentiometer manufacturers to specify MR rather
than ER.
The test ci rcuit of Fig. 2-4 is perfectly suited
to end resistance measurement. All of the cautions outlined for MR measurement in the previous section apply to the measurement of HR.

their minimum resistance at a point different
from the end stop position.
Fig. 2-4 is one possible M R demonstration
circuit. With a hookup as shown, thc wiper is
positioned to a point that gives thc minimum resistance reading on a digital ohmmeter.
When measuring MR, the test current must
be no greater than the maximum wiper current
rating of the potentiometer. High current can
cause errors and will damage the potentiometer.
Caution: Never usc a conl'en/ional voltohm-milliammcte r, YOM, to measure reo
sistance parameters of a potentiometer.
For the minimum resistance condition the
wiper is near one end terminal. Little or no resistance is in the test circuit. In this case, overheating and burn-out can occur even at a low
voltage.
Since MR is specified as a maximum, production testing can use pass-fail instrumentation.
Industry standard lest conditions require a special wiper positioning device for fast and accur·
ate adjustment. See Fig. 2-5.

MINIMUM AND END
VOLTAGE RATIOS
Because a potentiometer is sometimes used
as a voltage divider, explained in Chapler 3,
manufacturers' catalog sheets and components
engineers will often specify a minimum voltage
and/or an end voltage ratio. End voltage ratio is
sometimes referrcd to as ell(i ~'elljllg. T ypical
values range from 0.1 % to 3.0%.
Fig. 2-6 is a circuit thai can be used to demonstrate a potentiometer's minimum and end
voltage ratios. Current and voltage levels should
only be sufficient to f:lcilitate measurement. In
no case should the devices' maximum ratings

END RESISTANCE,ER
End resistance, ER, is the resistance mellsured
between the wiper and a reference end terminal
when Ihe contact is positioned against the adjacent end SlOp. See position B in Fig. 2-3A and
2-3B.
End resistance and minimum resistance a rc
sometimes confused. This is because in many

IS oeTAINED
END RESISlANCE
VALUE READ ON RHISlANCE MEASURING INSTRUMEN1
WHEN WIPER IS ,-oSITIONEO A1 ENIJ-S10P.

WIPER

'''''"

DIGITAL
OHM.ETER
(NllI Cortvtnll'lollil VOMI

Fig, 2-4 Measurement of absolute minimum resistance and end resis tance
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Fig. 2-5 Production testing of absolute minimum resistance
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be exceeded. The digital voltmeter shown in
Fig. 2-6 displays the r:lIio of the two voltages
present.
To read minimum voltage ratio, the wiper is
positioned to give the smallest ratio indication
on the DVM. Note that this is position A in
Fig. 2-6 and it exactly corresponds to the minimum resistance wiper position. Similaril y, if the
wiper is positioned against the end stop of terminal 3. position B in Fig. 2.6, the DVM will display the end voltage ratio.
Some potentiometers are constructed using
two parallel electrical p:lths. One p:lth. the resistive element, is connected to the potentiometer's
end terminals. The other path, a low resistance
collector. is connected to the wiper terminal.
When the moveable contact is actuated, it moves
along the two paths, making contact with both.
This construction and schematic arc shown in
Fig. 2-7.
For most potentiometer designs, the total re·
sistance of the collector is less than one·half
ohm, but it may be as high as two ohms. Assume
a unit of the type shown in Fig. 2-7 is tested for
its minimum or end-selling characteristics. The
reading using end terminal 3 will be greater than
the one using end terminal 1. This higher resistanee is due to the collector's resistance in series
with wiper terminal 2. This sman resistance can
be very significant in potentiometers o f low total
resistance.
Chapter 7 provides a detailed discussion of
various potentiometer constructions.

pletely analogous to the contact resistance of a
switch or connector. It results from the non·
perfect junction of the moveable contact with
the resistive clement.
Surface films of metal oxides, chlorides, and
sulfides along with various organic molecules,
absorbed gases, and other con taminants can
form on either the contact or the surface of the
clement. These films act as insulators and con·
tribute to contact resistance. Just as with other
forms of dry circuit contacts, this portion of CR
is voltage and current sensitive. Since distribution of these contaminants is not uniform, some
degree of variation in this part of contact resistance will occur. Immediate past history; that is,
whether or not the wiper has been moved reo
cently, or cycled repeatedly over the clement,
can cause a variation in this parameter.
The second contributor to CR results from
the non-homogenous molecular structure of all
matter and the well known fact that a d.c.
current flowing through a material will always
follow the path of least resistance. Study the
exaggerated drawing of a resistive element and
moveable contact in Fig. 2-10. Because of the
variation in resistance of the conductive parti.
cles, the path of least resistance is irregular
through the clement from end terminal to end
term inal.
The schematic analogy of Fig. 2·10 shows a
d.c. measurement made at the wiper terminal 2
with respect to either end terminal. The measurement current will flow from the end terminal
along the path of least resistance to a point opposite the moveable contact; across a relatively
high resistance path to the element surface; then
through the wiper circuit to wiper terminal 2.
In this simplified analysis some liberty has
been taken with the physics involved but the
cause-effect relationship has been maintained.
As with any resistance. the contact resistance
will vary with the magnitude of the measure·
ment current. The variation of CR with current
may be different for each element material, con·
tact material, and physical structure, particular·
Iy with regard to the force with which the con·
tact is pressed against the resistive element. An
example of current versus CR curve for a cermet resistive clement is shown in Fig. 2· 11. No
values arc assigned to the curve axis since many
combinations of resistance versus current exist.
The curve is typical in form , however, dropping very rapidly then flattening to a stable
value within a milliamp.
Fig. 2·12 is a simple circuit for observing
contact resistance. A constant current source.

CONTACT
RESISTANCE, CR
A potentiometer's contact resistance, CR, is
the resistance that exists in the electrical path
from the wiper terminal to its ultimate contact
with the resistive clement. Contact resistance
can be demonstrated by a simple experiment.
Make two very accurate resistance measurements, using a different end terminal as a refer·
ence for each measurement. Add the two ohmic
values. Compared with a resistance measurement of the device's total resistance, it will be
found that the sum of the two parIS is greater
than the whole. This is due to the contact resistance which imposes an additional resistance
between the moveable contact and the resistive clement. This experiment is accomplished
in steps 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 2-8. The equivalent
schematic of CR is illust rated by Fig. 2·9.
There are two separate sources of contact re·
sistance. The first contributor to CR is com-
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IMPORTAIf1 ADJUST WIPER TO APPROXIMAU CENTER OF RHISTIVE ELEMENT
BEFORE BEGINNIMG THEN DO NOT CHAIftlE POSITION OF THE WIPER
DURING THIS ElPERIMENT
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STEP 2: MEASURE AND AECORD R,
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,
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Fig. 2·8 experiment to demonstrate contact resistance
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Fig. 2·9 Potentiometer schematic illustrating contact resistance
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It, provides a test curren t, I, which is applied
through the potentiometer. The current path is
in one end terminal; th rough a portion of the
clement: through the contact resistance; and
then out the wiper terminal 2. The open circuit
voltage indicated on MI will be proportional to
the value of con tact resistance.
It is not common procedure to specify or production inspect contact resistance. This is because for any given resistive element. there
exists an infinite number of points along its surface where contact resistance could be mc::asured. A very common specification. Contact
Resistance Variation, is tested at the manufacturing stage and reAects the variable range of
contact resistance as the wiper traverses the
element.

voltage d rop across the contact resistance. The
capaci tor merely res tricts the d.c. voltage component from the oscilloscope display. Only the
variation in voltage due to C RY appears on the
display.
The curren t scnsit ivity of CR, as previously
mentioned, imposes restrictions on L. These restrictions are required for accuracy and meaningful data correlation. Fig. 2-14 is a table of
typical curren t values fo r CRY measurement.
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F ig. 2· J 4 Current valucs for CRY
measurement of cermet elements
resis tance variation

Contact Resistance Variation, C RY, is the
maximum, instantaneous change in C R that will
be encountered as the result of moving the wiper
(rom one position to another. The limit of C RY
is expressed as a percentage of the unit's total
resistance or ohms. When the wiper is actuated,
the resistance at the wiper terminal, with respect
to either end terminal, is apt to increase or decrease by a value within the CRY specification.
1 % oj T R maximum and 3 ohms maximl/Ill 3re
typical C RY specifications.
A basic ci rcuit for demonstrating C RY on an
oscilloscope is shown in F ig. 2-13. A constant
current source, 11 provides thc current I. The
path taken by I is indicated by a circular arrow.
An oscilloscope wi th capacitor fil ter provides a
detecfor that monitors the effective changes in

,

0. '

Industry standard test conditions requ ire the
usc of a 100 Hz - 50 k Hz bandpass filter in lieu
of the capacitor of F ig. 2- 13. This filter accomplishes the restriction purpose of the capacitor
and, in addition, limi ts the CRY res ponse to
those values within the bandpass spectrum. This
limitation is justified because thc frequency response of most systems utilizing potentiometers
is within the filter bandpass.
The oscilloscope photograph of Fig. 2-15 illustrates a C RY display using the circuit of Fig.
2-13 wi th a mechanical device to uniformly
cycle the wi per. This equipment is pictured in
Fig. 2-16. The oscilloscope photograph shows
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Fig. 2-16 Equipment configuration for CRY demonstration
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two complete revolutions of a single turn
potentiometcr. The extreme variations at the
beginning and end of thc oscilloscope trace are
due to the wiper movemen t off or onto the termination areas. They are not considered contact
resistance variation.

between the resistive element turns affecting
ENR.
When these foreign substances interfere with
wipcr contact they give wirewound potcntiometers a dynamic output characteristic which is
sporadic and nonrepeatable.
Potentiometer manufacturers speci fy ENR, a
theoretical (lumped pa rameter) resis tance, in
series with output terminal 2. This resistance
will produce the equivalent loss in an ideal potentiometer. The most common s pecification
of Equivalent Noise Resi stance is 100 ollms

EQUIVALENT NOISE
RESISTANCE, ENR
Potentiometers with wirewound elements use
the parameter of Equivalent Noise Resis tance,
ENR, to specify variations in CR.
Before defining EN R, it is necessary to introduce some new terminology. Fig. 2-17 depicts
the potentiometer in a voltage-divider mode.
Refer to Chapter 3. In this configuration, it is
common to refe r to the electrical signal present
at the unit's end terminals. I and 3, as the inpul
and the signal present at the wiper terminal 2
as its OIl1pllI. If the voltage division performed
by the potentiometer WHS ide,ll, a gnlph of thc
output function as the contact moved from end
terminal 3 to end terminal I would be a straight
line from zero to E 1. It would have a slope equal
to the ratio of total input voltage to total resistance. However, when the output is precisely
monitored with an oscilloscope, it is observed
that the potentiometer not only deviates from
the ideal concept, but some degree of electrical noise or distortion is also prese nt on the output waveform. This distortion is imposed by the
device itself.
Many factors contribute to EN R. including
all of those previously mentioned as cont ributing to C R and CRY. Oxide film bui ldup on the
surface of the resistive element will act as an insulator until rubbed away by the friction of the
wiper. Minute foreign particles resulting from a
harsh operating environment may find their way
between the wiper and element creating the
same effect. Even microscopic bits of metal resulting from friction wear of the parts can lodge

III(lXlm(lm.

The earlier discussion on CRV applied only
to potentiometers having non-wirewound (film
type) resistive elements. These elements present
a continuous, smooth path for the Wiper. With
wirewound clements, the path provided is relatively less smooth and continuous. The wiper
effectively jllmps and bridges from one turn of
resistance wife to the next. The Simplified drawing of Fig. 2-18 emphasizes this bridging action.
The wipcr usual1y docs not make connection
with only one turn of wire but actual1y touches
several at once. This depends on the relative
width of the contact to the wire size and
spaclllg.
In Fig. 2-18 the wiper is assumed, solely for
illustrative purposes, to be wide enough to
lourh only two turns when in position A or
touch only one turn when at position 13. When
two turns are simultaneously contacted, that
portion of the resistive clemen! bridged by the
wiper, is bypassed (i.e., shorted electrically).
As a result, the resistance of the shorted turn
will decrease and change the devices output
Voltage.
Some aspects of ENR arc circuit application
dependent, such as the load currenl 12, in Fig.
2-17. Most causes are traceable to the variation
of contact resistance as the wiper moves across
the element. For simple physical demonstration,
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Fig_ 2-17 Load current is a contributor to EN R
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like one o f those shown in Fig. 2·20. The wave·
forms were measured on two different potentiometers. Unit number I shows more noise
than unit number 2. The calibration of the oscilloscope is only SO / cm. Note that the greatest
deviation of unit number I is about 4n while
unit number two remains well below 0.50 for
its entire trave\.
If the oscilloscope were not calibrated in
in n / cm, the ENR for a particular unit could
be determined by first measuring the maximum
peak voltage drop, Ep with the test current fixed
at one milliamp. The Equivalem Noise Resistance could then be calculated by:

the circuit in Fig. 2-13 can be used as shown by
Fig. 2·19. A one milliamp constant cllrrent is
passed through the wiper circuit. The resulting
voltage drop from wipe r to element is monitored by a detector circuit while the wiper is
cycled back and forth across the element. The
detector circuit consists of an oscilloscope and
voltage regulating diode, D. T he diode protects
the potentiometer from excessive voltage by
providing a conducti ve path for the lOla current
if the wiper circuit becomes open. The display
presented on the oscilloscope screen could be

ENR = Ep = Ep
I

E,, '

1O-~

ENR will be given in ohms if the value of EI'
is in volts. The ENR of a particular unit may be
so low that accurate determination of the exact
value is difficult, e.g. unit number 2 in Fig. 2-20.
However, ENR is specified as a maximum and
it is a simple task to determine that any particular unit remains below it's specified maximum.
The industry standard test circuit for ENR
uses a low pass filter in place of the capacitor in
Fig. 2-19. While this filter limits the amount of
noise seen by the oscilloscope, its bandwidth
(I kHz) is in excess of the bandwidth of most
systems in which the potentiometer will be utilizcd. This means it does not filter out any significant distortion.

I
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WIREWOI/ND
RESISTIVE
ELEMENT

POSITION II
MOVEABLE CONTACT

ENR AND CRV

CONTACT
RESISTANCE

T he analogy of ENR and CRY should be
quite obvious. Both specifications are dynamic
parameters and are highl y dependent upon the
fundamen tal electronic concept of contact resistancc. Equivalent Noise Resistance, for wire-

Fig_ 1-18 A varying numbe r of resistance wire
turns make conlact with the wipe r
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F ig. 2· 19 Demonstration of ENR
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wound potentiometers, was adopted by manufacturers and users, as a quality indicator a
number of years in advance of Contact Resistance Variation.
To better understand today's need for both
ENR (wirewound) and CRV (nonwirewound)
specifications, some details of element construction must be understood. (For full details, see
Chapter 7.)
A major portion of total resistance ranges attainable with wirewounds are made with the
same resistance wire alloy. To manufacture a
variety of resistance values, the resistance wire
size is simply changed and more or less wire is
wound on the element. This means the metalto-metal interface between clement and wiper is
identical for most resistances.
Total resistance of nonwirewound (carbon
and cermet) clements cannot be changed this
simply. Instead , slightly different compositions
andl or processes are used to change resistance.
This means the clement to wiper interface (contact resistance) varies with total resistance. This
contact resistance is by nature less conductive
than the wirewound counterpart.
The result is a more dynamic contact resistance parameter fo r nonwirewound. From a
practical standpoint, although the circuit used

resembles the one for ENR, a different calibration is needed to adequately observe CRY.
Since nonwirewound potentiometers arc ideal
for many applications, the CRV specification is
commonly specified. Wirewounds continue to
usc the ENR specification.

OUTPUT
SMOOTHNESS, OS
Output smoothness. OS, applies to potentiometers with non-wirewound elements used for
precision applications. This parameter is the
maximum instantaneous variation in output voltage, from thc ideal output voltage. It is measured while the wiper is in motion and an output load current is present. Output smoothness
is always expressed as a perccntagc of the total
input voltage. A typical specification is 0 .1%
maXllIlIItn.

The factors contributing to contact resistance
and contact resistance variation are all causes
of output voltage variations. Because these parameters are current sensitive, the presence of an
output load current is a significant contributor
to output smoothness.
The circuit shown in Fig. 2-21 is the industry
standard test circuit but is shown here for dem-

Fig. 2-20 Oscilloscope traces of ENR for two different potentiometers
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onstra(ion only. A stable, low noise voltage
source EI, is connected as an input to the potentiometer. The output of the device is applied
to a load resistor, RI , and to the input of a
smoothness filter. The output of the filter is then
monitored with an oscilloscope or stri p-chart
recorder. The ohmic value chosen for Rl is not
arbitrary but should be two orders of magnitude
(1 O~) greater than the potentiometer's total
resistance.
The bandpass filter of Fig. 2-21 accomplishes
the same major task as the filters used for C RY
and ENR demonstrations. These filters remove
the d.c. component tlnd restrict noise transistions to frequencies encountered in ap plications.
The choice of a filter is not critical for purposes
of demonstrating CRY, ENR or as. Re member, when interpreting manufacturer's data
sheets, that these specifications are based on industry standard test conditions which include
the use of a specific filter.
All electron ic specifications, to be meaningful , assume a set o f test conditions. Output

smoothness is no exception. When the circuit of
Fig. 2-21 is used as an academic aid. the industry standard test conditions can be simulated
by using a mechanical fixture to actuate the
moveable contact. The fixture should be capable of driving the potentiometer adjustment
mechanism at a r:lte of 4 revolutions per minute. The resulting strip-chart trace could look
something like Fig. 2-22 . To dete rmine the device's output smoothness, select the greatest recorded change in output voltage (within a 1%
travel increment) and express it as a percentage
of the total input voltage, or:

as

=

e mu

E,

X 100

AD JUST ABILITY, A
Although many manufacturer'S data sheets
specify adjust ability. A. this characteristic is the
newest potentiometer parameter. It is the result
of industry's efforts to further clarify the impor-

,
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Fig. 2_21 Configuration for output smoothness demonstration
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Fig. 2· 22 Evaluat ion of the output smoothness recording
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tant etfec! of wiper-clement interaction related
to circuit applications.
The specification is new but anyone who has
tuned an electronic circuit. has tested a potentiometer's adjustability. This includes common
household appliances and complex electronic
systems. In some circuits only coarse adjustment is required to produce desired response.
In this case, the adjustabilify of the potentiometer is not critical. I n other applications, time
consuming fine adjustment is required to achieve
desired circuit function. Here, Ihe adjustability
is very critical.
Adjustability. as inferred by the previous
paragraph, is the accuracy and ease with which
the wiper can be posi tioned to any arbitrarily
selected point nlong the resistive clement.
Because the potentiometer is most often applied in one of two modes, (Chapter 3) adjuslabilily parameters are specified for each:
Adjustability of in-circuit resistance, (variable
current rheostat mode). Adjustability of output

voltage ralio, (voltage divider mode). Adjustability of in-circuit resistance is sometimes referred to as adjustability of output resistance.
Fig. 2-23 illustrates the simplest method of
demonstrating adjustability of in-circuit resistance. After setting the wiper as dose as possible
to 50% of the device's TR, the adjustability of
resistance as a percent of TR can be C,l!cuiated
from:
A,\ %

~

(Achieved reading - (0.5 TR)

TR

X 100

Fig. 2-24 shows a circuit for measurement of
adjustability of output voltage ratio. After attempting to adjust the wiper to achieve a reading of .50 on the DVM, the adjustability of the
output voltage ratio as a percent of thc attempted
setting. is easily calculated from:
A, % =

~ (achieved ratio) - (.50) ~ X 100
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Since voltage drop and resistance are directly
proportional , AI< and Av might be erroneously
considered equivalent. A comparison of Figures
2-23 and 2-24 will show that the test current
path is through the wiper, and hence through
the contact resistance, for measurement of An.
The test current is excluded from the wiper circuit for AI' measurement. This fact causes AI<
specifications to be higher than AI' specifications. A typical value for All is ± 0.1%. While
Av for the s.1me device could be as low as
±O.05%.

dustry standard test procedures specify 30 %.
50% and 75 % as lest settings. These settings
must be made within a 20 second time limit.

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
OF RESISTANCE, TC
The temperature coefficient of resistance, TC,
is an indication of the maximum change in to·
tal resistance that may occur due to a change
in ambient operating temperature. This paramo
etcr is usually specified in parts per million per
degrcc Celsius (Centigrade) or PPM/oC. Temperature coefficient is, to a great extent, dependent upon thc type of material used to construct
the resistive clement and Ihe physical structure

The choice of a 50% selting point in the previous examples for adjustability is arbitrary. For
consistency and meaningful data correlation, in-

Fig. 2·25 Equipment configuration for temperature coefficient demonstration
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of the unit. For example. potentiometers utilizing cermet elements typically have a temperature coefficient of ± lOOPPM;oC. Wirewound
clement devices typica!ly have ±50 PPM;oC
maximum. It is important to note that total resistance can vary directly or inversely with temperaturc.
Proper demonstration of a potentiometer's
TC requires the usc of a temperature chamber
and a means for monitoring the chamber's temperature. Also needed is a resistance measuring
instrument wired to the potentiometer so that
total resistance can be accurately measured in
the closed chamber. Fig. 2-25 shows this equipment. To determine the TC for a particular
unit, measure and record the devices TR for two
ambient temperatures. The two temperatures
should be separated by at least 25°C. A!low sufficient time for temperature stabilization at each
tempe rature.
Then:
TC =

ject of temperature coefficient wi!l include reference to resistance temperature characteristic,
RTC. This parameter is nothing more than the
total resistance change that may occur over a
specified ambient temperature rangc. It is exprcssed as a percentagc of the TR value at a
given rcfcrence temperature. Mathematically;
RTC % = TR'T-; TR , X 100

,

RTC = Rcsistance temperature
characteristic from T l to T~
TR , =TR at ambient Temperature, T ,
(Reference Temperature)
TR,=TR at ambient temperature, T2
The resistances must be expressed in ohms.
Comparison of the formulas for TC and RTC
will show that RTC is simply a percentage
change (parts per hundred) in total resistance.
For the same measurement conditions, TC is
RTC expressed in parts per million - per degree
Celsius.

~T~R~';c-~T~R~,~ X 106
TR,(T2 - T ,)

RESOLUTION

TC = Temperature coefficient in PPMr C
TR, = TR at ambient temperature T ,
TR.= TR at ambient tempertture T~
106 is conversion factor to PPM
The resistance must be expressed in ohms and
temperatures in cc.

There are three types of resolution. Each is
a measure of the incremental changes in output
with wiper travel characteristic of wirewound
potentiometers. For non-wirewound units, output smoothness reflects resolution effects.
Theoretical Resolution. Theoretical resolution, sometimes called nominal resolution applies only to linear wirewound potentiometers
and assumes that the moveable contact can be
scI to any given turn of resistance wire. Fig. 2-26
shows an example of this type of wirewound
clement. If N represents the number of active
turns in the clement, then the theoretical resolu-

Industry standard test conditions require TR
readings to be taken at several temperatures (as
many as seven). Using the above formula, the
resistance shift for each ambient temperature is
evaluated to determine conformance to the TC
specification.
Occasionally, in existing literature, the sub-

~

•

Fig. 2-26 Linear wircwound potentiometer clement
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tion is given in percent by the following formula:
Theoretical Resolution % =

~
N

voltage increment is of major concern in most
applications, voltage resolution , rather than
travel resolution, is specified.
Voltage Resolulion. Voltage resolution is defined as the greatest inc remental change in output voltage in any portion of the rcsistance
element with movcment of the mechanical input
in one direction. This parameter is applied only
to wirewound units.
Voltage resolution is easily seen from the expanded graph in Fig. 2-27. It is the greatest step
height in outp ut voltage resulting from a corresponding change in wiper position.
A circuit suita ble for voltage resolution demonstration is shown in Fig. 2-28. A stable voltage source, EI, supplies 10V as an input to the
potentiometer. The output voltage is fed to a load
resistor, R L , and through a high pass filter to a
strip-chart recorde r. R l • need not be included in
the circu it unless it is specified by the end user
of the potentiometer. Since RI . is rarely used,
the following discussion assumes it is nOI present in the demonstration ci rcuit.
The characteristics of the filte r must be such
that the charge on the capacitor. C, is allowed
10 reach a near-steady-stale value wit hin the
time required for the wiper to move from one
turn of resistance wire to the next. The output
signal fed to the recorder will be a series of
pulses in d icati ng each lime a n ew turn and.
hence, a new voltage level is encountered. Fig .
2-29 illustrates the input and output wavefo rms.
I n order to demonstrate these electrical para meters, the time interval, t, between voltage
steps, e, may be calculated from the theoretical
resolution and the tra vel time required to traverse the entire electrical length.

X 100

The active tu rns are those turns between the
termination tabs which con tribute to the potentiometers tolal resis tance. T he larger the number of turns, the beller or lower the theoretical
resolu tion. This also means that, for a given potentiometer construction, the higher resis tance
values will have a better theoretical resolution
because more turns of a smaller diameter wire
are used in the element.
As examples, consider a typical wi rcwound
adjustment potentiometer. For a TR value of
1000 ohms, there arc approximately 172 turns
of wire in the element so thc theoretical resolution is 0.58%. If a unit of the same style werc
ohms , the eleconstructed for a TR of 20000
,
men! would require about 400 turns, yielding a
theoretical resolution of 0.25%.
Tra vel ResoluliOIl. Travel resolu tion, applicable 10 wiTewound potentiomete rs on ly. is the
maximum movement of the mechanical input
in one direction required to produce an incre?1ental step in the output voltage. For a rotating
mput it will be specified in deg rees but in the
case of a linear actuating shaft it will be in thousandths of an inch. This parameter is specified
without regard to wiper location on the element.
. The t~pica l output of a wirewound potentIometer IS a sta ircase pattern in which the output voltage remains relatively constant for a
small amount of wipe r travel, then it sudde nly
changes. Fig. 2-27 is an expanded portion of
this o ut put voltage vs. wipe r travel pattern.
Travel resolu tion. unlike theo retical resolution
.
'
IS a measurable output response.
As shown in F ig. 2-27. travel resolution and
voltage resolution arc related. Since the output

t

~

Travel T ime X Theoretical Rcsolution
100

t = time interval

VOLTAGE

RESOLUTION

OllTPUT
VOLTAGE

"''''

Fig. 2-27 Output voltage vs. travel ~ illustrating theoret ical voltage and travel resolution
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2-28) must be at least 10 times the total resistance of the potentiometer in order to prevent
loading errors. It may be that the actua l input
resistance of the recorder is very large and RII
rep resents an external shunting resistance.

Division by 100 is necessary because the theoretical resolution is given in percent. The time
intervllI, t, will be in the same units chosen to ex·
press the travel time.
The input resistance of the recorde r, RR. (Fig.

,
"

,~

,

-

C

STRIP CHART
RECORDER

R'

Rc

INPUT
RESISTANCE

l'

...J

Fig. 2· 28 Ci rcuit configuralion for demonstrating voltage resolution
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Fig. 2-29 Input and out put voltage waveforms for the high pass fill er. Rile. in Fig. 2-28
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CONFORMITY

The time constant o( the filter approximated
by RnC, should be made much less than the
time interval. 1. I ndustry standards recommend
that RaC be one tenth the value of t, but a ratio
as small as I to 5 will contribute negligihle error. Thus, the value of thc filter capacitance may
be calculated from the formula:

C =

Many precision and special applications of potentiometers require that the output voltage be
some well defined nonlinear function of the
wiper position and input voltage. Expressing this
mathematically:
Eo = E,/(O) or

t

5R,t
If t is expressed in seconds and R,t in megohms, C will be given in microfarads.
The response of the recorder must be faster
than the time constant of the filter. or the true
peak value of the output pulse will not be displayed. If a slow response recorder is the only
instrument available for demonstration purposes, it may be necessary to move the potentiometer wiper very slowly.
The magnitude of voltage resolution is the
ratio of the maximum voltage pulse seen by the
recorder to the total input voltage. It is usually
expressed in percent. In general:

Eo = 1(0)

E,

where Eo represents the output voltage, E, is
the total input voltage, and /(0) represents the
theoretical output function of the potentiometer.
It is impractical for a manufacturer to meet
a give n mathematical function specification
(ideal output curve) exactly. The function is
normally specified with a tolerance or deviation
[rom the theoretical function . This allowable deviation of the output curve from a fully defined
theoretical function is conformity. In other
words, it is the tolerance or error band specified
about the theoretical (ideal )output curve. This
is shown in Fig. 2-30. Before discussing thc parameters which are used to characterize confor·
mity it is necessary to define several terms. The
illustration of Fig. 2-31 presents a simple method
of demonstrating the factors which affect conformity. In addition, Fig. 2-31 provides graphical representation of the following definitions:
TOlal mechanical travel, Fig. 2·3IA, is the
amounl of angular input ro tation OM necessary

Voltage Resolution % =
Max. Voltage Pulse
X 100
I nput Voltage
The maximum voltage pulse and input voltage
must be expressed in like terms. For the circuit
o[ Fig. 2-28 and the waveform of Fig. 2-29B:
Voltage Resolution % = e;,'Ox X 100

/

/I
/ I
/ /

I (0)

SPECIFIEO THEORE TI CAL
FUNCTION
OUTPUT
RATIO

<,
<,

/

/

/

CONfORMITY
(ALLOWABLE DEVIATIO.'.~'

>.(

./

---

/

/

/

,

WIPER TRAVEL

Fig. 2-30 Conform ity
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to move the wiper from one end stop to the
other end stop. It is not necessary to use Ihis
term when referring to continuous rotation units
since end stops are not provided. The output
ratio at various wiper posi tions along the total
mechanical travel can be measured and plotted
as in Fig. 2-3 1B. A digital voltmeter with ra tio
capability is an excellent instrument for this
purpose.
Actlwl electrical travel, is the total amount of
angular input rotation. 8 A , over which the output ratio actually varies. Th is travel range may
be easily located by noting the high and low end
points on the curve of Fig. 2-31 B where the output ralio begins or ceases to vary. For the particular potentiometer being considered, these
points are shown in F ig. 2-3IC.
Theoretical electrical travel, is the amount of
angular input ro tation, 8T , defined as the operational range of the potentiometer. This travel
range extends between the high and low theoretical end poillls as shown on the curve of Fig.
2-31 D. T he location of the theoretical electrical
travel range is defined by an index point. This
point is always on the output ratio cu rve. To locale the theoretical electrical travel range, it is
only necessary to locate the theoretical end
points. To do thi s, the potentiometer is adjusted
until an output ratio of al is obtained. The index
point specification, clearly defines this output
ratio to be 0 1 degrees o[ angular input. Therefore, the theoretical end points can be located
by adjusting the potentiometer through angles
of -0 1 and +(OT-O I) from the end poi nts.
In most cases when an index point is required
it is specified by the potentiometer manufacturer. The angle and/ or ratio of the inde.1{ point
will vary from unit to unit but the manufacturer
indicates the index point coordinates on the potentiometer exterior. In some instances, system
desig n may require the angle or ratio of the index point to be the same throughout a given
quan tity of potentiometers. In these cases, the
end user specifies one of the index point coordinates and the manuf:lcturer specifies the other
coordinate.
Since the index point is always on the output
ratio curve, the index point coordinates cannot
be guaran teed identical for a given group of
units. At least one coordiMte, either input angle
or output ntio, must vary from device to device.
To apply the above terms to an example, assume that a particular potentiometer has a /otal
mec/uJflical travel of 352 0 and an il1dex poillf
at 50% output ratio, 170 0 rotational input. This
potentiometer might have an actual electric(ll
travel of 3480 , with end poillls at 172 0 and 1760
on either side of the index point. The theoretical

e1ec/rical /ravel for the same unit could be
0_340 0 with theoretical end points 1700 on either
side o f the index point.
The three !ravel ranges described above arc
defined in terms of end point location. In each
case, the lower end point is referred to as the
zero reference for the particular travel range
being considered. Occasionally, it is necessary
to refer to some particular wiper position. This
is accomplished throughout this book by specifying an atlgular travel dis/once, Ow , from
the zero reference of the trave] range being
considered.
Assume the potentiometer whose actual output is plotted in Fig. 2-3 1B was built to the theoretical funct ion and conformity limits of Fig.
2-30. To evaluate this particul:lr potentiometer's
conformity, su perimpose the actual output (Fig.
2-3I B) on the theoretical function (Fig. 2-30).
This composite is shown in Fi g. 2-32.
Although the relationship shown in Fig. 2-32
is somewhat exaggerated, it docs illustr<lte the
fonowing.
I) The index poin t by definition is always on
the actual curve.
2) Zero output change may occur fo r a small
wiper movement.
3) Output response may be opposite to the
expected response.
4) It is also possible that the same eX:lct output could be obtained at two different positions of travel.
At first glance, the upper and lower conformity limits (shown by broken lines in F ig. 2-30)
seem to be closer together at the top end. Remember, it is the vertical deviation (the change
in output voltage) which is being described. Aclually, the vertical spacing on the conformity
limits is constant.
To summarize this demonstration of
conformity:
I) Make a plot of Iheoretical output function

of voltage ratio,

~., vs. wiper pOSition, Ow.

2) Measure the actual output of a particular
potentiometer and construc t a graph of

. -Eo.
· ·0
voI tage rallo
VS. wIper POSItIon, II' .
E,

3) Evaluate the conformance of the actual
response to the theoretical response.
If conformity is included in the mathematical
relationship previously given, the formula may
be written:

EO = f(O) +K

E,
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where K represents the conform ity and is us·
ually specified in terms of a percentage of the
to tal input voltage.
G enerall y, it is convenient to express the po.
tentiomcter's output to input function in te rms
of a ratio of wiper position, Ow, to the maximum
theoretical electrical travel, 0". or:

"" ~ 1(8

LINEARITY
w

OT )

EI

formity for this particu lar potentiometer is the
maximum vertical de vi ation of the actual rc·
sponse from the theoretical c urve. This happens
to occur a t about mid- position for this example.
but could happen anywhere along the curve for
another unit.

+

Lineari t y is a specific type of conformity
where the t heoretical function (ideal output
curve) is a straight line. A generalized mathematical representation of this fun ction is:

K

By its definition. this mathematical relationship
is the transfa fu nction of the potentiometer.

ABSOLUTE CONFORMITY

Eo
E,

Absollllc conformity is defined as the great·
est actual deviation of a po te ntiometer's output
from the specified theoretical transfer function.
It is expressed as a percentage of the total
applied input voltage a nd measured over the
theoretical electrical travel. An index point of
reference is required .
The dra wing of Fig. 2-32 illustrates absolute
conformity. Note that for some values of travel,
the actual output is higher than that predicted
from the theoretical CUTVC, while it may be
lower for other values o f tra vel. Absolute con·

= m/(O)

Where : Eo is output voltage.
EI is input Voltage.
m is the slope.
b is the slope in te rcept at zero travel.
is the t ravel.
k is the linearity.
The demonstra tion method previously desc ribed
for conformity. is perfectly su ited for linearity
demonstration.
Linearity is specified in one of 4 ways: absoIule, ;nciependent, zero based or terminal based .
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I n the specific example of Fig. 2-34, the lower
limit of the output ratio is specified as 0.05.
Therefore, the value of b (intercept) must also
be 0.05. In addition, the upper limit of the out-

These specifications differ only in the method of
output curve evaluation . Note that the following explanation of each linearity eVilluates the
actual output curve of one pilrticular potentiometer. This output curve is shown in Fig. 2-33.
Absolute Linearity. Absolute linearity is the
maximum permissible deviation of the actual
output curve from a fully defined straight reference line. It is expressed as a percentage of the
total applied input voltage and measured over
the theoreticill electrical travel. An index point
on the actual output is required.
The straight refe rence line representing the
ideal theoretical output ratio is fully defined by
two points. Unless otherwise specified, these
points are: (1) Zero travel, Ow = O, with an output ratio of 0 and (2) full theoretical electrical
travel, OW = OT' with an output ratio of I.
The illustration of Fig. 2-34 shows the conditions necessary to define absolute linearity. In
this example, the lower limit o[ the output ratio
(point X, Ow= O) is specified as a value slightly
greater than zero. The upper limit of the output
ratio, (point Y, OW =OT) is specified as l.
The reference line for absolute linearity may
be described mathematical1y as:
Eo '-' m

E,

pul ratio is 1 when Ow = 1.0. To determine the

8,

slope, substitute these upper and lower limit
values in the general equation ,md solve for m.
Eo = m
EJ

(OwOT ) + b

1=m(I) + .05
m

1

.05

m = .95

For this example, the index point happens to be
at an output ratio, Eo, of 0.5 and wiper travel.

Ow, of 170°.

E,

In order to meet the specification. the actual
output curve of the potentiometer being evaluated must be within the upper and lower limits
defined by absolute linearity. This means the
maximum vertical difference (voltage ratio) between !he actual output curve and the theoreti·
cal reference line must be within the ± k enve·
lope. Typical values of absolute linearity,

(Ow)
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expressed in percent of total input voltage. range
from .2 to 1.0%.
Absolute linearity is the most precise definition of potentiometer outpu t because the
greatest number of linearity parameters arc con·
trolled. Th is is the primary advantage of abso·
lute linearity. The methods lIsed to manufacture
to these parameters, however, cause absoilite
linearity to be the most expensive of the four
linearities.
In Chapter 4, approaches arc discussed for
achieving absolute linearity performance from
more loosely specified (lower cost) lincarities
by adding adjustment potentiometers. This may
be an economical alternative.
Independent Linearity. Independent linearity
is the maximum permissible deviation of the ac·
tual output curve from a referencc line. The
slope and position of this reference line arc
chosen to minimize deviations over all or a portion of the actual electrical travel. In other
words, the choice of the values for the slope and
intercept arc such as to minim ize the linea rit y
error. Thus. the reference line is placed for best
straight line fit through the actual output curve.
Further restrictions may be imposed on the limits of slope and intercept by additionally speci·
fying the range of permissible end output ratios.
Fig. 2-35 illustrates conditions necessary to
define independent linearity. The exaggerated
WllVy line represents the actual output ratio, and
is measured over the IOtal actl/al electrical travel.
The reference line is positioned on the output
curve, without regard to slope and intercept, so
the positive and negative deviations or linearity
errors arc minimized.
The reference line is expressed by the mathematical equation:

to minimize the linearity error. Therefore, the
specification of independent linearity should be
carefully evaluated to assure interchangeability
of devices in a given application.
The determination of actual electrical travel
depends upon a clear definition of end points.
Genernlly, there is no problem with wirewound
elements, but accunlle determination of end
points for nonwirewound elements can be quite
diflicult. In many instances, the output in the
rcgion ncar the end of the nonwirewound ele·
ment exhibits an abrupt step function . In other
cases, the function may be irregular and quite
nonlinear with no clearly definable end point.
Irregularities at the end points present lillie
difficulty in most applications where only the
middle 80 to 90 percent o f travel is used. It
becomes necessary. however, to deal with the
problem in order to make the linearity specifications meaningful for nonwirewound
potentiometers.
There are two possible approaches to characterizing linearity in nonwircwound potentiometers. The first method utilizes an index point
of reference while the second merely defines the
location of end points.
Fig. 2-36 illustrates the first approach. An in·
dex point must be speci fied as was done for absolute linearity. The travel is presented in terms
of a total theoretical electrical travel with respect to the reference index point. Linearity is
Ihen detcrmined by constructing a reference line
through the actual output curve to minimize the
deviat ions of Ihe aclual output from Ihe reference or theoretical line. This best siraight linc fit
is Ihe same as used for independent linearity of
wirewound units.
The second approach to specification of independent linearity for nonwirewound potentiometers. Fig. 2·37. defines the end points in terms
of specific output ratios. Otherwise, it uses the
same basic method as with wirewound potentiometers. A typical set of end points is specified
as that travel position where the output voltage
ratio is exact ly .01 and .99 for the low and high
end points respectively. This allows easy mea·
surement of the actual electrical travel, and the
independen t linearity may be evaluated in the
same manner as for wirewound potentiometers.
:b!ro Based Linearity, Zero based linearity is
a special case of independent linearity where
the zero travel end of the theoretical reference
line is specified. In this case, the theoretical
reference line extends over the actual electrical
travel. Zcro based linearity is the maximum re·
suIting deviation of the actual output from the
straight reference line. This straight line is drawn
through the specified minimum output voltage

where m is an IInspecified slope, Ofl. is the actual
electrical travel, b is the III/specified intercept
value of the output ratio at 0",=0.
The independent linearity specifica tion, as
shown by the broken lines, arc parallel to the reference line and spaced above and below it. These
show the allowable output ratio deviation from
the theoretical reference line. Typical values of
independent linearity. expressed in percent of
total input voltage, range from .05 to .20%.
It is more common to specify independent
rather than absolute linearity because it gives
the tightest tolerance specification for a given
cost. The major difference between indcpendent
linearity and absolute linearity is that the refer·
ence line for independent linearity is positioned
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ratio with a slope chosen to minimize deviations
from the actual output.
Zero based linearity, is expressed as a percentage of lotal input voltage_ Any specified low
end output voltage ratio may be used to define
the location of the zero travel point of reference.
However, un less otherwise stated, the specified
value of minimum output voltage ratio is assumed to be zero.
Fig. 2-38 presents the conditions of a zero
based linearity specification. For this example,
the minimum output voltage ratio is specified
as 0 % . Note that the transfer functions of both
the actual potentiometer output and the theoretic.1I reference line are based upon the ae/I/al
electrical travel. The slope of the reference line
is chosen as the best straight line fit in order to
reduce the maximum deviations of the actual
transfer function from the reference. If an additional specification limits the range of the maximum output voltage ratio, then the range of
slope pennissible will also be limited.
The mathematical equation describing the actual transfer function is:

100% of the total applied input voltage. Termi·
nal based linearity is expressed as a percentage
of the total applied input voltage.
Terminal based linearity is very much like the
absolute linearity except for the definition of
reference line end locations as related to travel.
With absolute linearity, travel is related to a
theoretical movement from a reference index
point. The terminal based linearity specification
uses actual electrical travel with the end locations on the reference line corresponding to the
actual end points of the potentiometer.
Fig. 2-39 shows the requirements for terminal
based linearity. For the example here, it is assumed that the minimum and maximum output
voltage ratios are given as a basic part of the
linearity specification. The 0 % and 100% travel
limits arc implicit.
The reference [inc for the theoretical output
is established by defining two points, X and Y.
Point X is the minimum output voltage ratio in
the example of Fig. 2-39. It is a travel distance
of zero from the lower end point. The second
point, Y, is the maximum output voltage ratio
in the example and the travel distance is the actual electrical travel. The reference line is constructed with a straight line through the two
points. X and Y.
The difference between absolute and terminal
based linearity is in the use of /heore/ical electrical travel in the former case and actual electrical
travel in the latter. There is no significant difference between absolute and terminal based
linearity in those applications where the overall
system gain may be adjusted to compensate for
a variation in the value of the actual electrical
travel from one unit to the next. On the other
hand, the same degree of interchangeability cannot be expected from a terminal based linearity
specification as there would be with an absolute
linearity specification.
The actual output function of a given potentiometer purchased under a terminal based linearity specification has the mathematical form:

where m is the ullspecified slope whose value is
chosen to minimize devialions for a specific potentiometer, b is the specified intercept value determined by the minimum output voltage ratio
specification, Ow is wiper position, 8" is the actual electrical travel for a specific unit, and k is
the linearity.
Zero based linearity is used where : (J) close
control of the transfer function is necessary at
lower output ratios, (2) greater flexibility of the
slope and hence, the transfer function at higher
output ratios is permissible.
In many applications. performance very
closcly resembling that obtained with a costly
tight absolute linearity specification may be
achieved with a lower cost zero based linearity
specification. This is possible when it is lIsed
with an adjustment potentiometer to control the
overall system gain. Simply stated, an adjustment potentiometer can be used to shift the output (slope) of a precision potentiometer to fit
within maximum output limits.
Terminal Based Linearity. A linearity specification sometimes used with wirewound potentiometers is terminal based linearity. II is the
maximum deviation of the actual output from
a straight reference line drawn through minimum and maximum end points. These points
arc separated by the actual electrical travel. Unless otherwise stated, the minimum and maxi·
mum output ratios are, respectively. zero and

S! =
E.

m

(Ow)
+ b+ k
0...

where m is a specified slope of the theoretical
reference line, b is the intercept value established by the specified minimum output voltage
ratio, Ow is wiper position, 0" is the actual electrical travel for a given potentiometer. and k IS
the linearity error.

POWER RATING
Power rating is the maximum heat that can
be dissipated by a potentiometer under specified
conditions with certain performance require45
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ELECTRICAL PARAr-.·tETERS

menu. He at (o r power ) dissip at ion is the
result of current passing through a resistance.
Mathematically:

mounting hardware. it may be thought of as a
measure of the electrica l leakage between the
electrical portion of a potentiometer and other
conductive parts of the potentiometer. In the
case of ganged (multiple section ) units, the insulation resistance sl>ccification is <llso applicable
to the resistance between sections.
A commercia l megohmmeter with an internal
sou rce voltage of the proper value. normally
500v dc, may be used to measure insulation resistance. One lead is connected to all the terminals of the potentiometer and the other lead is
connected to the case, shaft. bushing. or other
metal parts. Fig. 2-40 illust rates a basic demonstration circuit tor insula tion resistancc.
The power supply must be current limited to
prevent damage to it or thc electrometer in the
case of an unexpected internal short in the potentiometer.
The value of insulation resistance. R I , is determined by the applied voltage. E, :lnd the resulting current. I :

P = FR

0'

E'

p = -

R

where P is the power dissipation in watts and R
is the tot'll resistance in ohms. I is the total current in amps flowing through the resistance, R.
and E is the total voltage drop expressed in volts,
across the resistance, R.
The useful life of a given potentiometer is directl y relatcd to the maximum temperature allowed in the interior of the unit. Above a certain
internal tempenllurc, insulating materials begin
to degrade. A maximum power rating indicates
to the circuit designer just how much power mny
be snfely dissipated without harm to the device.
The manner in which a given potentiometer
is applied will affect the maximum permissible
power dissipation for a given power rating. A
detailed explnnation of power rating is beyond
the scope of th is chapter. For a com plete analysis relative to applications. refer to Chapter 3.

R,

Insulation resistance, IR, is the resistance presented to a dc voltage appl ied between the
potentiometer terminals and all other external
conducting parts such as shaft. housing, and

r--I
I
I
I
I

CURRENT
LIMITED
H V. SUPPLY

-,,

,

I

r- -

I
I
I
/' • I
I
~ ELECTROMETE R

----

I

Typical values of insu lation rcsistance arc
1,000 megohms and higher. T he insulation resistance parameter, as normally given, refers to
bulk leakage resistance under dry operating cond iti ons. Actual equiva lent leakage resistance
may be much lower (worse) in a given application due to surface leakage paths encouraged
by a combination of contaminants and moisture.

INSULATION
RESISTANCE,IR

MEGOHMETER

E

I

I

I

I

~I

,

I
I
I
_.J

I

_-.J
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fig. 2·40 Circuit configuration for demonstration of insulation resistance
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APPLICATION
FUNDAMENTALS
Chapter

"Ln knowledge grow from more to more,"
AI/red, Lord Tennyson

INTRODUCTION
Potentio meters arc used in many differe nt
applications including calibration adjustments,
manual control f unctio ns, da ta input, level and
sensitivity adjustments, and servo position feed back transducers. T he li st is al most endless.

However, any specific application can be cate-

(1·,8) R~

gorized into onc of two operational modes - the
\'oriable vO/loge divider or the Vltrioble current
rheostat.
T his chapler will look at potentiometer ap pli·
cations from the elemental pOSition. Mathe-

I--~' ~-

"

",

matical derivations of response characteristics
afC based on a theoretical, idea l model. W ays
to modify the two basic ope rational modes
10 achieve desired or improved performa nce
are included. The significance of some of the
potentiometer pa ra meters are ex plained . F o r
complete defin it ion o f pa ra me ters, refe r to
Chapter 2.

"

A. CIRCUIT DIAGRAN

,.•

- - - ---- -

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
DIVIDER MODE
A resistive voltage divider provides an output
voltage in reduced proport ion to the voltage
applied to its input. In its s implest for m , it
consists of two resistances in series. The input
voltage is applied across the total circuit and the
output vo hage is developed ac ross one of the
individual resistances.
To construct a variable volt age di vider, usi ng
the potentiometer, the resis tive element is
substituted for the two resis tances of the fixed
voltage divider. The wi per provides an adjustable output vollage. T he basic circuit is shown
in Fig. 3-1A. A n input voltage E J is applied

(J

= ,'"

••

1.0

B. PLOT OF THE OUTPUT FUNCTION

F ig. 3-1 The basic variable voltage divider

"
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perature difference in two sections of the cle·
ment. In most actual applications, the voltage
input to the potenliometer will not be from a
zero output impedance source. Also, the poten·
tiometer output may be driving a load resistance.
These conditions are additional sources for
output voltage variation with temperature.
Although the resulting effects will usually be
negligible, they must be considered for critical
applications involving significant ambient temperature variations.
Effects of Linearity. Since linearity is a direct
indication of the degree to which the ou tput
function may deviate from the ideal st raight line.
the effects of lineari ty error may have to be
considered when the potentiometer is used as a
voltage divider.
If the wiper is very accurately positioned,
mechanical/y, to some desired output ratio and
an electronic measurement is made of the actual
output voltage, the output voltage very probably
will no/ be as predicted by the relationship:

across the entire resistive clement. The output
voltage. Eo, is developed across the lower portion of the clement, between the wiper terminal
2 and end terminal I. The value of the resistance
between terminals 2 and I will be fjRT' where fj
is the ratio of the particular wiper position to the
total actual electrical travel or

f3= ~:

and R,.

is the mathematical symbol for total resistance.
The resistance value for the remainder of the
clement will then be (I - fJ)R T •
The unloaded voltage output may be calculated:

_

,eEI RT
_ E
Eo - fiR., + (I - fiJR, - fi •
This relationship is represented by the linear
output function shown in Fig. 3-18.
Adjuslllbility. The adjustability of output
voltage ratio A 'll is a direct indication of the
accuracy with which any, arbitrarily selected,
output voltage can be achieved. The A'll specification pertains explicitly to the voltage divider
mode. For example, assume a potentiometer
having an Av=::!:0.05 % is used in an application where E,= 100'11. The circuit designer can
expect to set any desired output voltage in the
range 0- 100'11 within .05'11. Of course, intelligent design procedure requires the selection of
a device based on the output voltage accuracy
required.
In addition 10 indicating output accuracy, the
A'll parameter is specified together with a maximum time-to·set duration of 20 seconds. This
time limitation assures the potentiometer user
that the specified accuracy can be obtained without an extended period of trial and error.
Effects of Te. The magnitude of a potentiom·
eter's total resistance may change with variations
in ambient temperature. The amou nt of the
change will be proportional to the actual temperature coefficient TC of the particular resistive
clement. This presents no real difliculty in the
simple variable voltage divider whose output
voltage is a function of the ralio of two resistances. The entire length of the element may be
assumed to have an essentially uniform temperature coefficient. If the temperature of the
clement varies uniformly, then the ratio of the
divided portions will rema in constant. Thi s
means that the output voltage will be unaffected
by the TC of the potentiometer.
A slight variation in output voltage can be
caused by temperature·change effects on the materials used to fabricate the device. This may
result in minor mechanical movements. If the
wiper moves relative to the elemcnt, the n fJ will
change. The same result occurs with a slight tem-

Eo = fJE I
The error can be caused by any combination of
the factors discussed in this chapter. The linearity specification is an indication of the amount
of output error that can occur due to linearity
factors alone.
When considering a linearity specification,
note which of the four linearities is :lppli cablc.
Refer to Chapter 2 for an explanation of linearity
evaluation methods.
Effects of Voltage Resolution. Voltage reso·
lution is the incremental change (steps) in output
voltage that occurs as the wiper traverses a wire·
wound element. As illustrated in Chapter 2, the
expanded output voltage func tion will exhibit a
staircase form. The resulting discrete changes in
output voltage level make it impossible to adjust
the wiper to some values. This limitation is mosl
pronounced in low resistance wircwound poten·
tiomcters due to the large diameter rcsistance
clement wire used in their construction.
Power Rllting. The maximum power rating of
most potentiometers assumes that the unit will
be operated in the voltage di vider mode. Thus a
voltage will be applied to the input termi nals
with an insignificanl load current through the
wiper circuit.
A typical maximum power rating might be
listed as I.Ow at an ambient temperature of
40°C and zero walts at 125°C. This two-point
specification is illustrated by Fig. 3-2. The first
part of the speci fication defines the location
of point A The second part of the specifica·
tion, point B, indicates the operating temperature at which the maximum allowable power
52
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dissipation falls to zero.
The permissible power dissipations for temperatures between 40°C and 125°C assume a
linear derating curve defined by the straight line
connecting the two points.
It is important to realize that it is the resulting
il1lemal temperature that is critical. It matters
little to the potentiometer as to whether heat is
caused by current passing through its clement,
high external ambient temperatures, or a combination of the two.
The manufaclUrer often views the two-point
specification in the manner shown by F ig. 3-3
where the maximum allowable power dissipation is J .Ow for all temperatures 40°C and below.
A circuit designer would do well to follow this
approach unless he checks with the manufacturer. Extrapolation of the power rating plot to
temperatures lower than that of the lowest specification, 40°C in the example, although logical
and seemingly practical, is nOt wise. Other factors such as excessive element current may be
involved.
Calculation of a power rating at some intermediate temperature between the two given in
the specification is quite easy. First, determine
the derati ng factor, p:

where PA and P II represent the allowable power
dissi pations at the two temperatures T ,\ and T il
respectively. For the specific example of Fig.
3-3:

1- 0

P =40 - 125 = - 0.0118 wattl°C
Thus, for each deg ree C of rise in Ihe ambient
temperature, the power rating is decreased by
.0 l l 8w. The power rating for any temperature
within the two temper<iture extremes, T.~ and
T I" may now be calculated:
PI) = PA

+ p(T1)

- T A)

where PI) is the allowable power rating at temperature T D'
Other factors may affect the realistic allowable power di ssi pation. A full power rating
specification should describe the mounting conditions and whether the ambient is still air or
forced convection. Generally it is safe to
assume that the published rating applies to the
standard mounting means for the given potentiometer in still air.
If the unit is mounted in a manner substantially different than the one for which it was
designed, consideration should be given to the
comparative thermal conductivities. Say that a
bushing moun ted unit wh ich is normally

AP
PA - P B
p =-=
AT
TA - T B

,.. -----1

1
1
1

1
1

r
1
1
1
1

r

•,

•
AMB IENT TEMPERATURE (OC)

'"

Fig. ) -2 A two-point power rating specification assumes linear operating
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The fractional error in the output voltage, as
compared with the unloaded ideal value, may
be expressed as:

mounted to a metal panel will be mounted to a
printed circuit board. The thermal conductivity
of the epoxy-glass circuit board is much lower
than mctal, and it may be necessary to reduce
the maximum powcr ra ting to assure reliable
operation.
Be caulious when placing a potentiometer adjacent to a he a t produ cing device such as
a power transistor, vacuu m lube, power transformer, power resis tor , or even a noth e r
potentiometer. Frequently several adjustment
potentiometers may be mounted together with
little space between them. With precision potentiometers or controls, more than one unit may be
stacked on a common shaft for panel mounting.
Derating the allowable powe r d issipation of the
potentiometer may be wise.
Loading Effects. When a load resistance RI •
is present in the out put circuit of a variable voltage divider, shown in Fig. 3-4A. the output
voltage can no longer be represented by the
simple relatio n fJEI • To examine the affect of a
load resistance, consider the potentiometer's
Thevenin equivalent circuit as shown in Fig.
3-4B. The un loaded open-circuit voltage E',
which is equal to Eo in Fig. 3-1. must be divided
between the terminal resistance R' and the load
resistance R,,:
J:< '

'--0

=

E'R L

R'+ R,.

o

E'R

8=

~ - E'

E'

E;.

= E'-I

Inserting the value for the output voltage as
given above and sim plifying:

-(P- P')
RT'+<fJ-W)

R,

The value of f1 which yields ma ximum error
may be found by setting the partial de ri vative
of the above expression to zero. That is:

R,

-~ (1 -2m

aB

Rr

W3~ [~: + <P-w)]'

The only practical solution to this equation is:

1- 2f1 = 0
~ ~ 0.5
Insert this value into Ihe general expression for
8 to get the maxi mum error.

,.

Bmu = R

- (0.5-0.S!)

I

, + (0.5 - O.S~)

~

25

1~

~ O

75

r,()

.... M8IENT TEMPEft.\,TU~E (OCl

100

1 I

125

I

r..

Fig. 3-3 A two point power rating specification implies a maximum power rating
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Power Rating as Loaded Voltage Divider. If
potentiometers are used as variable voltage dividers supplying a significant output current,
then power dissipation along the resistive element may be uneven. This is shown in Fig. 3-8.
The portion of resistive clement from end
terminal 3 to the wiper position conducts a CUfrent IT' It is the sum of the load current I,. and
the current through the remainder of the clement I,;. The power dissipation per unit length
of element is a function of the square of the current passing through it. Therefore, the length
of the clement supporting IT will operatc at a
higher current density, amps per ohm, than that
length carrying I .; alone and hence, will be required to support a higher temperature.
The curve of Fig. 3-9 shows how IT varies
as the wiper is moved from zero travel (zero
output voltage) to maximum travel (maximum
output voltage). For this example, an arbitrary
load resistance equal to five times the potentiometer's total resistance was chosen.
Referring to Fig. 3-8, with the wiper at lcro
travel, I I, drops to zero and the only current
through the potentiometer is due to the input
voltage and resistive element. T his sta te is
analogous to an unloaded voltage divider application . As the wiper travel is increased, the
output voltage and load current increase until a
maximum value is reached:

fJ=~

••

(I·m lIT

e,

",.
". LOADED VOlTAGE DIVIDER CIRCUIT

R'

=

(.B.p') A"

E' = Eo

R,.

EO'

•

8 . THEVENIN ECUIVALENl CIRCUIT

Fig. 3-4 Variable voltage d ivider circuit
with significant load current
Note that the maximum power dissipation per
unit length of element actually occurs just as
the wiper reaches the end point at terminal I.
At the same time, the total power being dissi·
pated in the portion of the clement between
terminals 3 and 2 approaches zero. The grenlest
spot temperature rise along the element will 0ccur for a load current slightly below I,. maximum. This condition corresponds with a wiper
position ncar the maximum output voltage setting. The exact values will depend upon the
thermal conductivity of the adjacen t element
core and surrounding structure.
When considering power and load current re·
quirements, the manufacturer's maximum wiper
current rating must be respected under all possible conditio ns of wi per setting, ambient
temperature, load resistance and output voltage.
Remember, it is power dissipation concentration
that can produce a localized elevated temperature that is detrimental to the potentiometer's
life. To determine the maximum power rating
and maximum wiper current rating, consult the
published data sheet or the manufacturer.

Fig. 3·5 shows the loading error as a function
of relative wiper position for two cases. Onc
where the load resistance is only twice the value
of the total resistance and another where RL is
10 RT • Fig. 3·6 is a tabulation of percentage
loading errors over a range of R I . from 0.1 RT
to IOOR T • The solid line of Fig. 3-7 shows the
maximum value of loading error (occllrring at
(3=O.5). The dashed line indicates the maximum loading error which would occur if the
wiper positions were restricted to the end regions
of the element.

"R,

The required minimum ratio of ...l!. can be
found from Figures 3-5 , 3-6. and 3-7 for a given
application having a known maximum allowable loading error. In many instances. a certain
amount of compromise will be necessary since
the large ratio required to assure a low loading
error imposes a substantial power loss in the
potentiometer clement.

"
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PE~ CENT

ERROR DUE
TO lOAOING

fJ

== 9w

••
Fig. 3-5 Loading error is a function of the relative values of RL and R,.
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Fig, 3-7 Maximum uncompensated loading error
Compensating Loading Errors, The addition
of a single compensating resistor, RI in Fig.
3-IOA, will provide a limited reduction in loading error. Using the equivalent Ci fCUit given in
F ig. 3-1 DB. the output voltage and the fractional
error can be calculated. The output voltage is:
r:' =
'-""0

E,

{

,.

",

~ ,:

,

•

I

E,

j

E'

",.

E, + [E" - E']R' =
R" + R'

+

~'C !~)-E'

The error is:

a

Fig. 3·8 Power dissipation is not distributed
uniformly in a loaded voltage divider
application

,
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A. CIRCUIT ARRANCENENT

''-~ (
-

f/

,

1+"

)

B. THEVlHIN EOUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Fig,3.10 A limited degree of compensation for loading effects is possible by
use of a single additional resistor
center position of the potentiometer's resistIve
clement. Intuitively, it might be supposed that
j f the center region could be forced to zero error, by the proper selection of a compensation
resistor. the optimum desig n would result. Using
the formula for compensated output voltage
error given above, insert the value {3= 0.5, which
corresponds to the center of tra vel. Then determine the required value for .". to make the error

where all terms except 'I, the ratio of the compensation resisto r to the load resistor, ha ve been
defined previously. The equivalent circuit of
Fig. 3-108 is determined by applying Thcvenin 's
Theorem twice to the circuit of Fig. 3-10A. First,
with Rl and R ,. disconnected and then with only
the potentiometer disconnected .
Look back at the curves of Fig. 3-5. Notice
that the error is greatest when the wiper is at the
58
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zero:

(

~) (1 -

shown in Fig. 3- 14, can be used to restrict the
minimum and maximum output voltage. The
overall effect is equivalent to a potentiometer
with a limited wiper travel.
The element of the equivalent potentiometer
consists of the two end resistors Rl and R2 together with the potentiometer's resistive clement
Consider the equivalent parameters of this
composite.
The equivalent total resistance is:

0.5') - (0.5 - 0.5 2)

8
.!.+ J )(0.5 - 0. 5' ) + R I.
( '/
R,.
Set the numerator equal to zero:
I

,

-(.25)-.25 =

a

R~

'I = 1

= RI + R2 + R.r

The minimum equivalent travel position is:

This R I to R io ratio is simple to achieve.
but look a t the error values for other possible
positions of the wiper. Fig. 3-11 presents a plot
of the errors resulting from varying degrees of
compensa ti on for a specific example where
RI , = I ORr. The bottom curve describes the errol'
resulting from no compen sati on. It indicates a
maximum error magnitude of abou t 2.5%.
The top curve covers the case where thc compensating resistor is made equal to the load
resistor. Notice that ze ro loading error is
achieved when {J=0.5 and. fo r all values of {J
from 0.33 to 1.0. the error magnitude is lower
than for the uncompensated condition. However, for the lower one third of the wiper travel,
the error rises sharply and exceeds the worstcase uncompensated error for all values of {1.
This indicates that the Rl = R" degree of compensation is wise only where the active wiper
travel will be restricted to the upper portion of
the element. Fig. 3-11 also shows other curves
for lesser degrees of compensation. Fig. 3- 12 is
a tabulation of compensaled loading errors for
several possible degrees of compensation for the
condilion of R I• = IOR T •
Fig. 3-13 lists the loading errors for moderate
(1}=3) compensation at varying loading ratios.
Compare this table with F ig. 3-6. Notice that a
substan tial reduction in loading error has occurred for a major portion of the wiper travel.
Always consider the increased error in the lower
regions of wiper travel before employing this
method of compensation. In some systems, the
errors due 10 loading or overcompensation may
actually be useful as compensation for other
possible errors.
Varying the Adjustment Ranee. The output
voltage for the basic variable voltage divider,
shown in Fig. 3-1, may be adjusted for any
value within the Av specification between zero
and thc full input voltage. Many applications do
not require this much variation and, in fact,
need to have definite limits applied to the adjustment range.
Fixed resistors, placed in series at either one
or both ends of the potentiometer·s element, as

R2

fl'

1--' ",1"

= R~

The maximum equivalent travel position is:

,

13m ..

=

RT + R2

,

R'

The adjustment range is :

The formulas given for loading error and
maximum loading error are applicable to the
composite poten tiometer when R:r is substituted
for R1' and {J' is substituted for {J. Since the
equivalent relative travel is restricted to the minimum and ma .~imum limits given above, it may
be thaI the maximum theoretical loading error.
occurring at {J = O.S. may not occur within the
adjustment range.
The following text is a step by step generalized des ign example. The values for E I • ~"'In '
Eo ,~u . and Rl" are all known . Either the table of
Fig. 3-6 or the curve of Fig. 3-7 can be used to
,
determine the minimum R . ratio that will

R,

restrict the maximum loading error to an acceptable limit. For example, if the loading error

R,

must be held to less than 2.5%, ---': musl be 10
R,
or more.
A tentative value for R~ can now be computed:
R' _

,-

R l"

(~)mln

The total resistance of the potentiometer IS:

RT = R~ · ~{J' = R~[Eom";IEoml"J
The value of tOlal resistance obtained from
the above formula is unlikely to be a standard
value. Choose an available TR value as close as

"
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Fig. 3- 11 Output error for several degrees of compensation
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Fig. 3-13 Compensated loading error where

R2

= t'
P'onl n

Rl

= 3RL

R' [EoEm
,l"] 0'
=

T

''''r

As a specific example, assume that the following requirements are given:

E,= IOv

E om 1n == 2v

Eo'M<= 9v

R], = 10k max. loading error = 2.5%

Fig. 3-6 indicates that R r, must be 10 or more

R,

for a maximum loading error of 2.5 % . This
gives an initial value for R~ of I OK / IO = 1K.
Now, compute the value for RT :

"
",.

RT = (lk)

[9-2J
10

= 700 ohms

Unfortunately, 700 ohms is not available as
a standard value . The nearest ones are, say, 500
and 1000 ohms for the poten tiometer type being
considered . In orde r to keep the loading error
within the given requirements, choose the lower
TR, 500 ohms.
Now, recompu te R!r, using the ac tual value
ofTR:

F ig. 3· 14 Adjustment range is fixed by
resistors placed in series with the
potentiometer clement

possible to, but not greater than, the calculated
value. Now, recompute the value of R~ :

R~ =

500

[9 2J
10

= 714.3 ohms

Then,

9
RI= (1- 10) (7 14.3)

The end resis tors may then be com puted
from :

R2 =

61

C

= 71Aohms

2
0) (714.3) = 142.9 ohms
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made equal to 0.1 RT • A major portion of the
potentiometer's total travel is required to vary
the output voltage from O.4E, to 0.6E,. Specifically, almost 70% (#=.16 to .82) of the wiper

The resistors used for Rl and R2 should have
a TC which matches that of the potentiometer
element, if optimum temperature stability is to
be achieved. Remember also that the resistance
tolerance o( the potentiometcr wiU affect the
actual range limits. In some applications, it may
be wise to usc trimming potentiometers for the
end resistors to allow precise control of the
limits.
The effective resolution of the equivalent potentiometer is improved by a factor equal to

R~

total travel is required to produce 20% (Eo =.4

E,

to .6) change in output voltage. For most of this
range, the output is relatively linear. If required,
an output voltage covering the entire range of E,
is possible.
The result is resolution and adjust ability are
improved by a factor of nearly 6 in the center
region. This is compared with the unloaded voltage divider whose output function is indicated
by the straight line in Fig. 3-16. Note that the
slope for the loaded case is less than the unloaded
case in the range 0.1 E, to 0.9E,. The magnitude
of the slope increases rapidly outside this region.
Fig. 3-16 also includes the output function
resulting from making RL and R2 both equal to
RT . With these values, only a very slight improvement is obtained.
The values of Rl and R2 need not be equal
except when the output voltage of major interest
is around 0.5E,. Varying the ratio between the
loading resistors will shift the region of improved resolution as shown by the two examples
given in Fig. 3-17. Again, the straight line output function of the unloaded case is included for
reference.

since the actual resolution of the potentiom-

R, '
eter used applies to the adjustment range only.
Load compensation, as described previously.
can be applied to the limitcd adjustment range
configuration of Fig. 3-14 using the equivalent
composite parameters.
Optimizing Resolution and Adjustability, In
many applications, the conformity of the output
voltage function is of secondary importance as
compared to the accuracy of adjustment over a
limited range. A particular application might
require an adjustable voltage through a range of
only 10% of the total input voltage, most of the
time. Occasionally, it may be necessary for the
same potentiometer to provide a significantly
greater adjustment range. If the basic variable
voltage divider approach is used, the normal adjustment range will be a small portion of the
potentiometer's actual travel. The fu!] adjustment range will be used only on those occasions
where extremes arc required.
The output may be intentionally loaded as
shown in Fig. 3-15 to alter the output in a way
that yields a more desirable adjustment capability. Fig. 3-[ 6 shows the results for three
different degrees of this shaping. Note the curve
for the condition where RI and R2 are both

"

-

VARIABLE CURItENT
RHEOSTAT MODE
Many applications use the variable resistance
between the wiper and one end terminal as
a method of current adjustment. This twoterminal method of connection is frequently
referred to as simply the rileosf{)/ mode. The
term variable resistance mode is also in common
usage. However, it is felt thaI this latter terminology is descriptive of the device's primary
characteristic, variable resistance, rather than
a particular application mode.
Fig. 3-18A illustrates the basic circuit arrangement. Fig. 3-18B shows three possible load
current vs. wiper position curves. The total circuit resistance and applied voltage are equal in
all three cases. Only the ratio of potentiometer
TR to load resistance RL has beel] varied. As the
chosen TR becomes larger, compared to Rio, a
greater range of load current variability is
realized.
The choice of input and output terminals is
arbitrary since the potentiometer, when applied
as a current control, is a two-terminal bidirectional device. Of course, one of the selected
terminals must be the movable contact terminal 2. If end terminal I is chosen as the second

,,
,,'

Fig. 3-15 Effective resolution over a limited
range can be im proved by intentional
loading
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Fig. 3·18 Potentiometer's variable resistance used 10 control a toad current
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terminal. thc currcnt control curves will be :as
shown in Fig. 3-18B. If terminal 3 is choSCn as
the sceond termin:al, the current control curves
will be a mirror image of those shown in Fig.
3- 1813. The only criteria for choosing terminal
I or 3 is the uscr·s preference for current change
relative to direction of wiper adjustment rotation.
Iluporla ncc of Resistance Para meters. The
tolerance of the potentiometer's total resistance
is frequently not critical in voltage divider applications. This is because proper function depends
upon division ratio rather than total resistance.
However, in the variable current application,
the tot:al resistance becomes significant because
it determines Ihc range of resistance :adjuslment
possible. The effects of minimum resistance and
end resistance, which include contact resistance,
also become more significant in this operational
mode. Note, in Fig. 3-19 that the contact resistance Rc is always in series with that I)ortion of
the clement supportin g the curren t being controlled. Also, the range of resistance available
for current coni rolling purposes lies between the
devices minimum resistance R." and total resistance RT , sUbject to Ihe tolerance bands of these
parameters.
Fig. 3·20 s hows thc circuit and output
function for a pote nti ometer whose minimum resistance is not equivalent to its end
resistance R E •
Figures 3·19 and 3-20 are given so lely to
show those resistance factors which may affect
the variable resistance range of a particular dcvice used for current control. In application.
sound design procedure requires the assumption
that regardless of the type of potentiometer the
range of rcsis tance variability will be at least
from the absolute minimum resistance value to
the minimum RT value. i.e .. RT- % tolcrance.
Adjustability. The adjustability of in-ci rcuit
resistance An is a direct indication of the ac·
curacy with which any arbitrarily selected
resistance v:lluc COln be achieved. The AI! specification pertains explicitly to the rheostat mode.
For example. if a potentiometer having an
An=O.1 % is employed in an application where
RT = 10000, the ci rcuit designer can expect to
sct any desired value of resistance in the range
0-10000 within 10.
In addition to indicating resistance sett ing accuracy, the An parameter is specified together
with a maximum time-Io-set duration of 20 sec·
onds. This time factor limitation assures the potentiometer user that the specified accuracy can
be obtained without an extended period of trial
and error.
E lTeet of Te. T he temperature coefficien t of
resistance can be quite import:1I1t when the potentiometer is to be used in the rheostat mode.

As an exampk, consider a cermet potentiom.
eter having a TC of ::!: 100 ppm/oC used in an
environment wh ich might experience a total
temperature vari:ation of 80°C. The fowl resiswllce could ex hib it a variation due to
temperature of 8.000 ppm or 0.8%. The nega·
tive shift can be compensated by chOOSing a TR
sufficiently high or by choosing a potentiometer
whose clement construction has a lower Te.
Effects of Resolution. Potentiometer resolution limitations :affect rheostat application s
directly in a manner simi lar to its effect in the
voltage d ivider mode. Remembe r, resolution is
a given percentage o f a wircwound potentiometer's total resistance, and its effect becomes
increasingly important as the total in·circuit re·
sistance is reduced.
Consider an example where a 10.000 ohm
potentiometer, having a specified resolution of
0.4% , 400, is lIsed to control a current through
a 1000n load resistance. A circuit like that
shown in Fig. 3-18A could be used. Since
R T = lOR .., curve number 3 in Fig. 3·18B is applicable. In this circuit arrangement, maximum
in-circuit resistance is obtained with the wiper
in the full clockwise position. With the potentiometer at the maximum resistance, the load
current is minimum and if E , = loov:
milliulllps
The total circuit resistance is 11,000 ohms
(10'+ 10·') and thc chosen potentiometer resolution is 40 ohms. Since 40n is .36% of
11.0000, the resolution of load current is:
.0036 X 9.1 = .03 milliamps
When the potentiometer is at its minimum resistance, the load current is maximum or:
E
l ,.,uu = R I

,. =

10"
10'

=

100 milli,lmps

The maximum load current mllst never exceed
the manufacturer's maXIIlHllll wiper current
rating.
The total circuit resistance is now 1000 ohms,
RL alone. Since 400 is 4% of 10000, the resolution of load current is:
.04 X 100 = 4 milliamps
T he preceding example and curve number 3 in
Fig. 3-18B demonstrate that the large ratio of
RT to RL required for wide range current adjust.
ment is obtained with a corresponding sacrifice
in load current resolution at the higher current
(lower resistance) settings. Curves I and 2 in

"
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Fig. 3- 19 Variable current rheostat mode when RM = R"
Fig. 3·18B show that a smaller current adjustment range is provided by lower ratios of RT to
RI. but load current resolUlion is relat ively constant over the entire adjustment range.
Power Rating as a Rheostat. The power rating
specification given on manufacturer's data sheets
applies to the potentiometer in the voltage
divider mode as discussed previously. In that application , the power dissipation may be viewed
as di stributed uniformly alo ng the entire clement . When the unit is to be used in the rheostat
or two·terminal mode, only a fraclion of the
total element may be dissipating power for a
given setting of the movable contact. That is, as

the wiper is moved from one end of the element
to the OIher, the length of the active portion of
the element also changes.
An acceptable method of relating the published powe r rating to the specific rheosta t
applicatio n is to compute a maximum allowable
current. This may be done using the following
equation:
(100 rna, absolute maximum)
where P is the allowable maximum power dissi ·
pation taken from the manufactur er's data
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Fig. 3-20 Variable current rheostat mode when RM=F Rt,;
sheet and RT is the total resistance. If the power
is expressed in watts and the resistancc in ohms,
the current will be given in amps.
A further restriction on maximum current is
necessary due to the two-terminal mode of operation . Unlike the voltage dividc r mode, the
rheostat requircs the tota l curren t flowi ng

through the resistive clement to pass through the
wipcr circuit. T he pressure contact junct ion of
the wiper and clement is not always capable of
currents as high as the clement alone. As already
mentioned, the power rating for the voltage
divide r mode assumes an insignificant wiper
current. Therefore. the maximum current in the
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rheostat mode must be limited to the maximum allowable wiper current for the particular
potentiometer being used.
100ma is a common maximum wiper current
rating for most wirewound and cermet type
units. The manufacturer's data shcet, for the
particular unit being considered. should be consulted to ascertain the limiting value of wiper
current for rheostat applications.
Once again, refer to the circui t and response
curve of Fi g. 3-18. The function of the potentiometer is to vary the current through load
resistor RL.' When the potcntiometer is adjusted
fully counterclockwise, the only resistance remaining in the circuit will be that of the load
resistor. Th is is the lowest total circuit resistance
condition. hence the high current condition of
the circuit. In this state, the total current in the
circuit must be limi ted to the maximum value
explained in the previous paragraph. Rel ating this limitation to ci rcuit voltage and load
resistance:
P

R,

Controlling thc Adjll!'tlllCllt Rangc. The potentiometer, when uscd in the rhcostat mode,
provides a range of resistance from the absolute
minimum resistance to the TR . Fixed resistors
may be added to alter the :ldjustment r:lnge.
Fig. 3-2 1 shows five basic arrangcmen ts and
gives fo rmulas for the resulting resistance
ranges. Note that the effects of absolute minimum resistance need only be considered in conjunction wi th minimum settings.
A single series resistor Rl as shown in Fig.
3-21 S, provides an effective offset (equal to its
value) to the resistance parameters. The resulting ou tput function is still a linear function of
rela tive wiper travcl. The effect of Rt is most
pronounced at the minimum resistance selling
and is oftcn necessary to prevent excess currcnt
flow. In all instances, analogous to Figs. 3-2 1A
and B, the total circuit current passes through
the potentiometer"s wiper circuit.
Placing a fixed resistor in parallel with the
potentiometer's element as in Fig. 3-21G. has its
most significant effect when thc wiper is positioned fully clockwise. The resulting out p ut
func tion is a nonlinear function of travel as
illustrated by Fig. 3-22. At the minimum resistance settin g, the absolutc minimum resistance
of the potentiometer is shunted by Rz resulting
in a resistance effectively lower than the minimum resistance. This condition is indicated as
approximately R;14 (.-R/oI) on the chart of Fig.
3-21.
Adding a second resistor in the manner shown
in Fig. 3-2 1D, provides the same typc of output
function shown in Fig. 3-22. but all resistance
values arc incrcased by an amount equal to RI.
Note that in Fig. 3-21. circuit 0 is simply the
combination of circuits Band C.
In the fina l arrangement shown in Fig. 3-2IE.
the shunt resistor Ra is placed in parallel with
the series string of the potentiomete r TR and
Rl. The minimum resistance becomes the parallel equivalent of Rl and Rz. The max imum
terminal resistance is the parallel equivalent of
Rz and the sum of Rt and RT . This configuration
permits the control of currents higher than the
device's maximum curren t rating. When the
ratio of RI to Rz is largc, most of the total ci rcuit current flows through Rz, and only a small
portion nows through the potentiometcr.
The circui t arrangement of F ig. 3-2 1E is frequcntly used where the potentiometer is to
provide some small fractional adjustment in the
equivalent resista nce of a fixed resistor. For
example. assume that Rl is equal to IORz. Fig.
3-23 shows the resulting output functions obtained for two values of RT • When RT = IOR2,
the total effective circuit resistance varies from
about 0.91 R2 to a little over 0.95Rz.

( 100 ma, absolute maximum)

"
As the wiper is caused to move C!ockwi~e. more
resistance will be added into the circuit and,
the refore, the total current will dcc rease remaining below the maximum allowablc magnitude.
T he current flowing through the wiper and,
hence throug h the load resistor, is graphically
represented in Fig. 3-18 B. Ap plying this maximum current limitation to a rheostat design will
insure that thc maximum power rating of the
potentiomcter will never be exceeded.
Using the max im um current lim it is only
slightly conscrvative for potentiomclcrs which
have rather poor therma l characteristics. F or
those units which have a good thermal path in
th e elemcnt structure, the maximum power
which can safe ly be d issi pated is somewhat
larger than that limited by the maximum current
calculation. Potentiometers dcsigned specifically
for power control or other high power operations have clements wound on an insulated mctal
core wh ich aids in the distribution of heat. Such
potentiometers can have a maximum power
limit in the 20 to 30 percent travel range that is
twice the 20 to 30 percent of the value indicated
by the maximum current calculation.
Some cermet potentiometer designs also have
good therma l charactcristics, and hence a higher
permissible power for limited element applications. Do not assume that the potentiometer will
never be adjusted to a particular setting. Always
assume that any position is possi ble and design
fo r that possibility.
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Fig. J-21 Fixed resistors vary the adjustment range

If the value of R2 is made 7.5 % higher than
the center of the desired adjuslment range, then
the composite ci rcuit allows an adjustment of
about ± 2 % around the center value. The output
funClion is slightly nonlinear in the end regions,
but this docs not represent a problem for most
trimming ap pl ications.
When the relative value of the potcntiom·

eter's total resistance is increased to IOOR2. a
greater range of adjustment is obtained. How.
ever. the resulting output function becomes
even more nonlinear and most of the adj ustment
will occur in the lower 50% of potentiometer
011'<
h
trave , "I.e., were
0= 05
..
'

,
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F ig. 3-22 A fixed resistance in parallel with a variable resistance controls the range
See Fig. 3-21C
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F ig. 3-23 Normalized output function for circuit configuration of Fig. 3·21 E
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DATA INPUT

sat ion for loading error to logarithmic. Fig.
3-24 illustrate some typical examples.
Various types of dials for use with multiturn
potentiometers are also available. One basic
style. illustrated in Fig. 3·25, not only displays
the number of dial turns bUI provides a vernier

Another basic application of potentiometers
is thai of data input. Although the actual circuitry may be that of either the variable voltage
divider or the variable current mode, the re arc
certain special considerations of data input
which deserve discussion.
In this class of application, the potentiometer
scrves as a means whereby an operator may inject some known value of 11 given control function into a system by use of some form of dial or
scale allached to the potentiometer. Data input
applications can vary widely from the simple
volume or lone control on an audio amplifier to
[he high precision stable input ror an analog
computer.
Dials. Simple dials for single turn potentiometers may be silk-screened or engraved on the
mounting panel to provide an ellsy means for
data input with moderate accuracy. The scale
might be linear or designed for varying degrees
of nonlinearity anywhere from a minor compen-

•

NUMBER _ ' ,
OF TURNS

Fig. 3-25 An example of a turns counting
dial for a mul titurn potentiometer

•

INSPIRA TlON

~".

•

,~.

".

RATIO

"""I SCALE

•
_

_

Fig. 3-24 Typical screened or engraved dials for single turn data input
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Some multiturn I>o{entiometers are available
with integral dials of either the clock-face or
digitallYpc. Use of Ihis style can resull in space
savings and lower installation costs.
Mechanical Factors. Designs using dials with
potentiometers to aid in data input must consider not only the electrical characteristics of
the potentiometer but also certuin mechallic,d
factors as well.
Readability is an important consideration.
For a simple single turn dial, readability is Iypically 1% 102% of the tOlal mechanical travel.
For mullilurn dials, the readability is typically
I % of a single rotation. This results in a readability of 0.1 % of full scale for a ten-turn
device.
Mechanical backlash can contribute some
error if the dial is not directly attached to thc
potentiometer's shaft. The same dial reading ob·
tained by appro(lching from different directions
can result in slight differences in potentiometcr
output.
Thc effective resolution of a potentiometerdial data inputleam is a combination or the clec-

dial for very accurate fractional division of each
particular turn. Note the braking feature which
allows a particular selling to be locked in ,md
held until the brake is released.
Another style of multiturn dial, shown in Fig.
3-26, resembles a clock face. The short or hour
hand indicates the number of turns while the
long or lIIillll/t' hand shows fractional turns.

Fig,3.26 A multiturn dinl with a
clocklike scale
For somc applications, a fiigitaJ readout dial
is more practical. Fig . 3-27 shows several
examples.

Fig. 3-27 Examples of digital type, multiturn dials
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triea! characteristics of the potentiometer along
with the possible errors due to mechanic al
factors.
Some dials rely on the potentiometer construction to provide end stops as a limit to
mec h anical travel, while other appl ications
migh t require the added protection of an additional limit 10 the maximum travel.
Offsets. Some applications profit from a mechanical ofIsclting arrangement where the mini·
mum position of the potentiometer may not be
zero but some fraction'll portion of full scale.
Consider the voltage divider shown in Fig. 3-28.

Optimum accuracy of offset and adjustment
range can be achieved with two potentiometers
on each side of the data input potentiomcter as
demonstrated in Fig. 3-29.

,
TRIMMING
POTENTIOMETER

"

DATA INPUT
POTENTIOMETER

,
TRIMMING
POTENTIOMETER

E,

Rl

= son

l

== IO.SV

Fig. 3-29 A circuit configuration to optimize
offset and adjustment range of data
input potentiometer

o.sv

Logging C harls and Tables. Appropriate dial
scales may be designcd and applied to the potentiometcr mounting pane! for single turn devices
used where a nonlinear input is required. However, multiturn dials arc designed to provide
only a linear readout. When a data input application requiring a nonlinear function from a
multilurn potentiometer-dial combination, a logging chart or table to relate lincar dial readings
to the nonlinear variable must be used. The
equipment operator is then provided with the
proper conversion table and uses it to determine
any specific setting. This approach is also useful
in making overall system conversions in an cxpedient manner.

Fig. 3·28 Example of offsetting to modify the
cove red range of a data in put
potentiometer
As the potentiometer travel is increased from
minimum (I) to maximum (3), the output voltage changes from O.5V to [O.SV. Some dials
will permit mechanical offsetting to display the
actual voltage output. Usually these dials are
designed to display [S or more turns and thus
can provide up to SO% offset on a ten-turn
potentiometer.
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APPLICATION AS A CIRCUIT
ADJUSTMENT DEVICE
Chapter

"Design is revet//etl i/l terms 0/ a number oj /lIl1damem(l/ principles and relationships . .. One /nuSI
realize tlwl design locust's 1Il0re QItell/iOIl Or! Ihe illdividllal /0 llme/ure his ,hinking along guide(1
IIlId IlOpe/lllly productive paths . .. "

Percy H. H ill
The Science oj Engincering Ddigll

INTRODUCTION
Potentiometers were considered from their
elemental circuit functions in the previous chapter. A broader look at applications shows their
usc as circuit adjustment, control, and precision
devices. The laller two include the man-machine
interface function; that is, communicat ions
between man and machine in the form of electronic inpu t and ou tpu t data. This chapler
covers the first of these three important functions - adjustment devices.
Adjustment potentiometers can provide the
means for compensation of various error
sources thaI are not predictable quantities during
the design phase, i.e" currents, resistances and
voltages. The adjustments are made during
fina l checkout and may never be needed again.
These applications arc commonly described as
sct and Jorget or trimming functions. The adjustment capability ~llso permits correction for

long-term variances, e.g. , component replacement or aging.
It is these adjustment capabilities - either set
and forget or correction for long term variances - that have been most responsible for the
potentiometer being called a cosl-eUecl;I'e component. For it is often foun d by cost-benefit
analysis that proper application of potentiometers is the most cost-effective alternative.
It would be a massive task to describe all of
the possible potentiometer applications in this
category and no attempt to do so is made here.
A wide variety of applications will be presented
to indicate Iypical areas where trimming potentiometers provide a valuable function.
Although the application descriptions will be
brief. enough information will be included to illustrate basic adjustment techniques which may
be adapted to many other circuits.
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POTENTIOMETER OR
FIXED RESISTORS?

resistor wi ll be ve ry high. If an adjustment
potentiometer had been placed in the original
design, the field service technician could instantly set the right value with very little effort.
A lso, no unsoldering of the old resistor and soldering of the new one would be required ... a
further saving and elimination of a risky rework
operation.

For those applications having a low probability of ever needing readjustment, the set ami
forget class, it is well known that a selected fixed
resistor will yield a stable performance for a
longer time duration than a rheostat connected
potentiometer. Even a voltage d ivider potentiometer could be replaced by two fi~ ed
resistors. The basic cost of two fixed resistors
may be less than that of a good adjustment potentiometer. but there are other factors which
should be considered carefu lly.
First. compare the problems of inventory.
Fine adjustment capabi lity requires that ma ny
different values of fixed resistors be available
during final checkout. If the additional cost of
orderi ng , stoc king . and handlin g many fixed
resistors is considered , the economics of the
potentiometer begins to look better.
In addition. 1 % precision resistors arc only
readily and economically available in discrete
values appro~imately 2% apart. If the ap plication requires better adjustment resolution than
thaI, then two values will have to be chosen in a
two-step selection process.
Proper selection of fixed resisto rs req uires
some form of tes t substitution, which must be
temporarily utlached to the circuit in order to
determine the exact value requ ired, e.g., a decade resistance box. Care must be taken not to
induce noise or stray capacitance. Proper values
must be chosen by a process of reading the dials
on the decade box ca refu lly, ca lcu lating the
nearest available value, then obtaining a pan
and install ing it in the assembly by hand. This
means that the instructions regarding the selection process will have to be more detailed as the
skill of the operator must be higher. Also the
sclection operation consumes more time.
Compare this with possible automatic insertion and wave soldering of a potentiometer
during assembly and a simple screwdriver adjustment d uring check-out. The labor cost of
potentiometer installation and adjustment will
be lower, and fin cr adjustment is practical. Negligible noise or capacitive loading is induced,
and final adjustment may be made when the full
assembly is complete and even inserted in a
case! Thus. serious consideration of the costeffective component - a potentiometer - is well
worth while.
Some set and forget applications suddenl y
need to be remembered and reset when a field
fail ure occurs. If a critical component must be
replaced, the original adjustment must be modified to fit new conditions. The cost for field selection and installation of a precision fixed

POWER SUPPLY
APPLICATIONS
Many ap plications of adjustmem potentiomete rs a re found in power supplies. Certain
parameters must be adjusted to compensate for
tolerance variations of components used in the
power supply assembly.
Predse Output Voltage Adjustment. Even in
the simplest form of regulated power supp ly.
there are usually several components whose
value will influence the final value of the output
voltage. Consider the si mple voltage regulator
ci rcuit o f Fig. 4- \. The output voltage is determined primaril y by the breakdown voltage of
the voltage reference (VR) diode, 0 1. and the
two resistors RJ and R•. But Eo is also influenced, to a lesser degree, by the base to emitter
voltage of transistor QI and the values of RI
and R2.
Assume that the purchasc tolerance on the
VR diode is ± 5% at a test current value which
is likely to be differenl from the required bias
value. If I % resistors are used for R3 and R4 ,
the worst-case error in the voltage divider is
:!:2 % . This gives a total worst-case error of more
than :!: 7 %. Adding all of the other error possibilities will show that the possible OUlput voltage
variation due to component tolerances can be
as much as ± 10% . This is too much for most
applications.
It is possible to replace either of the two divider resistors R3 or R4. with a potentiometer
connected as a rheostat, but the preferable
application mode is shown in F ig. 4-2. An adjustme nt potentiometer Rz is used as a voltage
divider to permi t variation of the output voltage.
The adjustment range is determined by the TR
value of Rs compared to R3 and R4.. The poten·
tiometer resistance can be chosen to provide
enough adjust ment range for a precise sett ing of
the output voltage with optimum resolution, or
chosen to permit a much larger variation, th us
making the circuit more versatile.
If the proper trimmer is selected, economical
5 % resistors can be used for R3 and R4, provided
they are relatively stable. e.g .. metal film. Further economic advantage can be achieved by
purchasing VR diodes witb a ::!: IO% tolerance.
Always attempt to limit the adjustmcnt range
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Fig. 4· 1 The output voltage of a simple voltage regulator is
affected by tolerances of several components
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Fig. 4·2 A single potentiometer compensates for component tolerances
and permits precise adjustment of output voltage
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C urrellt Limit Adjustment. F ig. 4-3 illustrates
another power supply regulator that utilizes an
integrated c ircuit. Potentiometer R2 permits
output voltage adjustment, as explained in the
previous paragraphs, with range limited by resistors R3 and R4.
A second adjustment capability is included in
Fig. 4-3 to permit control of the short-circuit
current limit. The Ie regulator will limit the output cur rent to a value necessary to establish
approximately O.6V between the /imil and seilSI"'
terminals. The voltage across resistor Rs is proportional to the output current. Potentiometer
Rl provides a fractional part of the developed
voltage to the current limit input.
Although Rs could be replaced directly by the
potentiometer, it is generally nOI practical because of the very low ohmic values required. It
is more reasonable to choose a value for R~ that
will (orce it to carry the output current, than
select a practical value for RI which has adequate resolution.
It may be required to place another fixed resistor, RG in Fig. 4-3, in series with Rl to prevent

to those values anticipated. This will optimize
resolution as well as restrict output excursions.
An excessive range might cause damage to other
circuitry if the potentiometer is not preadjusted before application of power. Even if
pre-adjustment is accomplished, someone is sure
to set the potentiometer to any given pOilll within its range at some lime Of another!
[f the adjus tment potentiometer is located
remotely from the rest of the circuit for accessibility. consider adding an extra resistor such as
R", shown in Fig. 4-2. Its value is not critical
but should be chosen to be an order of magnitude higher than the divider resistors. The function of R6 is to provide feedback to limit the
regulator output voltage in those cases where
the circuit connection to the wiper terminal becomes electrically open. This can occur because
an assembler failed to install a wire or, for a
multitude of possible reasons, the wire breaks.
Other more elaborate pOwer supplies may
use similar adjustment schemes to facilitate a
limited and controlled range of output voltage
adjustment.
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Fig. 4·3 Potentiometers provide adjustment of output voltage and
short circuit current in a power supply regulator
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R2 is a current limiting resistor necessary for
the condition when Rl is adjusted to its minimum value. Without R2, this condition could
result in excessive current flow and severe damage to RI , QI, and the TC VR diode, 02. Choose
the values of RI and R2 to provide the design
value of bias current through D2 when the potentiometer is set to its center travel position. Rl
will typieHlly be about one fifth the value of
R2 to provide an adjustment range of roughly
±9%. Remember, Ri's minimum setting is the
high current condition and must not exceed the
potentiometer's maximum wiper current rating.
Temperature Compensating Voltage Supply.
It is often desirable to develop a temperature
compensating voltage for correction of a temperature induced error within a system. Fig. 4-5
illustrates one possible circuit design.
Diode D1 is forward biased and has a forward voltage drop E y which decreases about
2mV/°C. Potentiometer R2 provides a nulling
adjustment to cause the output voltage Eo to
be zcro at a given temperature, typically 25°C.
As the operating temperature of DI increases,
EF drops and the value of ~ rise.... by an amount
controlled by trimmer Rs. Thus Eo may be used
as a correction voltage whose increment is adjustable for H given temperature change.

current limit from excecding a given valuc.
T C VR Diode Reference Supply. A temper(lwre compensated VR diode is frequently used
as a voltage reference supp ly. A greatl), expanded characteristic curve for a typical TC VR
diode is shown in Fig. 4-4A. Note thai the diode
voltage i~ a function of tem perature at nn)' bias
current above or below an optimum value.
By providing a trimming potentiometer for
the bias current, adjustment of the overall
temperature coefficient to its optimum value is
possible. In the circuit diagram of Fig. 4-48, potentiometer RI provides adjustment of the current generator by varying the total resistance in
the emitter circuit of transistor QI.
+25' C
-5S ' C
+100 ' C

"
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
APPLICA nONS

"

A . EXPANOEO BREAKOOWN CHARACTERISTICS

Integrated circuit operational amplifiers are
very common and extremely useful components.
Potentiometers arc used to adjust for an equivalent zero offset voltage or to set the overall gain
in the op-amp's feedback circuit.
Offset Adjustment. Many IC operational amplifiers provide access to the internal circuitry
for the purpose of nulling the offset voltage with
an external potentiometer. Fig. 4-6 illustrates
three methods for common IC types.
In Fig. 4-6A, thc potentiometer is tied directly
between pins 1 and 5 with the wiper connected
directly to the negative de supply. The other two
dreuit arrangements, Fig. 4-68 and 4-6C, arc
more complicated.
The circuit arrangement given on some opamp data shcets calls for a potentiometer having
a TR of 5 megohms. Cermet or wirewound potentiometers are preferable for stabi lity. even
though any variations in potentiometer resistance will produce only second order effccts in
the actual drift performance of the amplifier.
However, 5 megohms is beyond the range of
wirewound and is available in only a few cermet
models.
The simple circuit arrangement of Fig. 4-68
accomplishes the offset nulling requirement, with

,

"TENP.

CONP.

••

h

GIODE

B. CIRCUIT

Fig. 4-4 Adj ustment of bias current through a
temperature compensated VR diode
optimizes its tempera ture coefficient
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a more practical (lower) potentiometer value.
Note that the actual value of Ihe adjustment per
tentiometer is of little significance, since the loading is 5 megohms.
Offset voltage compensation can be accomplished on operational amplifiers that do not
provide the internal access feature of those
shown in Fig. 4-6. Four methods are presented
in Fig. 4-7. Note that a different arrangement is
required for each basic amplifier configuration.
For all of these offset adjustment methods the
actual value of the trimmer from a performance
st:mdpoint is of minor significance. Lower values.
however, will cause a greater power supply drain
and yield somewhat poorer resolution with wirewound units. If a wirewound potentiometer is
required, 10Kn, which has a typical resolution
of about 0.2%, is a practical total resistance
value. Higher resistance values generally cost
more. For cermet units 20K to lOOK is Ihe preferable choice.
In the offset compensation arrangements of
Fig. 4·7, the compensation voltage is fed by a
low output resistance voltage divider to prevent
resistance level variations which might change
the operating gain.
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which is much less than the open-loop gain of
the basic operational amplifier.
The minimum gain is obtained when the potentiometer R3 is adjusted to its minimum
resistance. Maximum gain occurs when tbe TR
of R3 is adjusted into the feedback circuit or:
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Gain Adjustment. Potenti ometers are also
useful in providing a means of adjusting the voltage gain of an operational am plifier circuit by
modifying the feedback ratio.
Several gain adjustment arrangements for
non-inverting amplifiers arc shown in Fig. 4-8.
In the configuration of Fig. 4-8A , the adjustment potentiometer is used to vary the value of
R(. Operating voltage gain G.: is given by:
G.: = I
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Fig. 4-7 Offset adjustment for various
operational amplifier configuralions
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absolutely necessary. it is advisable for several
reasons. First, an absolute minimum gain is gen·
erally desired with a certain amount of gain
increase possible. As in all adjustment arrange·
ments, any excess in the adjustment range is
wasted and results in reduced adjustability and
some loss of stabi lity. R2 effectively establishes
the minimum voltage gain, the potentiometer's
minimum resistance being negligible, and the
adjustment range is provided by the variable
resistance.
Where the neccssary adjustment range is a
small frac tion of the overall gain, R2 results in
some additional benefits. If R3 must be remote
from the operational amplifier circuitry, the pos_
sible noise picked up by the potentiometer leads
is reduced. Note that this is not true if the relative position of R2 and Ra arc interchanged.
The circuit arrangement of Fig. 4·8B is particularly useful when voltage gains of very large
magnitude are required. With the wiper of the
adjustment potentiometer set at the ground end.
the gain is equal to the open-loop gain of the
basic amplifier. An additional fixed resistor
could be placed ill series with the ground end of
Ihe potentiometer element in order to limit the
maximum gain to a lower value.
The configuration shown in Fig. 4·8C uses a
voltage divider between the output of the adjustment potentiometer and the feedback input.
This serves several purposes. First, it ca n reducc
the required total t'esistanee value of the potentiometer. Por critical dc amplifier circuits it is
necessary that the equivalent rcslstances seen by
the two differential inputs be matched for minimum drift. The value of the input source resistance Rr might be 10Kn, thus requiring the
output resis tance of the total feedback circuit to
likewise be 10Kn. Assuming a desired voltagc
gain of about 1000 :!::200, the valucs of R2 and
R3 in Fig. 4-8A would be 8 and 4 megohms.
respectively. A more practical value of potentiometer IOtal resistance is certainly needed and
is developed below.
Consider the arrangement given in Fig. 4·8C
with RI= 10KO, R2=8.06MegO, R , = 10K!},
and R4=20Kn. When the adjustment potentiometer is sct to the terminal I end, the full
output voltage is fed to R2 and the voltage gain
is approximately 800, the desired minimum
value. Then. when the potentiometer is set to
the terminal 3 end, only 1.5 times the output
voltage is applied to R2. T he resulting voltage
gain will be three-halves the previous valuc or
J 200. the desired maximum. T he IOKO resis.
tance for the adjustment potentiometer is much
more practical than 4 megohms and the end result meets all of the desired requirements.
The voltage divide r arrangement of Fig. 4-8C
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Fig. 4·8 Gain adjustment for non-inverting
amplifiers
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also provides
potentiometer
relative signal
potentiometer
low. BOlh of

improved noise immunity if the
must be remotely located. The
level is high at thc location of the
and Ihc resistance level is fairly
these factors will reduce noise

-

pickup.

Fig. 4-8D illuslnltcs a gain adjustment arrangement for an ae amplifier with 100 % de
feedback. The impedance of capacitor C must
be very low in comparison with R2.
Yollage gai n adj ustmenl configurations for
inverting amplifiers are given in Fig. 4-9. The
feedback signal is a current, unlike the 000inverting amplifiers of Fig. 4-8 which utilize
a voltage feedback signal.
The basic arrangement of Fig. 4-9A has a

-

"IT

+

--

A . VARYING !I.

..

voltage gain of:

R,
-R,
R4 is again composed of a fixed value, which establishes the mininlUm gai n. and an adjustment
potentiometer which provides the desired adjustment range.
Where potentiometer resistance values for the
circuit of Fig. 4-9A become unreasonable, the
circuit arrangement of Fig. 4·98 provides benefits analogous to those realized in the arrange·
ment of Fig. 4-8C discussed previously.
Fig. 4-9C illustrates a circuit capable o f
achieving a wide range of gain variation with
practical values.

-"IT

-'"

Fillers. Operational amplifiers arc frequently
used in active filler circuils. Trimmers are used
10 adjust both the Q and the operating frequenc!!:!s.
Fig. 4-10 illustrates one simple bandpass filter which has a variable Q (and gain) controlled
by the adjustment potentiometer R2.
T he center frequency of this filter may be
changed (without 3fTecling the Q) by varying
CI and C2 or RI and R3.
Each of the frequency determining resistors
may be replaced by a fixed resistor in series with
a trimmer. Dual trimming potentiometers. which
allow easy 3djustment of both resistors simultaneously. arc not readily available. This is because demand for them is low. Their cost is relatively high when compared with two separate
potentiometers. When two separate trimming
potentiometers are used they must be adjusted
individually, varying each a little at a time. while
trying to change each by an equal amount.

R'

B . FOR MINIMUM DRIFT

,

,- -

"

G~

=

+
C.

•
"

'"'

--

WIDE GA IN VARIANCE CAPABILITY

Fig. 4·9 Gain adjustment for inverting
operational amplifiers
to develop an equivalent variable capacitor with
a range from 0. 1 to 1.0 microfarads using a fixed
capacitor CI.
This application illustrates how a trimming
potentiometer may be used to va ry a parameter
other than current or voltage ratto alone. Rz
varies the rela tive currents fed from the outputs
of the two operational amplifiers. This signal is
fed to the inverting input of the second unit and
(hereby adjusts the amount of multiplication
which occurs.

Variable Capacitance. Operational amplifiers
may be used to multiply the effective values of
either resistive or reactive elements. Fig. 4- 11
illustrates one configuration which can be used
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Trimming potentiometers and Ie operational
amplifiers make good teammates. The wise designer will make full usc of both of them.

tional to the product of capacitor C and the
sum of R2 and R3 or:

DIGITAL CIRC UITS

R2 serves to limit the minimum value of the l iming resistance as required for the given Ie. Rz
can be selected to cause the potentiometer to
adjust the time delay around a given nominal

Time Delay = C[Rz

Trimmers may be used in digital applications
to provide adjustment for common characteristics such as time delay, clock frequency , and
threshold levels. They arc available in dual inline packages (D IP ). In addition to conventional
solder mounting they may be inserted in IC sockets, thus permitting popular digital system wiring techniqucs to be used.
When using potentiometers in digital circuits,
wherc fast rise or fall timcs are required, choose
a cermet type. A wirewound device may exhibit
a significant inductance and can result in undesirable behavior.
A few typical applications arc presented to
illustrate the possibilities.

+

R, \ = R,C

value.
Fig. 4-13 illustrates the circuit for another
type of monostablc using a 555 Ie timer. Once
again, a trimmer is used to vary the RC time constant to control the time delay interval.
The additional circuitry, consisting of resistor Rs and potentiometer R4, provides a
calibration adjustment where the timing resistor
may be a precision potentiometer with a dial.
The nominal delay time is given by:
tl = 1.1 R"C
Some vanatlOn exists from onc IC to the next
causing the factor 1.1 to vary over a small range.
In order to make several circuits yield the same
time delay, R4 is adjusted to vary the voltage
appearing at pin 5. This voltage is nominally
two-thirds of the supply voltage E+ . Adjustment of R4 will compensate for timing capacitor
tolerance variations as well as IC differences.

Monostable Timing. One of the most common digital applications of adjustment potentiometers is the control of time delay in an
integrated circuit monostable. Fig. 4-12 illustrates one of the commonly used monoslable
types.
The amount of time delay is directly pro por-

•

•

•

t,

ONE SHOT
OUTPUT

TR IGGER

--

Fig. 4-12 A trimming potentiometer is f requently used in digital circuits toadjust timing of monostable
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-Fig, 4-13 Integrated circuit timer application

Clock G enerator, Where an accurately controlled dock is not required. a single monostab!c
Ie ma y be used in a somewhat non-standard
mode to yield an astable clock generator as
shown in Fig4-14.
The basic width of the output pulse is relatively constant and depends upon delays within
the Ie. The interval between output pulses, and
hence the dock frequency , is controlled by the
RC time constant which is easily adjusted by
the trimmer.
Photocell Sensitivity, All photocells, whether
resistive or voltaic, exhibit some variation in
sensitivity from one unit to thc next. Trimming
potentiometers may bc used to adjust the sensitivity of each cell to a uniform value or
compensate for other variations in the optical
system. Fig. 4-15 shows the circuit diagram for
the photocell amplifier of one channel in a paper
tape reader.
With no light falling on the cell ( no hole in the
tape) the photocell conducts liule current. Transistor QI is turned on and Q2 is off. When light
strikes the photocell through a hole in the paper
tape the photocell conducts enough bias current
away from the base of QI to turn Qt off. This
turns Q2 on and the output is pulled to ground.
The feedback path through R6 produces a slight

amount of regeneration.
The trimmer Rl controls the base bias current
to QI and hence the amount of light required on
the photocell to activate the circuit. Each channel has its own sensitivity adjustment to compensate for differences in individual photoce!ls,
minor position errors, and other circuit variations.
Resistive photocells arc frequently uscd in a
bridge circuit where the ce!l is in one branch
and a trimmer is located in the opposite branch
to adjust the balance at a given light level.
Data Conversion. Analog to digital and digital to analog cOllverters are common system
interface functions. Trimming potentiometers
are necessary to provide adjustment of offset
errors and scaling values.
Fig. 4- I 6 illustrates the arrangement for a
typical analog to digital module. One potentiometer R2 is necessary to adjust thc input offset
voltage such that digital zero will result from
zero input voltage. Another potentiometer Rl
is used to control the sensitivity such that all
digital outputs will be ·'1" whcn the desired fullscale voltage is applied to the analog input.
Tn some high precision analog to digital and
digital to analog conversion systems, individual
adjustment may be provided for several of the
88
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Fig. 4.14 Clock circuit uses Ie monostable.

high order bits.
Digital Magnelic Tape Deck. In the typical
digital tape dl.'d, which usually has 9 tracks,
there arc 26 adjustment potentiometers. They
arc required to provide the deg ree of uniformity
needed, from one deck to the next, for tape in·
terchangeability. This is not only a cost-effective
application but also an essential one.
One potentiometer adjusts the logic power
supply voltage and another controls the photocell sensiti vity for the beginning and end of tape
marker detectors.
Individual gain controls are provided for each
of the nine read amplifier channels. This compensates for possible variations in read-head
sensitivity as well 8S component tolerance differences in the amplifiers.
Another adjustment potentiometer is used to
vary the timing in a read strobe delay monostable, while nine more potentiometers are used
to individuall y adjust the write deskew monostable circuits for each track.
The remai ning potentiometers are used for
adjustment of the capstan servo system and arc
critical in assuring uniformity from one tape

deck to the next. One adjusts for capstan servo
offset while two more allow precise selling of
the fo rward and rese rve tape speed. Finally,
trimming potentiometers permit adjustment of
the forward and reverse stop ramps.

INSTRUMENTS
Trimming potentiometers play an important
part in the electronic instrument field. They assist
in making economical assembly and checkout
possible as well as fac ilitating easy calibration in
day to day usc. They also provide adjustment
for recalibration when repairs require the replacement of a critical component or where normal aging of components has caused a loss in
accuracy.
Applications for c\ectronic instruments :lfe
ever widening in scope and include such diverse
fields as communications, computer. medical.
manufacturing :lnd process control and automotive performance analysis. Examples of trimmer applications from some of these fields are
the subject of the following paragraphs.
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Fig. 4. 15 Photocell amplifier for paper tape reader

Digital Vollmeters. Adju stment potentiom·
eters arc used in digital voltmeters to provide
compensation for component tolerance varia·
tions and permit proper calibration.
Typical applications include power supply
control, both fo r the operating supply and the
precision reference voltage, 2ero adjustment,
amplifier gain control, and ramp speed adjust·
men t. Separate calibration adjustments are often
provided for each range, especially if the instru·
ment includes a preamplifier to allow low-level
measurement.
Generators. Signal generators require adjust·
ment of oscillators, tim ing circuits, trigger ci r·
cuits, linearity conlTols, and duty cycles. Where
a precision control dial is used o n the front
panel, a trimmer is ofte n used to adjust for
proper calibration.
Osc ill osco pes. Preci sio n instrumentation
oscilloscopes rely on adjustment potentiometers
for con trol of the ir powe r supplies, ampli·
fiers, timing and sweep circuits, and triggering
ci rcuits.
In some cases. access to some of the potenti·
ometer trimmers is provided through small holes

__ ..:":"~":~ UTPUTS

~

"
s,,"

,
FULL·SCAlE

•ru

OFfSEt

.ru .

-Fig. 4·1 6 Analog to digital converter modules
use potentiometers for offset and
full-scale adjustment
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MISCELLANEOUS
APPLICA TIONS

in the front panel. While adj ustment may not be
nceded often it may be easily performed when
neccssllry.
Porla ble Electronic Thermometer. Fig. 4-17
shows one of the major advancements made in
the medical instrumentation field in recent years.
The electronic thermometer offers significant
im proveme nts in body temperature measu rement. It is safer, easier to use. faster and provides greater accu racy than the standard mercury thermometer.
Inside the instrument case, an adjustment p0ten tiometer is used to balunce a bridge ci rcuit
which compensates for componen t and probe
tolerances. [n this application, a single turn . [ow
cost, cermet device provides 1I cost effecti ve alternative to selecting fixed resisters during construction. The potentiometer reduces assem bly
costs and simplifies calibration and maintcnance
procedures.

There are many add itional applications where
trimm ing potentiomete rs a re useful. A few are
brieRy o utlined below.
Phase Locked Loops. Phase locked loops consist of a voltage controlled oscillato r. a phase
detector, and a low pass filter conncctcd in a
servo system arrangeme nt . Adjustment potentiometers a re often used to control the free-run
frequency of the internal oscillator in the manner shown in F ig. 4-18.
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F ig. 4· 18 Trimming potentiometers adjus ts
free-ru n frequency in a phase locked
loop FM demodulator
Potenti ometers might also be used to set the
levels of various threshold detectors uscd in conjunction with phase locked loop circuits.
Linearity Optimization. In applications where
a precise conformity between a precision potcntiometer function and rela tive wiper travel is
required, it is common to specify a potentiometer with an absol ute linearity specification. It
is possible in ma ny cases 10 save money and
possible delivery delay by using a lower cost
precision potentiometer purchased to an inde·
pendent linearity specification , then using trimmers to optimize the opera ting linearity in your
application.

F ig. 4_17 The electronic thermometer is the
first major improvement in the fever
thermometer in over 100 years. (AMI
Medical Electronics, D iv. of LM C
Data, Inc.)
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Fig. 4·19 illustrates this cost-effective circuit
arrangement. In Chapter 2, the basic difficiency
in an independent linearity s pecification, as
compared with absolute linearity, was shown to
be a lack of control for the intercept and slope
of the best straight line reference function.
Trimmer Rl in Fig. 4- 19 acts primarily to
control the slope of the transfer function. It is
necessary I.hat the inpul voltage E, be slightly
larger than the maximum full -scale output voltage required.
The second trimmer R!l permits adjustment
of the effective intercept point. An index point
of some kind is necessary. For this application,
an index poinl near the low end will be best for
proper adjustment of R3.
There is a certain amount of interaction
between the two adjustments, so it may be necessary to repeat the calibration procedure one or
more times. When the adjustment is completed,
the performance obtained will be identical to
the performance of a precision potentiometer
purchased to an absolute linearity specification.
The circuit of Fig. 4-19 provides added flexibility to compensate for minor errors in the dial or
linkage controlling the wiper travel position.
Nonlinea r Netwo rks. Trimmer potentiometers can be used with VR (voltage reference)

diodes in the manner shown in Fig. 4-20 to produce a nonlinear resistance network. The voltage
bre<lkpoints are set by the breakdown voltages
of the VR diodes, while the slope of the incremental resistance is adjusted by the trimmers.
Since all the lower voltage branches will
affect Ihe higher ones, the adjustment procedure should begin with .Rl and proceed in order
through R4.
Replacing the VR diodes with clamping
diodes and variable voltage sources, results in
additional flexibility over the shape of the characteristic curve.
R F T uning. Usually a trimmer would not be
considered for adjustment of an RF tuned circllit. There is a tuned circuit. which may prove
to be cost·effective, that does use an adjustment
potentiometer. In this design, which is becoming
increasingly popular, particularly in TV receivers, a variable capacitance diode (varactor)
tunes the RF circuit. T he required tuning capacitance is achieved by adjusting the voltage applied
to the diode with a trimmer.
Fig. 4-21 illustrates this simple arrangement.
The dc bias control circuit may be located at a
remote point. This method is also very useful
when the circuit to be tuned is in an inaccessible
location , such as within a temperature-controlled
oven.
C us tom designs. Applications of potentiometers chosen from manufacturers standard
product line will usually produce the optimum
in electrical and economical design. H owever,
the circuit designer is not limited to these standard devices. Occasionally, electrical, mechanical
or environmental application requirements will
demand a variable resistance device of unique
dcsign. The following paragraphs describe a few
of the components created by potentiometer
manufacturers to meet the custom application
demands of the electronic industry.
T he potentiometer shown in Fig. 4·22 is a low
resistance « I n), high power (25 watts) rhcostat. It is used in the regul<ltor of an AC/ DC
converter in a computer system. II functions as
a current control through parallel power semiconductors that carry load currents to the cen·
tral processor unit. In this application, the cus·
tom designed rheostat proved to be the most
economical alternative due to the low cost of
field maintenance as compared with other
methods.
When the circuit function requires many variable and fixed resistors to accomplish a task, the
most cost effective approach could be the multipotentiometer network. Fig. 4-23 illustrates a
network that was custom designed for multi-
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F ig. 4·19 Two trimming potentiometers may
be used to optimize linearity error in
a precision potentiometer
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channel varaClOr tuning of a television receiver.
The advantages of this thick-film module are;
I) less space required for packaging. 2) fewer
parts to stock. inventory and install in the system, 3) the lowest cost per variaole function in
high volume production quantities.
A very ingenious method of adjusting the electrical output of an implanted heart pacer from
outside a patient's body. without the need for
surgery or through-the-skin leads has recently
been developed.
The tcchniquc utilizes a tiny magnetically
driven mechanism inside the pacemaker module
that can be made to rotate (adjust) by spinning
a precisely configured and positioned magnetic
field ~outside the body. directly over the implanted pacemaker.
lor

At the core of the mechanism is :, single-turn
cermet adjustment potentiometer. Sec Fig. 4-24.
The potentiometer/ mechanism is installed in a
tiny. magnetically-transparent metal can embedment. The potentiometer adjustment slOl is
linked to a small clock-like precision gear train.
At the input end of Ihe gear train is a miniature
wheel with two rod magnet~ installed parallel
and on either side of the wheel centerline_ The
gear ratios and the fine balance of Ihe mechanism arc such that very lillie torque is required
to spin the mechanism. The relationship of gear
turns to movement of the potentiometer clement
wiper enables extremely precise adjustments.
This also protects the patient from any detrimental effects due to movement of the mechanism as a result of vibration, inertia or stray
magnetic energy.
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Fig.4-20 A nonlinear resistance network synthesized with VR diodes and trimmer potentiometers
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Fig. 4·21 Trimming pOientiometers may be used to perform RF tuning

Flg.4·22 A high power. low resistance custom designed rheostat
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10

Fig. 4.23 A custom designed multi.potentiometer network
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Fig. 4-24 A potentiometer provides adjustment of electrical output of implanted heart pacer
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CONTROL DEVICE
Chapter

I

DOl/hIe Control Ullit

Electrad, Inc. annOul/ces a Model B Super Tona/raJ which is purliell/arly adapted Jor lise by manl/toell/rers on accollnt of il.f arrangement whereby i/ desired, two completely iSO/lifer! eircuits lIIay be
controlled by one sha/I. The contact is a pure .diver IIlII/lip/e type which flollts over Ihe resistance element wilh til/la zing smoothness, ..
From IIJe New ProtlllCU section 0/
Electronics Magazine, A pril 1930.

INTRODUCTION
quire greater mechanical accuracy, better stability, and longer life. They may also be subjected
to severe environments. These applications are
discussed in the next chapter.
Contro l functions ca n generally be classified
as one of the following:

Potentiometers can provide ;I means for frequent adjustment of an electrical circuit or
system where operator control is desired. Chapter 4 prescnrcd applications requiring only an
initia l o r occasiona l adjust men I. These a re
usually best served by a trimmer type of
potentiometer.
In this chapter, the focus is on application s in
which more frequent and convenient adjustment
is anticipated. T hese a pplications are described
generally as control functions. Many of them
are the man-machine interface that provides selectivity, versatility and variability to a circuit or
system. The type of potentiometer used ma y
vary according to specific needs. but usually the
wiper travel is manually controlled by the t urn·
ing of a knob or turns counting dial. Cost·
effecti ve circuit design and application of the
potentiometer depends on the designer having
a broad knowledge of the economical options
available.
Applications for precision control devices a re
sometimes electromechanical and usually re-

Calibration - How much correction?
Level - H ow milch?
Rate - Ho w last?
Timing - H ow soo,,?
Position - Where?
Many of the techniques described in Chapter
4 are directly applicable to control appl ications.
The sections regarding gain adjustment of operational amplifiers, filters, and frequen cy control
a r c of part icular interest . One difference
between Chapter 4 applications and those here
is how o/tell the adjustment may be needed.
These application examples represent a very
small sample of the huge number possible. The
brief descriptions give ;\ general idea of the type
of control functi ons which use potentiometers.
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BASICS OF CONTROL

addi tional components allow one potentiometer
R2 to be active only during the charging cycle.
thus controlling 11. The other potentiometer R3
is active only during the discharging cycle, thus
controlling 12. If on ly ti control is needed, R3
may be replaced by a fixed resistor of appro·
priate value.
Note in Fig. 5-2 that a fixed resistor is in·
cluded in series with R2. This prevents possible
componen t damage in case both potentiometers
are set to their minimum resistance values. A
fixed resistor could be placed in series with R3
to achieve greater values of 12.
In some applications, it is required to control
tl while the oscillator frequency remains constant. This can be done wi th the circuit of Fig.
5-2 by decreasing t2 each time It is increased.
Although thc circuit arrangement achieves the
requirements, the overa ll adjustment procedure
is more complicated and requires greater operato r care and skill than necessary.
Direct control of tl is easily accomplished by
the circuit shown in F ig. 5-3. T he oscillator frequency is a function of the potentiometer's total
resistance only, and is not affected by wiper position. When the control is actuated, Ihe division
ra tio of RI changes. Since the total resistance of
RI is constant, the output frequency will remain
constant while the variable division ratio pro·
vides a variable duty cycle. The duty cycle is
directly proportional to the relative wi per travel.

Before lookjng at specific applications. some
fundamental guidelines of good control function
design should be considered. Although Some of
the ideas may seem very obvious. each one
should be carefully considered as a factor in the
design of a control scheme for an instrument or
system.
C ontro l the act ua l fu nct io n of i nt erest. It
is usually possible to conlro\ a function in a
number of ways. Some may be rather direct
whi le others may requi re an indirect approach.
Where practical, the control function scheme
should provide the operator with a direct relationship between the position of the control dial
and response of the controlled va riable. This is
in line with good human engineering and should
be followed where practical.
An example will make this clearer. Suppose
that the on time of a simple oscillator mus t be
controlled. One possible ci rcuit is shown in Fig.
5-1. As shown by the operational equat ions, the
sclling of the potentiometer wiper is affective in
determining the charging (11) and discharging
( t2) time constants of the circuit. Va rying R2
will change the amoun t of time 11 that Ihe output
is high. R2 also varies the time t2 during which
Ihe output is low. The controlled func tion is actually the frequency of thc oscillator.
In Fig. 5-2, two potentiometers are used to
allow independent control of tl and 12. A few
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Fig_ 5-1 A potentio meter provides control o f frequency in an oscillator circu it
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It can be indicated on n read-out dial.
Control requirements should be carefully ana-

manner. Adjustment resolution must be adequate for the specific application. Methods for
achieving various responses a rc di sc ussed in
Chapler 3.
C hoose a logh::al direction of control sense.
T he control sense refers to the dircction of
change in the controlled function compared to
the d irection of change in mechanical input rotalion or wiper movemen t. T he cri teri a for
choosing a control sense afe those factors dictated by good h,/man engineering. For example,
a clockwise rota tional input should cause the
controlled function to increase while counterclockwise causes a decrease. In the case of linear

lyzed to make certain that the circuit chosen
satisfies those requi rements in the most direct
manner. This will rcsult in the most cost-effective
approach with a logical man-machine in terface.
Provide adequate range and resolulion_ The
control arrangement must provide adjustment
of the variable over the required range for the
life of the system. Adequate adjustment margin
must be provided to compensate for electronic
component tolerances and aging effects. It may
be necessary to restrict the control range somewhat or shape the control funcl ion in some
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(OUIPYI high) II = 0.685 IR,
Rd C
(OUlpUI 10,,") 12 = 0.685 IRs) C
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-Fig. S-2 Potentiometers provide independe nt control o f ON and OFF times in an oscillator circuit
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motion potentiometer controls, movement upward or to the right should increase; down to
the left, decrease. Position controls should provide an upward or left-to-right movement for a
clockwise rotation of the control knob.
As an illustration, suppose that a potentiometer is used to control a curren! through a low
resistance load. A simple rheostat connection
will accompHsh the desired control (unction.
The choice of end terminal should be such that
a clockwise rotation of the adjustment shaft will
produce an increase in current.
In control sense selection, primary consideration should be given to how the operator will
view the conlrol function . Say a control is provided for changing the period of an oscillator
but the operator will be interested in the resultant frequency change. Clockwise rotation should
cause a decrease in period so that the operator
will experience increase in frequency for clockwise rotation.
Changing the control sense after final circuit
assembly is a simple task. This may be necessary
where, after check out, it is discovered that the
man-machine interface Icems backwards or unnatural. Reversing the wires connected to the

end te rminals will invert the control sense for a
voltage divider. For a rheostat, simply remove
all connections (rom the end terminal being llsed
and connect them to the other end terminal.
Assume worst case cooclitioDS.. When a potentiometer is designed into a system as a control device, assume that the wiper will be set to
all possible positions. Don't be satisfied and feel
safe with a warning contained in an in~truction
manual which might say, Do not turn the gain
control more than 75 percent 0/ the /111/ clockwise position. If there is a possibiHty of circuit
failure beyond a sale limit, design ilZ a control
range restriction. Remember Murphy's Law :
The instruction manual will not be read until all
else fails, a control knob will be inadvertantly
bumped and the skill level of the operator will
be much lower than required.
Make controls independent. Whenever possible, make all controls independent so that adjustment of anyone will have no alIect on the
setting of anOlher.If Ihis is not practical, attempt
to cause the dependence to be restricted to one
direction. If this is done, the operalor first adjusts the independent control, then the affected
dependent control, without having to go back
E

+
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F ig. 5-3 A potentiometer controls the percent du ty cycle in an oscillator circuit
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and forth. When dependent controls cannot be
avoided, adjustment instructions should clearly
indicate the proper sequence of adjustment for
minimum interaction.
Consider the shape of the controlled fUllction
(output curve). Many control requi rements are
satisfied by the characteristics of a linear function potentiometer. Some applications, however,
require a potentiometer with a non-linear function characteristic. This is easily accomplished
for applications that permit the use of carbon
clement potentiometers which afe available in
a wide variety oC fun ctions. If stability requirements will not permit the use of a carbon
element potentiometer, then consider a potentiometer with a cermet or wirewound element.
In some . pplications, the control function
may be shaped using the methods described in
Chapter 3. It is possible to change the effective
shape of the control function by proper arrangement of the control ci rcuit.
Suppose the current through a resistive device
is to change linearly with respect to the adjustment of a control potentiometer. Adjusting the
curren t by changing the resistance in the circuit
loop (rheostat) will produce a hyperbolic function whereas adjusting the voltage across the
resistance in a linear fashion will satisfy the
current linearity requirement.
Consider environmental and stability requirerne nts. The potentiometer, when properly
designed and applied, will not respond to tem ·
perature, vibration or shock, beyond its established tolerance limits. Choose an element type
and a mechanical construction style that will
yield sufficient stability for the application.
If high vibration may be present during circuit operation, choose a potentiometer model
that provides a means for mechanically locking
the wiper in position. A simple friction brake
may be added to the shaft in many instances.
Some potcntiometer designs have inherent friction which results in a high torque to actuate the
wiper. This high torque provides greater stability
under vibration.
Additional precautions against a harsh environment include a water-tight seal to the control panel o r protection o f the control devices
with a cover which must be lifted when adjustments are necessary. There are many combinations of environmental factors possible. Thc
most expedient and cost-elTcctive approach is to
discuss a particular application with a potentiometer manufacturer.
C hoose a proper location. Con trols which
must be adjusted often should be easily accessi ble. This seems obvious but is sometimes overlooked and difficult to correct after a system is
built. Other influcnces 011 control location, e.g.,

noise susceptibili ty and stray capacitance, may
require that the control potentiometer be located deep within the equipment. A rigid or
flexible shaft extension connected to a frontpanel knob can be used.

INSTRUMENT CONTROLS
Potentiometer controls serve many functions
on various instruments including those for lest
and measurement. A few examples will give an
idea of typical control possibilities.
Oscilloscopes. A modern test oscilloscope has
many potentiometric controls as indicated in
the photograph of Fig. 5-4. Controls arc pro·
vided for focus, beam intens ity, beam and
graticule illumination, and beam positioning.
Other controls allow adjustment of triggering
level and polarity. Even the normally fixed calibration switches contrOlling the input vollage
sensitivity and sweep speed employ potentiometers to provide some degree of variable control
between ranges.
FUllction Generators. Control potentiometers
are used for many func tions in both digital pulse
and analog function generators. Fig. 5-5 shows
a simplified schematic diagram of a function
generator with the potentiometers emphasized.'
Note that most of the front panel control Cuncions from triggering level to output level use
control potentiometers. Trimmer potentiometers, also shown in Fig. 5-5, are used for many
of the calibration functions.
The block diagram of a typical pulse generator is shown in Fig. 5-6. In the case of clock frequency, delay time, and pulse width, capacitors
are switched to provide the typical decade range
changing. Potentiometers provide. the necessary
fine adjustmellt within a given range.
Additional control potentiometers arc indicated for adjusting the trigger sensitivity and
output level.
Power Supplies. Adjustments on fixed voltage
power supplies are usually made with a trimmer
as discussed in Chapter 4. Laboratory power
supplies, on the other hand , require frequent
adjustment of output voltage and output current
limit. These usc control potentiometers with
knobs easily accessible to (he operator. Here the
results arc monitored for control with a meter
rather than calibrating (he input using a pointer
or indicator line.
Fig. 5-7 gives the schematic of a versatile Jaboratory power supply. Control potentiometers
permit both coarse and fine adjustment of either
the output voltage or output curren t. These control potentiometers need no calibration dial
since melers on the panel indicate the resulting
current or voltage same as explained above.
Some power supplies usc a multiturn poten101
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Fig. 5-4 Variable resistance controls contribute to the versatility of the
modern test oscilloscope (Tektronix, Inc.)
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Fig. 5-6 Block diagram of typical pulse generator illustrating
potentiometer control functions

ity. Earlier recorders also included a servo gain
control on the front panel, but better designs
have permitted this control to be delegated to
an infrequent adjust trimmer.
Meters. Control potentiometers are used for
meter zeroing on de antllog meters as illustrated
by the control labeled zero in Fig. 5~9. Although
contemporary solid-stale designs are much more
stable than the older vacuum tube models, a cer·
tain amount of operator adjustable zero control
is necessary at very low voltage levels. The total
zero adjustment range provided for the instrument illustrated is only:!:: 15 microvolts.
Another control, labeled null in Fig. 5-9, is
provided to adjust an internal voltage supply in
order to produce an input zero offset. Good resolution and stability arc required. Note that an
adjustment potentiometer is available 10 set the
output level for an optional external recorder.

tiometer, rather than a single turn, to provide
adjustability of the control function. This results
from the beller resolution provided by multiturn devices.
Pbotometers. An e:tample of a correction
function performed by a control potentiometer
is shown in Fig. 5 -8. The dark current in a photomultiplier tube varies from unit to unit and
over the life of the tube. In addition, it is
temperature sensitive. Proper operation of the
photometer requires frequent adjustment to
compensate for dark current variations.
Recorders. Strip-chart and X-Y recorders use
control potentiometers for pen reference positioning. A voltage signal is injected into the
servo system to produce an adjustable error to
compensate for other possible erroTS. This variable voltage moves the pen zero reference to
any desired position within its normal operating
range. Usually. the position signal is fed in at a
high-level point in the system after the preamplifiers and range attentuators.
In some units, a very wide input offset adjustment is provided to allow an expanded scale
display at some level above ground. Good
resolution and stabi lity in this applicat ion are
absolute necessities.
Another control potentiometer is frequently
included in order to provide a variable sensitiv-

AUDIO
Perhaps the most frequently adjusted type of
potentiometer control is the volume on radios,
audio amplifiers, and television sets. Carbon ele·
ment potentiometers are generally used, and the
function is usually logarithmic, to more closely
match the nonlinear response of the human car.
This logrithmic resistance variation is commonly
referred to as resistance taper.
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been established as standard by military specifications and by industry usage. These three
standard tapers - linear, clockwise audio, and
counter-clockwise audio - arc shown in Chapter
7, Fig. 7-13. Most manufacturers list other
standard resistance tapers and produce special
tapers on request.
In recent years linear slide potentiometers
have become popular in audio applications and
may some day surpass rotary control usage.
Some rotary type potentiometers are actually
actuated by a linear motion via a mechanical
linkage. Other audio controls include ones for
tone and balance. On stereo systems, a set of
controls is usually provided for each channel.
The master mixer board Fig. 5-10 found in
recording studios uses sliding type potentiomete.
controls to adjust the levcl of each input channel.
Since these units are frequently adjusted during
the recording session, smooth operation and a
low noise level are required. Rotary potentiometers arc used for control of special effects, i.e.,
output to an echo chamber and returning input
to the console.

3

MISCELLANEOUS CONTROLS
Potentiometer controls are used in many
forms both in the home and in industry. This
section con wins a few typiclll applications.
Model aircraft remote control system. The
ingenious single stick positioner in Fig. 5-IIA
uses two space saving, conductive pi:lstic potentiometers to provide the output that controls two
independent model aircrafl functions.
The complete RC transmitter shown in Fig.
5-11 B uses two of the dual potentiometer assem·
blies to control a model's throttle, ailerons, rudder and elevator. The unit shown is actually a
six-channel transmitter. The extra two channels
are used for special controls such as landing gear
retraction.
The pilot controls the model much like he
would if he were at the controls of the real thing.
Phase Shift Control. In Fig. 5·12 dual ganged
potentiometers arc used to provide an adjustable
phase shift from about IOta 165 degrees for
lin input signal frequency of 400 Hz. By proper circuit configuration, a phase shift can·
trol is achieved without changing the output
amplitude.
Control potentiometers arc available in mul·
tiple ganged units and thus may be used to si·
multaneously change voltage, current, or resist·
ance levels at different parts of the circuit. Even
if tracking of these variables is imperfect, the
availability of ganged controls adds a great flexibility to the designer's resources.
The equation included in Fig. 5- I 2 shows that
phase shift is a nonlinear function of the resist·

-"'"

CUARENT
COMPEHSA.TIO~

--

-

--

Fig. 5-8 Photometer circuit uses potentiometer
control to compensate for photomulti plier dark current
Resistance Taper. Resistance taper is the output curve of resistance measured between one
end of the element and the wiper. It is expressed
in percent of total resistance ver.WS percent of
effective rotation. Three resistance tapers have
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Fig. 5·10 Master mixer board fo r reco rding studio

(Cetec, Inc.)
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Fig. 5·11 Remote control system for model ai rcraft
(Kraft Systems, Inc.)
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Fig. 5-12 Ganged potentiometers yield phase shift control
anee value. If the potentiometer elements have a
logarithmic transfer function, a smoother phase
shift control is obtained.
AUcnuafoJ'S. A very common controt used in
communications equipment is the constant impedance variable aUenualOr. Fig. 5·13 shows five
typical circuit configurations for these attenuators. The unique characteristic of all these configurations is to maintain the input impedance
and output impedance at an equal and constant
level as the amount of attenuation ((rom input
to output) is varied.
Al l five of the circuits shown in Fig. 5-13 perform an identical function. The difference in the
configurations is the accuracy with which it performs that func tion. The circuits arc arranged in
relative order of accuracy. F ig. 5·13A is thc least
accurate and Fig. 5- 13E is the most accurate.
For the bridged T configu ration of Fig. 5- 138.
to keep the impedances constant requires maintaining the relationships:
R ! = Z ( K -I) and R2
where K = antilog

[-ill]

Solving the above relationships for K and
setting them equal to each other:
R!R2 = Z' = constant
This condition can be achieved by const ructing RI and Rz to produce a logrit hmic output
function. Rl mus t be counterclockwise logrithm ic and Rz clockwise logrithmic. Rt and Rz must
be mounted in a common shaft.
Motor Speed Control. Modern drill motors
have great versatili ty because of adjus table
speed control. A simple circuit is included with·
in the case. This ci rcuit uses a potentiometer
and a triac in the manner shown in Fig. 5-14.
The operator squeezes a trigger that is mechan·
ically linked to the potentiometer. The potentiome ter selting determines the point in the input voltage cycle where the triac is turned on
and, hence, controls the average voltage ap plied
to the motor. This allows a very large range of
usable motor speeds.
Relatively small potentiometers teamed with
modern solid-state circuitry a re used to control
the speed of very large motors. The control point
can be Tight at the motor, as in the case of the
drill mOlor or a blender, or it can be at some
remote poiltt mo re convenient to the opera·

Z
K- I

and A is the

attenuation in decibels (db).
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Fig. 5-14 Simple molor speed control
Fig, 5-15 Temperature control circuit
uses a balanced bridge

--

as R I does to R, or:

tor. Even with great separation, the manmachine interface capability of potentiometers

Rs

is effective.
Temperatu re Control. Control potentiometers
may be used to adjust the amount of power sup-

+

R4

~

RI

If the sensor resistance is high, causing an imbalance in the bridge, it indicates the temperature is low. Then the error produces a positive
output voltage from amplifier At and heater
power is increased an amount determined by
the temperature error and the voltage gain of

plied to a healcr, Of they may be included in a
temperature servo conlrol to adjust the set point.
The same basic circuitsh.own in F ig. 5-14 may
be adapted to control the amount of ac power
supplied to a heater clement By adjusting heater
power with a potentiometer the operator controls the operating temperature indirectly.
For precise temperature control, a servo feedback system could be used to adjust the amount
of power and thus the temperature of the heater.
In operation, the desired temperature is preset
by a control potentiometer. When the operating
temperature, as monitored by a temperatu re
sensor, is below the setpoint more power is
applied to the he.lter. Usually, the sensing transducer and the control potentiometer are part of
some form of bridge ci rc uit sueh as that shown
in Fig. 5-15.
In this circuit, the bridge is balanced when
the sum of R.l and R~ bear the same ratio to R"

AL
When the resistance of the sensor drops below
the balance point in the bridge, indicating that
the temperature is too high, then the output voltage from At is negative. This will turn off transistor Q1 and no heater power is supplied to the
heater element.
Making the gain of At very high will result in
a system in which heater power goes from off to
full on witb a very small temperature change.
On the other hand, a moderate voltage gain will
yield a more or less proportional control in
which the amount of power supplied will be proportionate to the temperature error,
III
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variety of front panel cont rolled switches and
potentiometers. Often mul tiple functio ns arc
lIsed on a single adjustmen t shaft or multiple
functions are controlled by concentric shafts
from the same front panel control. Also modest
quantities of specials that vary from cireuit-Ioci rcuit are sometimes needcd . An economical
and ve rsatile assembly with many options is
manufactu red in the configuration shown in Fig.
5-16. These are modular com ponents in n
sta ndard. expandable package with a variety of
functions available in each section at relatively
low cost.

The relative positions of the sensor and control potentiometer in the circuit may be changed
if the temperature coefficient of the sensor is
positive rather than negative or the same bridge
configuration may be used with the inputs to
the am plifier reversed . The sensor and potentiometer could be relocated to opposite branches
of the brid ge, but the configuration shown
always brings the bridge back: to the exact
same operating cond itions with the same power
requirement.
Lighting Le~'e l Control. Potentiometer controls may be used to vary light levels by adjusting the power applied to the lamps in a manner
similar to that fo r heaters described in the preceding paragraphs. The control may be a direct
one as is common for mood lighting control in
homes or in stage lighting. It may be used in an
overall servo system to control the exact set
point of the light level using a photoelectric
sensor.
Once agai n, a small, unimposing, low power
control potentiometer may be used to control
huge banks of high power lamps when it is applied with modern solid-state circuitry.
Multifunction Control. In fields such as tests
and measurement, there is a great need for a

SUMMARY
Control devices arc used in applications in
which frequent manual adjustment is anticipated
and convenient adjustment is desired. Many of
these applications involve man-machine interface. Cost-effective application of the control
potentiometcr depends on the designer's knowledge of economical options available_
Factors in the design of control applications
and examples of typical con trol possibilities are
listed in Fig. 5-1 7.

"

Fig. 5· 16 Multifunction control with modular construction provides a variety of
functions including potentiometers and switches
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APPLICATION AS
A PRECISION DEVICE
Chapter

You will find me wherever men strive 10 attain still higher levels of accuracy, and place no petty
premium IIpon perfection. In th e laboratory I am ever present amidst ,he chem ;.~t'.J l est tuhes and
pipettes. In the observatory 1 am always (It the astronomer's dbow. Elich dllY I guide the {ingers 0/ a
million pairs a/hands, and direct the destinies 0/ countless busy mllchines ... I am Precision.
From an early advertisement by
H ERBER T H . FR OST , INC.
(Now CTS Cor p.)

(input) and wiper currents. the excitation freq ue ncy, the heat conduc tivi ty of the poten tiometer mounting. and the temperature, pressure.
and humidity of the su rrounding envi ronment.
In evaluating performance, the best method
is to study tbc effects of each of the above fac tors
separately. In any given application. however,
the potentiometer is influenced by a combination
of these facto rs. The resulting performance cannot be predicted by considering a mere linear
summation of these effects. Recognizing this
places more an d more importa nce on the
methods of environmental testing which simulate the actual conditions of application. With
these methods the true reaction of any physic3l
component to the particular environment can be
reliably eValuated.

INTRODUCTION
Precision potentiometers find application
where there is interest in the relationShip between t he increme nt al voltage leve l and t he
incremental displacement of a mechan ical device.
Often precision potentiometers arc used in the
simple conlrol fu nctions discussed in Chapter 5.
In Ihis chapter Ihe emphasis is on applications
where a higher degree of accuracy is required
than has been previously discussed. The imporlance of power rating, the effects of frequency ,
linear and nonlinear function s, and other electrical parameters are examined through Ihe use of
application examples. T he examples include
servo systems, coarse-fine dual level controls.
and pos ition indication / t ransmission systems.
Since precision devices arc electro-mechanical in
nature, a discllssion of them is not really complete with only eleclrical application data. Therefore Chapter 6 includes important mechanical
paramet e rs such as mounting. to rque, stop
strength, mechanical runouts and phasing.

POWER RATING
Power rating is an indication of a maximum
power that can be safely d issipated by the device when a voltage (excitation ) is applied to the
end te rminals. It is most often dete rmined by a
temperature-rise method. This prevents an y part
of the potentiometer from exceeding the maximum operating temperature at full rated power.
F or extremely accurate low-noise units the power
rating should take into consideration noise. life.
electrical and mechanical angles, the number of
sections, and other fu nctional characteristics.
T he maximum powcr that can be diss ipatcd
is dependent upon the capability of the mounting
structure to get rid of (sink) its heat by conduc-

OPERATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
The resul ting performance of precision potentiometers is dependent not only on the wisdom
of their design and the accuracy of their construction but also on the conditions under which
they must perform. Some of the operational factors which effect the quality of performance or
the duration of life inclu d e the excitation
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ti on or convection. This ca pability must be
sumcient to keep the operating temperature of
critical parts below levels which can cause per·
manent, physical damage, In certain less critical
applications, such as those discussed in Chapter
5, potentiometers can function in the presence
of minor physical deterioration. If the resistance
clement remains unbroken and the wiper
continues to make satisfactory contact with the
element. operation is not affected, In precision
instrumentation. however. a minor increase in
noise level or a sl ight dimensional shift in the
resistance element may be prohibitive. Therefore, a meaningful power rating of a precision
potentiometer should include a definition of the
level of physical and electrical deterioration that
can be tolerated in the particular application.
Potentiometers are not often fortunate enough
to operate under laboratory mounting and ideal
controlled environmental conditions. The tendency is to tightly package them with other components that may create greater tenlperatures.
In Fig. 6- 1 typical power derating curves arc
used to illustrate the relationship between power
rating and basic potentiometer size. The curves
shown are based on metallic cases and wirewound
resistance elements. These curves aTe for single
section devices. When sections :tre added the
Tesult is a power rating (for multicup units) that
is 75% of the si ngle section rating. The curves
clearly indicate that opcration at temperatures
below 70°C i~ conducive to longer life. Voltage

excitation limits arc usually determined by the
insu lation resista nce of the resistance wire. in
other words. the allowable voltage drop per turn
of the resistance winding.
Fig. 6-2 shows how the power dissipation capability of wirewound potentiometers changes with
diameter. The trend varies roughly as a square
law because of its relationship to the device's surface area. Single turns with metal cases and ten
turns with plastic cases are illustrated. The
curves do not go to zcro for the hypothetical potentiometer of zero size because any pl ate on
which a potentiometer is mounted will have some
heal sink capability.
Special considerations are necessary when the
potentiometer is connected as a rheostat. The
power capability depends upon how much of the
resistance element is employed and thus upon the
position of the wiper. Fig. 6-3 is a power derating
curve for rheostats with wirewound resistance
elements and metallic cases. This curve pertains
to all sizes and is presented in terms of the percent of maximum power rating. The shape of the
derating curve is interesting and shows the su rprising fact that 50% of the tOlal raled power
can be dissipated satisfactoril y by only 20% of
the resistance element. This is due to the fact that
the case and the remainder of the winding serve
to conduct heat away from Ihe small portion of
the winding actually being used.
Fig. 6·4 shows a power derating curve for
potentiometers with plastic cases. Because of
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sufficientl y high frequency is applied as the input voltage to a potentiometer, the resistive clement exhibits a characterist ic impedance. This
impedance is composed of a capacitive reactance
X:;, inductive reactance X~, and a resistance R.
The reacti ve components arc 180 0 out of ph ase
and therefore, the larger will cancel the effects
of the small er. The resultant imped ancc seen
by the input voltage (or looking back from the
output) will consist of a single reactive component (Xc or Xd and a resistive component R.
These resultant components can be represen ted
by two vectors in quadrature. i.e., separated in
phase by 90°. One is the voltage across the real
(resistive) impedance component, the ot her is
across the inlaginary (reactive) impedance component. The qlladrlltllre voltage fo r a potentiometer refers to that voltage across the reac ti ve
component of the output voltage. Fig. 6-5 su mmarizes the quadrature voltage parameter fo r a
potentiometer whose X L is much larger than Xc.
Fig. 6-6 is the industry standard test circuit
fo r quadrature voltage. In this configuration, a
standard potentiometer having a negligible reactive component is used to null the real (resistive) component of output voltage, leaving the
reactive voltage displayed on the meter M ,. The
nulling procedure is perfo rmed several ti mes
until a maximum reading on M 1 is obtained. The
quadrature voltage specification for the part icular potentiometer being tested is then calculated using the formula given in Fig. 6-6.
Phase Shift, The reactive component of the
potentiometer 's characterist ic impedance w ill
cause a pllase shift between the input and out put
voltages. The phase shift of a potentiometer refers specifically to sinusoidal inputs. The input
frequency, voltage and wiper position must be
spec ified . Mathem atically. ph ase shi ft may be
written:

the poo r thermal conduct iv it y of the plastic
material, the advantages of cooperative heat
dissipation are not enjoyed. and a more linear
derat ing characteristic results.
Continuing advancements in the state of the
art (mate ri als and processes) are having a
marked effect on the high temperature capabilities of potentiometers. In the past fifteen years,
maximum operating temperatures of precision
potentiometers have increased from 80°C to
150°C for most devices. Special design considerations have increased some devices to 200°C ana
higher.

FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTICS
The resistance element of a wirewound precision potent iometer acts as a pure resistive load
for direct current and the common line frequency
of 60 Hz. When used in the kilohertz frequency
range, the reactances of the distributed inductance and capacitance become significant. When
combined with the resistance of the element,
these reacta nces form a complex imped ance
characteristic load.
The following paragraphs describe four important potentiometer alternating current (ac)
parameters: input impedance, outp/lt impedance,
ql/adrlltllre voltage and phase shift. These parameters arc industry standard definitions used to
characterize the ac response of potentiometers.
T ypical values of these parameters arc not presented due to the wide range of voltage and frequency possible. In addition. these characteristics
vary considerably from design to design due to
the well known effects of physical construct ion
and geometry on ac response. They may be applied to any potentiometer. wirewound or nonwirewound. but are most pronounced in units
constructed with wirewound elements.
Input Impedance. The total impedance (ac
reactive and dc resist ive) measurcd between the
potentiometer's end terminals is the input impedance. It is always measured with the wiper
ci rcui t open (no load ). The voltage and frequency at which the impedance is measured must
be specified and the wiper must be positioned to
a point that resul ts in the largest im pedance
valuc.
OUlput Impedance. T he total impedance (ac
reactive and dc resis tive) measured between the
potentiometer's wiper terminal and either end
terminal is the output impedance. This cha racteristic is always measured with the end terminals connected together (electricall y shorted) . As
with input impedance. output impedance must be
specified together with a voltage and frequency.
Quadrature Voltage. When an ac voltage of

<I. =

.

E,

s m -l~

Eo

(Ex and Eo must be in like terms, i.e.,
RM S, Peak, or Average)
Where :
4> is the phase shift in degrees.

Ex is the quadratu re voltage as measured III
Fig. 6-6.

Eo:> is the output voltage.
A very com plica ted circuit cond ition exists if
the wiper is connected to a complex impedance
load and is allowed to move along the resistance
clement. The analysis of such a circuit configu ra·
tion dcpends crit ically upo n the nllture of the
external load. The following text assumes that
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Fig. 6-6 Industry standard for quadrature voltage measurement
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LINEAR FUNCTIONS

the wiper is unloaded and set to the low voltage
end of the resistive element.
A wirewound resistance element can be analyzed as a uniform transmission line when
excited at high frequency. The resistive wire provides the resistance R of the line and the coiled
turns of wire result in inductance L. Closeness
of one winding to the next and winding to case
produce capacltance C. For clements wound on
insulated copper mandrel or other conductors
there is also capacitance between the mandrel
and winding. These three parameters, R, C and
L, are spread along the entire length of resistance
wire and are approximated by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6-7.
For a wirewound potentiometer with conductive mandrel the resistance and inductance of
each turn are shown as Rw and Lw. Cw represents capacitance between adjacent turns of
wire. Capacitance between winding and housing
is identified as Ce. The capacitive coupling Cw
between individual turns increases when a conductive mandrel is involved. To better understand
the total electrical state of a wirewound potentiometer refer again to the lumped purameter
circuit of Fig. 6-7. Measurements of an actual
potentiometer will yield the most reliable performance data with respect to R, C, and L.
The use of nonlinear windings. shunt loading,
and variable pitch wire spucing Ciln be expected
to alter the frequency performance. The usc of
an enameled co~per mandrel to support the
resistance winding has been found to lower the
potentiometer's frcquency range capability.

Cw

In this chapter, linear refers to an electrical
response rather than a mechanical style. Many
of the concepts discussed apply, regardless of
mechanical design; but the chapte r is dealing
with rotary style potentiometers.
A knowledge of the general design characteristics of linear precision potentiometers can help
the user in selecting a device that will best satisfy
the demands of a particular application. The
curves in Fig. 6-8 and Fig. 6·9 arc intended to
indicate gene ral design trends rather than
specific design values.
Fig. 6-8 shows how the range of achievable
voltage resolution varies with the potentiometer's
diameter. The upper limit of the resolution zone
pertains to low values of total resistance (approximately 1.000 ohms). The lower boundary
of the resolution zone is for relatively high total
resistance (approximately 50K ohms).
Fig. 6-9 illustrates the general trend in line·
arity with a change in potentiometer diameter.
The solid curves represent common linearity
figures. The broken line curves represent linearities achievable with special design and construction techniques on potentiometers whose
total resistance is 5K ohms or greater.
The concepts of linearity and resolution are
related. Certainly the l i N resolution figure
places a lim~t on the achievable linearity. The
linearity deviations are usualty from two to five
times greater than the liN resolution value.
Linearity and resolution depend on the value of

Cw

'w

Cw

"
f'OTENTIOMETER
CASE

--

Fig,6-7 Lumped·parameter approximation for wire wound potentiometers
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methods of resistive clemcnt construction. The
construction of resistive clements is discussed in
detail in Chapter 7. T he following list outlines
those con~truclion factors which inrruence
the accuracy of thc assemhled wire wound
potentiometer:
I. The uniformity of the supporting mnndrcl.
2. The tension of the resistance wire.
3. The spnci ng and number of turns of resistance wire.
4. The degree of cleanliness of the resistance
elemcnt.
5. The concentricity of the mounted winding
relative to the rotational axis of the wiper.
The nngular length of a linear resistance winding for a sing le turn potentiometer is usually
about 350° . For special applications. this angle
can be reduced. By careful construction. the
winding can be made to accommodate more than
350° of wiper rotation. Obviously. it would be
undesirable to short circuit the two ends of the
resistance windings; but it is possible to plnce
the two ends of the resistance element in proximity and still control the design such that the
wiper will not bridge the gap between the ends .
When such precaution is taken, the potentiometer
is described as lIoll-shorting.
For some special applications, such as the
sine / cosine functions presented in the next
section, it may be desirable to rotate the slider
continuously 10 produce a repetitive voltage
waveform. In such instances, the two cnds of
the resistance winding arc joincd together. Othcr
forms of continuous winding ore discussed in
later sections of this chopter.
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The accuracy with which a nonlinear function can be produced is difficul t {o generalize because of the many controlling faclors and the
variety in design approaches available to the potentiometer designer. T he following paragraphs
will explain some of the nonlinear tcchniques
available. Expecting ccrtain variations to occur
in manufacturc. the potentiomeler designer usually designs within a band {hal is equal to
one-third Ihe required conformity band. This
conservativc approach gives assurance thaI the
fina l performance will be well within Ihe
conformity spccificalion.
To c rcate workable specifications Ihe user
should be aware of the producibility of a given
nonlinear function, the minimum size inlo which
it can be buill, the case of manufacturing a la rge
quantity with a minimum of production diflicully, and the cost. The table in Fig. 6-10 shows
the common nonlinear functions available from
most manufacturers. It is important to note the
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Fig. 6-9 T rend in potentiometer linea rity wi th

a change in diameter
total winding resistance. As winding resistance
increases, linearity and reso l ution improve

(decrease) .
Any discussion of potentiometer electrical
(unctions is not complete without stressing the
interdependence of t he accuracy and the
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relationship between size, total resistance range,
and conformity tolerances for each of these common functions. Many other nonlinear functions
can be achieved. To order special functions, supply the potentiometer manufacturer a mathematical equation represent ing the function or a
series of data points and a graphical representation of the desired function.
It is possible to make an estimation of the
resolution achievable for a given nonlinear function with a wirewound potentiometer. Approximate portions of Ihe fun ction by straight lin e
segments and estimate the resolution as though
these linear segments were parI of a continuous
linear potentiomeler. In the case of linear potentiometers, it is possible to usc wire size, resisti vity, and spacing to minimize the l I N resolution.
However. it is usualty not possible to achieve as
Iow a lIN resolution figure for a similar linenr
portion of a nonlinear potentiometer due to
other design fac lors. The following method will
give an npproximate resolution figure:
I. Plot a curve of percent voltage (or percent
resistance) vs. percent rotation.
2. Approximate the nonlinear curve with
joined straight-line segments.
3. Measure the approximate slope of a linear
scgment occupying a given region of the
function.
4. Specify the dcsired total resistance of the
nonlinear potentiometer.
S. Constmct a resolution curve for a linear
potentiometer of the same size, type of construction. and total resistance using data
from a manufacturer's catalog sheet. Read
the approximate l I N resolution [or the
region of the func tion under consideration.
As might be expected, this method yields sma ll
I I N resolution values in the regions of relatively
high slope. This is because higher slopcs requi re
a greater number of turns of fine. high resistance
•
wire.
Loading. Thcre are two methods of generating
nonlinear functions by loading. Thcy arc:
Shunt loading the resistive element.
Shunt loading the wiper.
The principal feature of shunt load ing techniques is its flexibility.
Loading the Resistive Element. If the wirewound clement is constructed with several taps.
a variety of nonlinear curves can be appproximated by connecting the appropriate shunt resistors. The element taps arc usually accessible
via terminals on the potentiometer case. The resistance element is excited by a voltage applied
across the end terminals. The resistivity, and
therefore the output function, may be different
in various portions of the clcment depending on
the vlllucs of fixed shunt rcsistors across each

section as selected by the system designer. Thi-;
technique has considerable benefit to the potentiomcter lIser and manufacturer because of its
versatility.
When the nonlinear function requirement i~
precisely defined he/ore potentiometer construc·
tion, the manufacturer can su pply a unit complete with shu nt resistors for optimiZation of the
electrical function. Potentiometers can be
designed so s hunt resistors ca n be attached
internally or externally.
Some users maintain a stock of tapped potentiometers th at they can quickly shunt to provide
a variety of custom nonlinear funclions. In this
case, the exact nonlinear function is unknown
when it is ordered but <I linear potentiometer is
specified with taps at selected locations. The user
can then attach external shunt resistors that
produce the desired function.
Loading the Wiper. In Chapter 3. output error
due to wiper circuit loading was presented in
detail. In certain precision potentiometer applications, this error may be used to an advantage.
By proper sclection of the load. the output can
be shaped to vary (the error) in some desired
nonlinear manner. Fig. 6·11 shows a schemat ic
example. Propcr selection of the shunt-to-element total resistance ratio can produce smooth
nonlinear functions such as tangent, secant.
square root, square, and reciprocal. Fig. 6-12
illustrates a possible nonlinear function with a
loaded wiper circu it.
Anytime cu rrent is caused to flow through
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Fig. 6-.l1 A potentiometer with a loaded
wiper circuit
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pensation methods. Another method utilizes an
isolation amplifier inserted in the ci rcuit hetween
the wiper and the load. The high input impedance of the isolation amplifier draws negligible
wiper current.
Compensation can also be affected by the use
of a loaded linear potentiometer. T he resistance
element is compensated - made nonlinear during manufacture to correct the loading effect.
Given the resistl!nce value of the load. the potentiometer manufacturer can calculate the
deviation from the theoretical function. This information is then used to manufacture a compensated element.
Voltage Clamping. Another technique for ob·
taining nonlinear functions from linear element
potentiometers involves clamping (electrically
holding) various taps at the voltage levels of the
desired function. This technique is shown in Fig.
6-13. End terminals or tap points are connected
to a voltage divider. If the voltage divider is of
sufficiently low resistance relative to the potenti_
ometer element, each of the tap points can be
set independently.
The result is an approximation of the desired
function by straight-line segments. Wh e n
approximating a nonlinea r function by voltage
clamping. the clamping voltages are generally
established with the wiper circuit load connected.
This provides compensation of loading errors and
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Fig. 6- 12 Output voltage vs wiper position
with and without wiper load
the wiper, special care must be taken. Every potentiometer has a maximum wiper current that
it is capable of hllndling without degrading its
operational life. Consult the rnanuf<lClurcr's data
sheet or the manufacturer directly to determine
maximum wiper current capability.
If a particular application requires the wiper
to be loaded 10 a degree which causes excessive
nonlinearity, then some type of compensation
will be necessary. Chapter 3 discus.~es some corn-
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Fig. 6-13 Usc of voltage clamping to obtain a straight-line approximatio n of a nonlinear function
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assures function coincidence at the tap points.
If the wiper is loaded by a low impedance circuit, the straight-line segments may sag between
the tap points. This effect can be compensated
by selling the clamping voltage slightly above the
theoretical tap point values.
Nonlinear functions with steep slopes require
many taps if a high degree of accuracy is desired.
These stcep slopes must have adequate power
rating to dissipate the heat rcsulting from the
voltage drop at established resistance levels. The
steepest slope. the number of taps in this slope
and the power rating of the entire resistance clement must be considered when determining the
output voltage scale.
Split windings can be used if small irregularities (flats) in the output are permissible. For this
construction. pairs of taps are used to terminate
isolated lcngth~ of resistance element. Very steep
slopes are practical when these sections are connected to proper voltage sources.
Voltage clamping provides ve rsatility and also
offers the advantage of not requiring a precision
lincar resistance clement. The small flats in the
output curve at cach tap may be a limitation for
somc applications. For this rcason, the distance
between taps are of concern. The cause of flats in
the output curve is the effect of the wiper contacting more than one turn of wire on each side
of the tap UI the same lime it touches the tap.
C ascaded, Ganged Linear. Nonlinear functions with cxtrcmely steep slopes can be made
using ganged, linear potentiometers. This is done
hy connecting the potentiometers in series (cascading) with the wiper output of one providing
the excitation voltage for the next. The precision
of such an arrangement depends on just how
close a mathematical power series expansion can
approximate the desired nonlinear function. Use
of poly-nominal curve fitling methods will usually result in satisfactory power series.
When applications require various functions
relative to shaft rotation. the ganged network
may be used. Some of these relationships can be
achieved with nonlinear potentiometers or shunt_
ing techniques. Then the power series expansion
with appropriate resistors can be supplemented
with nonlinear terms.
Poten tiometer load ing characterist ics, discussed earlier, can be used to develop nonlinear
functions. Complex loading characteristics result
from series gangcd potentiometers. By carefu l
selection of resistances, nonlinear functions can
be approximated. The required design procedure.
especially in situations with polarity changes betwecn tcrms of the initial power series. is often
complex Hnd prohibitive. Functions with low order power series can occasionally be designed by

overlooking the effects of loading and then using
summation network design to compensate. Cal·
culations and empirical methods are used to determine the valucs of the summing resistors to
obtain the necessary correction factors.
Designing the ganged arrangement using conventional network synthesis techniques results
in a more versatile method of determining component values in the network. The ganged circuit
can be handled as a two element network simply
by selling some limitations on its characteristic
polynominal. A longer trial and error method
can be avoided if the above conditions can be
met for a specific application. Then. using RL
transfer function tcchniques. the ganged circuit
and weighing network can be designed.

VOLTAGE TRACKING ERROR
Voltage tracking error is the difference between
the actual output voltages of commonly actuated
(i.e., common shah) potentiometers at any point
within their total electrical travel. It is expressed
as a percentage of the total voltage app lied.
Tracking is a conformity specification that compares the outputs of ganged units. Tracking error
is checked continuously by rotating the shart at
a slow, constant specd and recording the difference in voltage between each section and a reference section. No angle of rotation scale is used.
In a typical tracking application, the shaft is
positioned by the Olltput voltagc, unlike the case
where the application requires that the potentiometer shaft be positioned by gearing from
some outside control. The most prcc ise conformity in the outputs can be obtaincd by means
of a tracking arrangement. Instead of trying to
achieve simultaneous terminal conformity between the geared potentiometers or by checking
each section agaimt a theoretical angle scale,
tracking compares the output voltage of one sec·
tion with the output of each other section and
uses the difference to describe simultaneous conformity between the outputs of the ganged
sections. The voltage differencc signal drives the
potentiometer by means of a motor and gear
linkage. The other sections then provide outputs
that track the referencc section with extremely
high conformity due to the matching of error
curves. Tracking error will always be les.~ than
the sum of the terminal conformities of each section. Where manufacturers' techniques permit
combination of nonwirewound and wirewound
sections on the same shaft. it is possible to gain
the particular advantages of each type in the
variOlls sections.
The accuracy of a tracking potentiometer is
inherent in its design and construction. A ganged
combination, built to the pllrticular tracking
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tolerance. operates with an accuracy that cunnot
be matched by single units gcared together or by
available conformity tolerance methods.
Specifying tracking eliminates errors due 10 an
in termediate angle scale, angle differences between sections. gearing defects. voltage divider
or test equipment errors, and end resistance. Repeatable error patterns arc nullified by the sclfcorrecting effect of the voltage difference sign al.
This voltage comparison technique el iminates
dependence on terminal conformity. In nonlinear functions. this provides much greater
checking accuracy throughout the range of the
function. In single turn pOlentiometers. it is feasible to select sections (cups) by malching their
curve, reducing differences. and thereby achieving much closer tolerances. Precision trocking
units are subjected to functional testing which
permits the system designer to specify tolerances
closer to the system requircments. Each of these
methods docs have an effect on the unit price,
and thi .~ s hould be taken into consideration
when determining the necess ity of a tracking
potentiometer.

an electro-mechanical device and obviously has
mechanical limitations in addition to the electrical ones previously discussed. Chapter 8 includes
further detllils on mounting and packaging not
included here.
A presentation of mechanical parameters requires a discussion of moullting methods including the effects of starting and funning torque,
overtrave!s, backlasll, shaft, lateral, and pilot
diameter TlillOlllS, end and radial play, stop
strength , lind mechanical phasing.
Mou nfing. There arc t ..... o basic mOllnting
styles of precision potentiometers - bushing and
servo mount. Each is characterized by its
particular application.
Bmbi ng - M (III lIa i Ad jllst , Applications,
such as those discussed in Chapter 5. all lise a
manually set bushing mounting style convenient
for hand adjustment. The shaft is generally
available with plain. slotted , or flatted end. Some
bUShings incorporate a self-locking feature. M lIny
bushing mount styles have an anti-rotation pin
extending from the mounting surface. Suitable
drilling or pun Chi ng of the mounting panel
allows the engagement of the anti-rotation pin
stich thai the hOllsing is firmly restricted from
rotating.
Servo -Motor D rive n . Many precision potentiometers utilize the servo mount or screw mount
sty le for motor driven lIpplic3.tions. Either of
these mounting styles can be recognized by the
flanged, thlt mounting face. The operating shaft
extends through the mounting fuce. Fig. 6-14
s hows typical examples of servo mount and
sc rew mount potentiometers. The machining
tolerances on the pilot diameter are held extremely elose. These tolerances, generally less
than ±.OOI inch, are required to insure proper
fit and concentricity with adjacent components
such as servo drive motors. Additional measures
to insure cOllcentricity include close machining
of the shaft diameter, the servo mounting Range
diameter, and the mounting flange thickness.
Another significant feature in the design of
motor or gear driven potentiometers is the use of
ball bearings in the front and rear of the device.
The ball bearings insure a longer life. better concentricity and closer mechanical interface match
with adjoining components. Since the majority
of precision potentiometer applications usc ~ervo
mount units, the mechanical parameters disc ussed in the following sections 3re related
directly to the servo mount style.
Torque_ In many applications. the torque of a
precision potentiometer is a critical design
consideration. There are two types of torque to
consider.
I. Starling torque is the maximum moment
(of inertia) in the clockwise or counter-

CLOSED LOOP FUNCTIONS
A closed loop (electrical) function is a function thaI is active over 360 0 of rotation . Some of
the most significant closed loop functions have
already been reviewed in the previou s discussions on nonlinear functions. The sine and cosine
functions arc two of the most common mathematically repetitive functions. There arc many
other applications, however, that utilize the concept of a closed loop function. One of the most
popular type is a synchro-resolver. This is a 360 0
electrical function wi th three equally s paced
taps, thnt is, at each 120 0 of electrical rotation.
A function such as this with multiple taps is
much more difficult to evaluate electrically than
a simple series resistance. Since a closed loop
function is much more accurately described by a
series-paraliel network, the potentiometer user
must realize the importance of completely specifying the total resistance required. Any closed
loop function must have the total resistance
specified as the value of total resistance ovcr a
specific electrical rotation. In addition, it must
be known whether the resistance is measured
with the electriclil ioop closed or open.

MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
1n this modern age of electronics, it is easy for
the potentiometer user to delay mechanical considerations until the final system design phase. In
recent years, the importance placed on end product package size continues to remind engineers
and designers of the relatively great importance
of mechanical parameters. The potentiometer is
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Fig. 6·14 Servo mount and screw mount potentiometers
clockwise direction required to initiate
shaft rotation regardless of wiper position
on the clement.
2. Running torque is the maximum moment
(angular force) in the clockwise or counterclockwise direction required to sustain uniform shaft rotation at a specified speed
throughout the total mechanical travel.
Generally, starting torque for a precision unit
is less than 2 ounce-inches. The running torque
is usually 75% to 80% of the starting torque.
The actual torque values are dependent on the
diameter of the potentiometer and the total number of sections on a common shart. Fig. 6-15 is
a table of starting and running torques. The
values shown are for single section units only.
Overtravels. Tn Chapter 2, the various travel
ranges for potentiometers are presented in detail.
These ranges are lotal mechanical travel, actual
electrical travel. and the theoretical electrical
travel. In precision potentiometer applications,
the intimate relationship between electrical and
mechanical parameters necessitates the use of
overtravelterrninology to describe or control the
relationship of the various travel ranges. There
are two over/ravels used throughout the industry
-mechanical overt ravel and electrical overtravel.
Mechanical over/ravel refers to the range of
wiper travel between the end point (or theoretical end point) and its adjacent end stop or limit
of total mechanical travel. It is common to ex-
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Fig. 6·15 Maximum torque values for
single section units only

press mechanical overtravel in degrees of shaft
rotation.
Electrical overtravel refe rs to the range of
wiper travel between the end of the actual electrical travel (or theoretical electrical travel ) and
the adjacent end stop or the point at which
electrical continuity between wiper and clement
ceases.
Backlash refers to the maximum allowable
difference in actuating shaft position that occurs
when the wiper is positioned twice to produce
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the same output ratio but from opposite
directions. When a backlash test is made, the
actual wiper position on the element is obviously
identical for each measurement. Any difference
in mechanical position of the shaft (backlash)
is due to mechanical tolerances of the total
actuating system.
Mechanical Runouts. To insure proper fit and
function with adjacent mechanical components,
the precision potentiometer is designed to conform to specific mechanical runouts with respect
to the actuating shaft. Five common mechanical
runout parameters are described in the following
paragraphs. Refer to Fig. 6-14.
Shaft runol/t refers to the eccentricity of the
shaft diameter with respect to the rotational axis
of the shaft. It is measured at a specified distance
from the end of the shaft. The body is held fixed
and the shaft is rotated with a specified load
applied radially to the shaft. The eccentricity is
expressed in inches of total indicator reading
(TIR). Control of shaft runout insures that the
potentiometer will run true and not cause uneven wear in the mating component or the
potentiometer itself.
Lateral runollt refers to the perpendicularity
of the mounting surface with respect to the rotational axis of the shafl. It is measured on the
mounting surface at a specified distance from
the outside edge of the mounting surface. The
shaft is held fixed and the body is rotated with a
specific load applied radially and axially to the
body. The lateral runout is expressed in inches
of total indicator reading.
Pilot (/iameter runout refers to the eccentricity
of the pilot diameter with respect to the rotational axis of the shaft. It is measured on the pilot
diameter. The shaft is held fixed and the body is
rotated with a specified load applied radially to
the body. The eccentricity is expressed in inches
of total indicator reading. For many servo applications the pilot diameter is extremely critical.
Tts relationship to adjacent surfaces is also critical. Therefore, the allowable pilot diameter runout is controlled to insure minimum build up of
tolerances.
Shaft radial play refers to the total radial excursion of the shaft. It is measured at a specified
distance from the front surface of the unit. A
specified radial load is applied alternately in
opposite directions at the specified point. Shaft
radial play is specified in inches.
Shaft el1d play refers to the total axial excursion of the shaft. 11 is measured at the end of the
shaft with a specified axial load ;lpplied ulternately in opposite directions. Shaft end play is
expressed in inches.
Shaft radial play, end play, and the runouts are
controlled by the manufacturer to provide opti-

mum mechanical life and the highest accuracy
possible for interfacing with adjacent mechanical
components. The potentiometer user should
recognize that any mechanical misalignment of
adjacent components with respect 10 the operating shaft can result in a load on the shaft that will
degrade the potentiometer's maximum rotational
I ife.
Stop Strength. The stop strength specification
means static stop strength. It is the maximum
static load that can be applied to the shaft at each
mechanical stop. The force is applied for a specified period of time and no permanent change of
stop position, greater than specified, is allowed.
Single turn precision potentiometers usually do
not have stops. They are continuous rotation
devices with a nonconductive bridge between
ends of the resistance clement. The contact
sweeps across the bridge and returns to zero
without a change in the direc tion of rotation.
Some single turn and all muititurn precision
potentiometers have mechanical stops at each
cnd of rotation. The stop strength of the unit is
dependent on its physical size. In general, the
targer the diameter. the higher the stop strength.
Most motor and gear driven potellliometers have
higher rotational forces applied to the operating
shaft than the stop strength rating. Unless the
manufacturer is made aware of special requirements, the stop strength of the potentiometer is
usually not sufficient to function as a stop for the
whole system.

PHASING
Phasing is a parameter used to describe the
relationship of one potentiometer output func·
tion to another. Although phasing can be used to
describe the relationship between two separate
devices, it is generally used to describe the relationship of one section to another in a multiple
section precision device. In most applications. it
is extremely difficult to discuss an electrical phasing requirement without discussing mechanical
effects. The phase relationship in most nonlinear
output functions, built in multisection assemblies.
is established by the physical location of the
wiper in one section with respect to the wiper
position in anothcr section. The common location is referred to as the phasillg point. Phasing
is often done internally so the potentiometer user
may not be aware of a physical difference from
outside appearance.
Another method used to establish the phasing
of multisection devices is rotating the body of
one section with respect to another. This is possible through the usc of damp ring sections as
shown in Fig. 6-16. The phase relationship of
mUltiple sections is normally specified by the user
when the potentiometer is designed. The ability
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Fig. 6·16 C lam p ri ng style , phased potentiometer
to change phase relationships of mul!iple sections
and to vary electrical and mechanical angles has
significant benefit to the potentiometer user.
However, once the device has been built, the
clamp ring set screws are usually secured in
some fashion (ie., with all adhesive) . This sealing may make changes impossible without
violation of manufacturer's warranty.

provides two to four orders of magnitude improvement in rotational fife. Many other equally
important characteristics pertinent to potentiometer performance in the circuit, the system,
and the environment are also ditTerent.
Basic nonwirewound element types and their
construction are covered in detail in Chnpter 7.
The following sections discuss some important
considemtions for nonwirewound precision potentiometers such as contact resistance, output
loading, effective electrical tTavel, and mUltiple
taps. Induded arc some of the more subtle performance tradeoffs required for the optimum
design. These subjects are treated in detnil elsewhere in this book, and the index should be
consulted for further study.
Contact Resistance. Contact resistance appears
as a resistance between the wiper (contact) and
the resistance element and may be shown schematically as in Fig. 6-17. Contact resistnnce may
be thought of as the sum of fixed and variable
components. The variable part is generally a
fraction of the fixed component. The value of
contact resistance is a function of the geometry
of the resistive element, contact configuration,
and the aren of contact between the wiper and
the resistance element. For a given geometry of
element and contact, the contact resistance is
proportional 10 the resistivity of the element ma-

NONWIREWOUND PRECISION
POTENTIOMETERS
Nonwirewound potentiometers have a number
of characteristics which differ from wirewound
devices and may require special consideration
for successful application.
Over the past several years, precision nonwirewound potentiometers have gradually replaced
the wirewound device in many commercial,
military, and aerospace applications. In most instances, the changeover was accomplished successfully. In other instances, problems arose that
were ultimately solved. In the process, both users
and manufacturers gained a better understanding
of the performance characteristics of these
devices.
Nonwirewound potentiometers, such as conductive plastic and cermet, differ in their
nature from wirewounds. Conductive plastic
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be compensated wilh respect to output load. The
output load ratio is defined as the nominal output
load resistance divided by the clement nominal
total resistance (R 1/ RT ). The load ratio should
always be greater than len to one. There are two
important reasons for this limitation. If the load
ratio becomes excessively low, the wiper CUTrent
may become sufficient to seriously degrade the
useful life of the resistance element. T he other
reason for the load ratio limitation is due to the
manufacturing processes involved with nonwirewound resistance elements. It is difficu lt to
achieve a total resista nce tolerance less Ih an
approximately ± 5%. This situation creates no
problem if the load ratio is 100: I and the linearity
tolerance is ± 1.0%. However, if the load ratio
is 5: I and the linea rity tolerance is +.05% circuit analysis reveals the total resistance RT and
the load resistance RI. must be controlled to less
th an -+1% . Fig. 6- 18 shows the relationship
between the load rOltio. the to[erOlnces of total re·
sista nce and loa d resistance. and associated
linearity erro r.
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Fig. 6-1 7 Contact resistance appears as a
resistance between the wiper (contact)
and the resistance clement

terial and may be expressed as a percen tage of
the total resistance. Contact resistance can be
lower than I % and can range upwards 10 [0%
for certain elements.
In cases where the application requires the
lowest possible value of contact resistance, use
the largest possible potentiometer diameter and
the longest electrica[ angle consistent with the
available space. These measures will, in combination with the manufacturer·s choice of resistive
element geometry and contact d esign, act to
minimize contaci resistance. During the rotationallife of the potentiometer contact resistance
changes. The fixed component generally becoming smaller and the variable component larger.
The significance of contact resistance is dependent on the circu it into which the potentiometer
output operates. In p otentiometers requiring
light conformity, the first questio n to consider
is whether it is the deviation from the theoretical
output that is important (such as a function generator) or whether the output fide lity can be
more appropriately staled in terms o( tracking
accuracy of output smoothness between separate potent iometers (such as those used in remote
position and follow servo systems).
Output Loa ding. In m!\ny applications the
nonwirewound resistance element linearity must

TABLE 1

Flg. 6-J8 Linearity error (% ) for Various
load ratios

Electrical Travel. The electrical travel of nonw irewound potentiometers is built in during
manufacture and ca nnot be modified later. The
degree of accuracy achieved is a func tion of the
manufacturing process and the size and the type
of clement. Nonwirewound resistance elements
also have the unique characteristics that the output voltage docs not change linearly in the imme·
diate vicinity of the end terminations. For this
reason the actual electrical travel as defined in
wirewound tec hnology has no meaning when
applied to non wire wound clements. A more
meaningful specification is defined by the output
voltage versus shaft position function and the required linearity or conformity. When these arc
properly defined a theoretical electrical/ravel
a nd ils associa ted angular to lerance can be
specified.
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Multiple Taps. When mulliple lapS arc reo
quired on a nonwirewou nd potentiometer, special precautions must be laken. There are two
types of taps available. The current lap consists
of a conductive str ip crossing the entire width of
the resistance element perpendicular to the wiper
path as shown in Fig. 6-19. The current tap acts
as a miniature resistance short and d isturbs the
linearity of the element. The magnitude of this
d isturbance depends upon Ihe relative size of the
element and Ihe manu fac turer's process. Th e
current tap can safely ca rry the same amount of
current as the end terminations. The I'ollage
or zero width tap consists of a conductor which
barely touches the edge of the resistance track as
shown in Feb. 6-20. A vollage tap has negligible
effect on the linearity. Obviously the cu rre nt
carrying capability of this type of tap is limited.
When deciding which type of additional tap
to specify for a given ,lpplication it is unnecessary to consider the current carrying capabi lities.
It is more realistic to consider how the lap is used
in the circu it. If a single voltage is applied to the
tap a current tap is required. Ho weve r, if an
equal positive and negative voltage is applied between a cenler tap and the end terminals, a voltage tap may be used in the center. A voltage tap
may be used when Ihe tap is sensing voltage only
and the measurement circuit has a high impedance. The method of speci fy ing locations fo r the
two types of taps differs. A voltage lap should
always be located at some specified voltage with
a tolerance. The angular locat ion of a voltage tap
is immeasu rable due to th e two-dime nsiona l
characteristic of the nonwirewound resistance
clement. The location of a current tap may be
specified in terms of voltage or angular position.
When angular position is specified, care must be
exercised so that a measurement technique is
defined and a real istic tolerance is assigned.
Temperature C oefficient of Resistan ce and
Moisture Sensitivity. The total resistance of conductive plastic and cermet is known to be more
sensitive to moisture and temperature than are
wirewounds. The change in rcsistance occu rring
from exposure within the rated tem perature
range or from the extremes of room ambient
humidity has little e ffe ct on other intrins ic
characteristics. HoweVer, the changes in to tal reo
sistance due to the temperature coefficient of resistance (TC) are sufficient to preclude the use
of any external res istors as balancing resistors or
as a voltage divider. To verify this, consider a
typical 6% change in TR (for conduct ive plastic)
from -65°C to + IOQoC (363 PPM/ cC). T o
use a conductive plastic potent iometer as part of
a divide r network, Ihe network. shou ld be built
into the potentiometer resistance element. Series
resis tors made in this fashion will track the

£ND

TERMI~",TIONS

R£SISTIVE

ELEMENT

VOLT-'.GE lOCATION)

Fig, 6-19 Current tap for nonwirewou nd
clement
ENO TER MIN",TlONS

RESISTIVE
ELEMENT

VDLT",GE T",P
{yOlT",GE lDC.I.TiONj

Fig. 6-20 Voltage tap for nonwirewound
clement

potentiometer section within the lim its o f normal
linearity and con formity tolerances because thc
potentiometer and resistors are made of the same
material and generall y vary proportionately. The
cost for these resistors (built into the potcnti.
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omeler) is generally less than the cost of the

a spring return mechanism on the cable. The
spring return is contained within the larger cylindrical body that accepts the operating shaft. The
requircd effective elcctrical anglc is based on the
length of the cable required by the transducer
application. This particular combination eliminates many of the mechanical interface problems
inhcrent in gear and motor drive assemblics.
One application for this tnlnsduccr assembly
is in test aircraft. The assembly is mounted on
the engine or in the cockpit or anywhere that a
measure of linear motion (i.e., the throttle or a
control surface) is required. The linear displacement of the mechanical linkage is transmitted to
the potentiometer operating shaft with a I to I
ratio through the cable. By applying a fixed voltage across the end terminal and the wiper, the
mechanical motion is converted to an elcclfical
signal which can be transmitted directly to a
recording device or sent to a ground tracking
station by external telemetry equipment. This is
only one of many linear motion-to-electricalsignal transducer applications.

resistors purchased separately combined with the
labor to connect them externally. For optimum
performance of potentiometers with built-in resistors, specify the actual voltage at which the
potentiometer will operate. This will permit the
matching of the series resistors to thc potentiometer clement at the actual working voltage.
In recent years, state of the art ndvanccs have
reduced the change in total resistance resulting

from exposure to humidity to approximately
5%. I n most applications where a repeatable accurate TC is required, it is necessary to stabilize
the moisture content of the resistance element
with a few hours exposure at temperatures
around 50 to SO°C.

LINEAR DISPLACEMENT
TRANSDUCER
One of the basic precision potentiometer applications is that of converting mechanical linear
motion to rotary motion and utilizing the resultant output. The linear displacement transducer
assembl y shown in Fig. 6-21 is a simplc bul very
effective method. It uses a multiturn or singleturn servo mounted precision potentiometer, and
can measure relatively great displacements compared to its size. This particular transducer uses

LOW TORQUE
POTENTIOMETERS
Another application of precision potentiometers is one required by precision measuring
instruments such as meteorological (weather) in-

-

Fig. 6-21 C able type linear d isplace ment t ransduce r
(Space-Age Control, Inc.)
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strumentation. A low torque potentiometer application generally requ,ires torques less than 0.1
oz.-in., even with multiple sections. A servo
mount ball bearing potentiometer of I inch diameter or less with an l;8 inch diameter shaft is
most suitable. The resistance element can be
wirewound or conductive plastic. In the wirewound device, the key to low torque is the bridge
between the ends of the element. Applications
such as electronic weather vanes and anemometers require 360 0 of continuous mechanical
rotation. Since most potentiometers have an effective electrical angle of 350 0 • the electrical
angle must either be extended to as close to 360 0
as possible or the 10 degree travel area between
the ends of the element must be designed with an
extremely smooth transition surface.
In a wirewound device, it is best to keep the
total resistance above 10K ohms for low torque
requirements. This will force the diameter of the
resistance wire to be small enough and the pitch
for the winding on the resistance element close
enough to provide a relatively smooth surface
for the wiper to traverse. Generally, the torque
will be highest over the bridged area between the
ends of the resistance element. For example, if
the application allows torques in the range of
.05 oz.-in. with the wiper on the clement. the
torque over the bridge will generally bc .07 to .10

oz.-in. Some variation of these values is possible
by modifying the pressure of the wiper against
the element. If the wiper pressure is decreased.
the amplitude of the electrical noise is increased.
There are ways of counteracting the increase of
noise that involve the use of precious metal
resistance wire which has an obvious effect on
the cost of the unit as well as performance
parameters.
This type of wirewound precision potentiometer usually requires connecting an external
terminal to the resistance element with a small
single wire tap. The circuit designer should
design in a current-limiting device in the circuit
with the potentiometer to control any surge current when the wiper is approaching the inactive
bridge portion of the element or when the wiper
is returning to the active area of the element.

COARSE/FINE
DUAL CONTROL
One of the methods for mUltiple function
front panel control is the dual concentric shaft
precision potentiometer. This method is gaining
popularity with precision instrument manufacturers. Fig. 6-22 shows the front panel of a spectrum analyzer. The inner and OLiter knobs in the
frequency section of the front panel form the

Fig. 6·22 Spectrum analyzer with coarse/ fine dual concentric shaft control for frequency tuning
(General Radio Co.)
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I

critical adjustments. The reading on the turns_
counting dial corresponds directly to the magnitude of some variable such as voltage level.
temperature, frequency. or a time interval.
As long as the relative position of the wipers
in Fig. 6-23 is the same, no input voltage will be
applied to the scrvo amplifier and the motor will
not turn. When the position of the transmitter
Rl is moved. an unbalance occurs and the dif1erential input voltage to the amplifier produces an
output drive signal to the motor. The motor turns
in the proper direction to reducc the error (difference) signal to zero. The end result is the
receiver potentiometer R2 duplicates the position
of the transmitter.
The precision with which the position is tr,tnSmilled is depcnde nt upon the accuracy of the two
potentiometers and the gain of the servo amplifier system. If the gain is made too high, the receiver potentiometer will oscillate (hunt) as it
attempts to find a position where the error voltage is zero. Resolution in the receiver potentiometer is very important as it determines the
amount of gain which will be permitted without
oscillation. If the resolution is too poor, then the
error signal presented to the input of the amplifier may jump from a positive level to a negative
level as the wiper moves from one turn to the
next. Even if the oscillation - sometimes called
dither - is not especially objectionable from an
operations standpoint, it should not be permitted
because of the resulting local wearon the clement,
the wiper, and the whole electromechanical
system.

frequency luning control. This control consist of
two parts, coarse luning (larger knob) and fine
tuning (smaller knob). The lUning control adjusts the center frequency or start frequency of
the spectrum displayed.
The potentiometer is a multiturn, nonwirewound device with two sect ions. Each section is
operated independently by means of dual concentric shafts. Extremely fine resolution and precise tuning ability wcre the deciding factors in
selecting a multilurn potentiometer wilh a conductive plastic resistive element in each section.
The output of both the coarse and the fine tuning
adjustment arc fed int o a summing operational
amplifier. The voltages arc then fcd through a
vOltage-to-curent transfer circuit. The resultant
current is applied to the field of a YIG oscillator
where the frequency is determined.

POSITION
INDICATION i TRANSMISSIO N
Fig. 6-23 shows a basic position transmission
system arrangement using potentiometers fo r
both transmitter and receiver (indicator). This
simplified circuit shows how potentiometers can
be llsed to transmit a relative mechanical position
from one poiot to another.
The original mechanical motion may be the
output of a driven system such as a servomechanism. It could also be an operator induced
motion sllch as a front panel control of an instrument. The instrument might usc a turns-counting
dial to permit precise operator setting of certain
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Fig:_ 6~23 A basic position transmission system using potentiometers (or transmitter and receiver
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THEX-22A, V/STOL AIRCRAFT

Because of the uniqueness of the aircraft (it's
the only one o f its kind) constan t monitoring is
provided by an airborne telemetry system which
transmits data to a mobile monitoring station.
The data is observed on strip chart recorders and
analog meters. A minicomputer constantly monitors safety of flight items and immediately warns
o f any aircraft parameter that departs from its
Dormal range.
In the com p uter over 170 a mplifi ers and
special function modules 3re wired to a patch
board along with 100 wirewound, digital readout
potentiometers. This patch bOard is shown in Fig.
6-25. Some of the potentiometers (3-10) are remotely mounted in the cock pit. Pilot comments
have been favorable regarding reading and setting these devices in a crowded cockpit.

The aircraft pictured in F ig. 6-24 uses dual
tandem ducted propellers to provide an aircraft
(or flight research and evaluation of this unique
configuration. More importantly it provides a
highly versatile aircraft capable of general researc h OD ve rt ical / short takeoff and landing
(V/ STOL) handling qualities using a variable
stability system.
The variable sta bility system allows the pilot
to change thc dynamic characteristics of the aircraft in flight and to simulate the flying qualities
of future ai rcraft thaI arc on the drawing boards.
The airc raft is in reality a flying simulator, allowing the pilot to feel the aircraft motions in a
natural sense unlike fix ba.~ed ground simulato rs.

,"

•
•
"

"

Fig. 6-14 An experimental aircraft (Bell Aerosystems/ U.S. Navy)
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Fig. 6-25 Patchboard used in aircraft of Fig. 6·24

(Flight Research Dept. of Calspan Corp.)

DENDROMETER
As a part of a project to investigate the relationship of tree growth to the factors of forest
environment, scientists designed an electrical
dcndromcter ba nd (a device that measures
growth by measuring trec girlh) uti lizing a

precision potentiometer.

I

As shown in F ig. 6-26 thc potentiometer is
mou nted on a bracket alone end of a metal
band Iho! is passed around thc circumference of
thc tree. A stainless steel wire, allnched to the
bracket via a spring . is wrapped several times
around thc potentiometer shaft and iluuchcd to
Ihe other end of the band. A sim ple re li ab le
transducer is the result. Any growth in the tree
diameter (girth) causes the band to pull the wire
turning the shaft proportionately. thus. changing
the resistance value of the potentiometer.
Two of the main advantages of the potentiometer de ndrometer band are its relatively low
cost and its ability to operate successfully in remote forested areas where reliable electrical
power is difficult to obtain. These features enable
tree growt h measurements to be taken manually
by simply reading the resistance of each poten-

Fig.6-26 Dendrometer for monitoring
tree growth

tiome ter/ dendrome ter band with a portable
digital ohmmeter at regular intervals. No di rect
power su pply of any sort is required. and bands
can be located in upper areas of a trec with leads
running down the tru nk for easy monitoring.
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Fig. 6-27 A bridge used for high speed sorting of resistors and thermistors.
(James G. Biddle Co.)

SORTING BRIDGE

MUL TI.CHANNEL MAGNETIC
TAPE RECORDER

The high speed sOfting bridge in Fig. 6-27 is
used with a suitable parts handler for accurately
sorting re.~istors or thermistors into as milny as
ten different classifications. The unknown resist.
ance is checked against len individually sct tolerance limit bands between ± O and .:!::30 % . In
operation, the bridge selects the proper category
and signals an automatic handler to feed the
resistive component to the corresponding bin.
A power dissipation circuit senses the unknown resistance value and adjusts bridge
voltage to maintain equal diSSipation for various
resistance values.
A unique dual-null multiband sorter permits
comparison of the unknown resistance to several
reference levels simultaneously rather than sequentially. This speeds the sorting process and
eliminates error inducing switChing.
Thc teo dials shown in the photo each operate
a ten-turn precision wirewound potentiometer
for tolerance sening control. The range of each
dial is 10% and the potent iometer can be set anywhere in thi s band within 0 .01 % . Here is an
example of precision devices being used in a
control function as discussed in Chapter five.

A variety of adjustment, control and critical
precision potentiometers are used in the multi·
channel magnetic tape recorder pictured in Fig.
6-28.
Precision potentiometers are in the electronically controlled tape tensioning system which
is part of the electronic control for the spooling
motors. This system measures the actual tape
tension on both the right and left sides. The tape
tension sensor acts as tape storage and mechanical damping elements. The offset capstans shown
in Fig. 6-29 cause the tension sensor to rotate
in proportion to tape tension. Position of the
sensor is converted into proportional voltage
(actual value) by the direct ly driven high precision single turn potentiometer. The potentiometer is connected to the differential amplifier
of the spooling motor control amplifier. The control voltage for the normal fast running mode
or the manually controlled winding influence the
reference input (set vallie) of the differential
amplifier. With this system, the tape tension is
electronically controlled even during the fast
forward and rewind modes.
138
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Fig. 6-28 Multichannel magnetic tape recorder. (Willi Sluder, Switzerland)
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During the braking procedure, the take-up
spooling motor is electronically controlled until
the tapc comes to a complete standstill. Thus. in
all modes, the tape tension is electronically
controlled.
The single turn precision potentiometers on
the right and left tapc tension sensors are shown
by arrows Fig. 6-30. This is a view of the
underside of the tape drive system and related
electronics. Potentiometers with conductive plastic clements arc used in this application because
long, reliable. noise-free life is required.
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Fig. 6·29 A lape tension sensor
(Willi Studer. Switzerland)
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Flg.6·30 View of underside of tape drive mechanics and electronics
(Willi Studer. Switzerland)
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"/ am not building lor a day. The trouble with some American //Ianu factl/rers is just that very point.
rhey cater to rite passing whim. II puys to make things s/oll'ly, hul to make them right, II is one 0/ the
fundamentals 0/ bllsiness SIlCCC.fJ - not meaSllred by standards 0/ today. hIlt by those 0/ a century
hence. There are no suonds or thirds going 011/ oj my shops. Nothing bur fir.us - {irst, last and all
the time."
T. A. Edison
Q'lQll!l/ in Poplllar Electricity M(lgazine
Vol. V, No.7, November /9/2
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INTRODUCTION

RESISTIVE ELEMENTS

There are five basic parIs of any potentiometer;
Resistive clement
Terminations
Contact or wiper
Actuator or sha ft
Case or housing

The rca! heart of any potentiometer is the
resistive clement. It affects, to some degree, all
potent iometer electrical parameters. There are
two general classifications of resistive clements
- wireIVolllld and nonwirewound. The nonwire·
wound group can be further classified as cermet,
carbon, metal film , or bulk metal. It is also
possible to combine wirewound and conductive
plastic (a special carbon composition) in one
element to achieve improvcd performance of
certain electrical parameters. In addition, cer·
met and conductive plastic have been combined
by at least one manufacturer. Both of these com·
bination clements are discussed under Hybrid
Elements.
\V1rewound Elements. Resistance wire can be
used to form the resistive clement in a potenti.

For each part there are several fundamental
variations possible.
In th is chapter the parts of a potentiomete r are
considered individually since each has special
characteristics which offer an advantage or im·
pose a limitation on the final assembly.
A careful study of the material presented will
aid in the selection of the proper construction
type for a particular application.
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ometer. Commonly used materials are one of
three alloys:
Nickel-ehromium
Copper-nickel
Gold-platinum
Nickel-chromium (75% Ni. 25% Cr) is the
most common. lis temperature coefficient is typically less than ± 5ppm / °C. It has a resistivity of
800 ohms per circular mil foot. A circular mil
foot (cmf) is a hypothetical quantity equivalent
to one foot of wire thai is one thousandth (.001)
of an inch in diamcter. Popular usc of Ni-Cr
resistance wire for resistive clements is largely
due to its excellcnt TC and availability in many
different diameters. The broad size range results
in a wide selection of TR values with very low
ENR ratings.
Copper-nickel (55% ell, 45 % Ni) wire has
a resistivity of 300 ohms/ cmf and a temperature
coefficient of ± 20ppm/ oC.
A less common material for resistive elements is a complex precious metal alloy of gold
(Au) and platinum (Pt) together with small
amounts of copper (Cll) and silver (Ag). The
resulting resistivity is approximately 85 ohms/
cmf with a high temperature coefficient of
+ 650ppm / °C. This sacrifice in temperature coefficient results in an improvement in certain
other parameters. For example. low resistivity
and the ability to withstand harsh environments
without oxidation of its surface. This helps keep
wiper noise low even in severe environments.
Figure 7-1 lists the resistivities for various
diameters of the three different resistance wire
alloys. This is a partial listing. Other wire sizes
arc available.
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Although it is possible to have a simple single
straight wire element, such construction is impractical. As an illustration, assume the highest
resistivity WIre, listed in Figure 7-1. was used to
construct a 5000 ohm resistive element. The
finished potentiometer would be greater than one
foot in length. The common construction technique for a resistance wire element requires
many turns of resistance wire carefully wound
on a carrier form or mandrel. This method
allows a substantial resistance to be packaged in
a small volume. A ceramic or plastic mandrel
can be used. However, the most common type
of mandrel is a length of insulated copper wire.
After winding, this flexible carrier form can be
coiled in a helical fashion to further compress
the length required for the resistive element.
The copper wire mandrel has several practical
advantages. It is available in precise round cross
sections in long lengths and can be purchased
with llll insulating enamel already applied. These
characteristics contribute toward high quality
elements at relatively low manufacturing costs.
The characteristics of the mandrel are very
important. Irregularities can make winding difficult and result in poor linearity and / or poor
resolution. Mechanical instabilities can lead to
undesirable stresses in the wire or loose windings
which allow individual turns of wire to move.
The advantages gained by using a resistance wire
with a carefully controlled temperature coefficient will be lost if the mandrel expands and
stretches the wire 10 produce substantial resistance changes with varying temperature. This is
known as the slraill gage effect. It occms when
the wire is stretched thus reducing it'> cross scction and increasing its resistance. Any unb,Llance
in coefficients of expansion between the resistance wire and mandrel can cause an intolerable
variation in resistance due to temperature
changes.
For accmacy and economy, high speed automatic machinery may be used to wind the element wire on long mandrels. These arc cut to the
proper lengths and inst31led in individu3l potentiometers at a laler manufacturing phase. The
photograph of Fig. 7·2 shows a machine which
produces a continual he1i:-; of wound element.
This element may be cut into individU'll rings
for single turn potentiometers or helical elenlenl~
for nlultiturn units. The very delicllte resistance
wire must be wound on the mandrel in a manner
that produces uniformity and the right amount
of tolal resistance in the exact length required.
Irregul3rities in the winding process can result
in a broken wire or overlapping turns. If the
winding tension (the pull against the resistance
wire as it is wound on a mandrel) is not just
right. the turns of resistance wire will be loose
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Fig. 7-1 Relation of Resistance to Wire
Diameter
Basically, the actual wire used depends upon
the total resistance required , the resolution
needed, and the space available. Smaller wire
allows higher resistance in a given space and improved resolution. However, smaller wire is more
fragile and therefore, difficult to wind. Power
and current carrying requirements also influence
the choice of resistance wire size.
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Fig. 7· 2 An automatic machine used to produce a continual helix of resistance element (inset)
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Too much cement will interfere with the wiper
path; too little results in loose turns. Since the
tolerance on the unformed resistance wire often
approaches the total resistance tolerance for the
completed unit, it is easily seen that quality is no
accident.
No"lhtear WireWQIHtd Eleme1lts. One or
more of the following methods is used to achieve
a nonlinear change in resistivity, p, with wiper
travel.
I) A carefully shaped mandrel cross section
to vary the resistance increment from one
turn 10 the next.
2) Careful variation in the winding pitch to
change the number of turns trave rsed for
a given mechanical travel.
3) A change in the wire size and / or the wire
material.
4) A combination of 2 and 3 above.
5) Carefully pOsitioned taps to permit the addition to external connections.
Varying the mandrel j"wpe. The drawing of
Fig. 7-3 shows a variety of elements designed to
produce different nonlinear functions. The winding mandrel is designed (shaped) to vary the
resistivity in a nonlinear manner from turn to
turn. The mandrel must be constructed such th at
the resistivity varies at the desired rate of change
of fU)). Mathematically:

or over-stressed and the resulting clement will
exhibit a poor temperature coefficient.
Many factors are involved in the winding
operation. These may not be obvious to the end
user but are a major concern of every potentiometer manufacturer. T he critical potent iometer
buyer will be wise to compare the capability of
various manufacturers before choosing a source.
The temperature coefficient of the finished potentiometer will be much poorer than that of the
unwound. unstressed resistance wire. It is unfortunate for the circuit designer that data sheets
for some wirewound potentiometers list temperature coefficient using values of the unwound
resistance wire alone. If such a specification is
listed, never make the assumptio n that this is the
temperature coefficient of the completed potentiometer. lnstead, check with your potentiometer
source.
Potentiometers designed for high power, rheostat applications often use an insulated metal
mandrel. This provides an excellent thermally
conductive path for the heat generated within
the resistance winding. The metal mandrel allows
an increase in the power rating, compared to
plastic or ceramic, which is especially significant
in applications where power is dissipated by only
a portion of the clement.
In most cases, the unwound resistance wire is
bare with no insulation. A slight amount of
cement is used to bond the wire to the mandrel.
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Fig. 7-3 A variety of mandrel shapes to achieve variom output functions
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wire is un iform ly spaced over each linear section
the corresponding output of each will have a
different slope. This is because the rale of cha nge
in I (0 ) from turn to tum of res istance wire is
greater if the mandrel is wider since the length
of resistance wire is also greater.
The s te pped mandrel is often a practical
method to produce nonlinear wirewollnd resis tance c lements eve n though its straight sections
may on ly a pproximate a nonlinear function.
Closely spaced function changes are possible.
Proble ms of securing wire 10 slo ped mandrels
arc e liminated by use of s tepped elements.
Varyil/g the wil/ding pitch. Cha nging the resistivity p in a nonlinea r manne r by altering the
spac ing between indi vidual turns of the clement
is possible. Wind ing machines employing special
servo tech niques arc available for contrOlling the

The lim its of the individual functions in Fig. 7-3
aTC determined by the steepness of mandrel slope
and thc ra tio of maximum to minimum mandrel
width. These ratios and Ihus mandrel slope ratios normally do not exceed 5: 1. Th is is because
of Ihc practical maximum limitation s of 20°
mandrel slope ,md a 5: I ratio of m"ximUffi to
minimum mandrel width, Greater slope ratios

arc possible using other approaches described in
the paragraphs Ihat foll ow.
The slope ratio needed to yield a s pec ified nonlinear function is nol always Ihc onl y indicator
of Ihc degree of difficulty of producing Ihc function. For example. the two functions shown in

I
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Fig. 7·5 I:xamples of stepping mandrel to
change slope of output

Fig. 7-4 Output functions with the same slope
ratio may require different
construction methods

winding spacing in a smooth fas hion. This method
is limited by the fineness of the wire that can
be wou nd ( Ihe closeness of t he turns a t the tigllt
end of the mandrel) , a nd by the maximum wire
s pac ing that can be tolerated (the resolution
limit at the loose end of the mandrel). Tn prnctice, a 4 : I ratio in wire spacing is conside red
•
maxImum.
Challgillg tile wire. The range of achievable
function s can be extended by changing wire size
or material whenever ooc of the limitations is
reached. In applications where the resol ulion

Fig. 7-4 illustrate entirely different wi nding proble ms even though their slope ra tios a rc identical.
The two c urves of Fig. 7 -4 ha ve equal s lope
ratios since the maximum slopes m , and m 2 are
equal. Function 8 is more difficu lt to wind because the slope ratio must be achieved within the
relatively small travel distance O2 ,
In F ig. 7-5 each straight line segme nt of the
output acU as .a linear potentiometer when the
ma ndrel is stepped as shown. If the res istance
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Varyil1g wil1dil1g pitch alld wire. Control of

must be essentially constant over the entire clement length, multiple materials must be used.
In Fig. 7-6. the mandrel perimeter, winding
space and wire size arc held constant. By splicing different wires as shown and changing only
the resistivity of the resistance wire, various slope

I
WI~E

•

I
I
,I

~

I
I
I
I

WIRE

•

D

,

WIRE

I

•
I

I
WI~f

resistivity can be maximized by varying wire
~pacing ,wd wire ~izc.
By using both .001" and .010" wire the maximum slope ratio possible with the same wil1ding
faclOr can be illiistratcd. Winding factor is the
ratio of the number of turns per inch of mandrel
that arc actllally wound to the maximum nllm·
ber that can theoretically be wound if turns lire
bUlled together. A ma.~imllm wind ing factor of
0.75 is normally practical for nat mandrels that
are to be curved into a circle. This leave,.; enough
space betv.een tllrn~ so that turns of wire will not
shon together after the clement is curved.
Assuming the winding factor is constant, ten
times more .001" diameter wire can be wound
per inch of mandrel as .010" diameter wire. Also
.001" diameter wire has I00 times the resistivity
of .0 I0" diameter wire. By combining these extremes (lOx I00) a 1000: I slope ratio is possible
in a single resi~tive clement. Onc shortcoming of
this example is the relatively poor resolution of
the .010" wire compared to .001" wire. When
resolution is a factor then differcnt wires should
be considered to minimize the sacrifice in re~olu
tion with high slope rat ios.
Tapping. Tapping is required when the function must go through an inversion as in the case
of the sine function of Fig. 7-7. If the ,<;ine po·
tentiometer were nOllappcd, the Olltput function

I
I

I
I
I

,

WIRE

I
I
\

WIRE

•

I
SPLICES

I

Eo would follow its conventional curve over the

E,

first 180 0 of input rotation, bllt would continue
upward as shown in Fig. 7-7A. The desired sine
function is achievcd by:

Fig. 7-6 Two examples of how change in wire
resistivity changes slope with identical
mandrel

1) Provid ing a tap at the mid-point of the
dement and connecting this tap 10 one side
of the excitation source, E I •

ratios arc possible. Thus, the slope of the straightline output of each of the three sections of the
clement is directly proportional to the resistivity
of the wire. The maximum practical slope ratio
is 16. This is based on the ratio of maximum to
minimum resistivity per unil length of winding
using common resistance wire Iypes. These range
from 60 to 1000 ohms per circular mil fOOl depending on composition.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, choices of
resistance wire compositions arc limited by performance requirements including TC, life and
noise. Most manufacturers Lise a limited number
of wire types in a single wirewound element because of the cost of splicing. Instead. they stock
a wide variety of wire sizes.
Slope ratio functions of 100; I are possible by
changing onl y wire size which ranges from less
than .001 to .010 inches in diameter. As before.
each change in wire size on an clement requires
a wire splice.

2) Connecting the potentiometer end term i·
nal s to the other side of the excitation
source.
The lise of tapping to achieve dimcult nonlinear
functions together with other methods arc
coverered more extensively in Chapter 6.
Selection f actors. Wirc\\ ound potentiometers
offer very good stabi lity of total resistance with
time and temperature changes. Stability can be
better than 0.01 % in 1000 hours of operation.
Additionally, these clements offer low noise in
the slatic state, high power c.lpahilities, and good
operational life.
Wircwound elemcnt.s do not offer as wide a
selection of TR values as some other types; but.
the range in trimmers is from to ohms to 20K
ohms. Some manufacturers offer values as high
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A. WITHOUT TAPPING
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B. WITH TAPPING

Fig.7.7 Use of tapp ing to achieve inversion of the sine·wave function

as lOOK ohms at premium prices. Precisions are
available with total resistances as low as 25 ohms
and as high as SOOK ohms.
One of the primary limitations or wirewound
elements is the finite resolution steps which result from the wiper moving from turn to turn.
These steps afe distinct, sudden. repeatable
changes in output. They may be as great as the
resolution specification ( % of total resistance)
but are often less because of the bridging action
of the wiper between turns. In systems that might
be sensitive to such discrete steps, care should be
taken to select a potentiometer with resolution
good enough (small enough) to avoid ditliculty.
The use of wirewound clements should be
avoided in high frequency applications. The
many turns of resistance wire exhibit an inductive reactance wilh increases directly with frequency. This effect is most noticeable in low total
resistance potentiometers becllUse the inductive
reactance can be larger thun the resistance, even
at frequencies as low as 20kHz.
Performance of wirewound potentiometers is
also affected by inherent capacitance. Capacitance exists from turn to turn and also between
the winding and mandrel. Capacitance effects are
most significant in high tOI;11 resistance potentiometers that usually have more turns of wire.
NODwirewollnd Elements. Variable resistive
devices that are not made with resistance wire
arc categorized by the industry and military as
nOllwirewolllld. These clement types are discussed in individual sections below.
Cer'met resistive elements. One of the more
recent materials developed combines very fine

particles of ceramic or glass with those of
precious metals to form a ceramic metal resistive material after firing in a kiln. Cermet is a
term which may be applied to a wide range of
materials as manufactured by different sources.
Do not assume that all cermet potentiometers arc
the same. The comments included in the follow.
ing paragraphs apply to cermet clements made
by most manufacturers. Major manufacturers
painstakingly compound, and carefully control.
the composition of their cermet materials and
processes. These arc usually considered proprietary for competitive reasons so exact materials
and details of manufacturing techniques arc
often closely guarded.
Cermet, also known as thick film. is defined
as resistive and conductive films greater than
.0001 inch thick, resulting from firing a paste
or ink that has been deposited on a ceramic substrate. Similar materials and techniques arc used
to manufacture hybrid circuits and fixed resistor
networks. For potentiometers, the condition
of the surface of the fi l m relative to wiper
action (conductivity and abrasiveness) is a
major concern.
The paste is applied to a flat ceramic substrate,
usually alumina or steatite. by a .rilk screening
operation. This is a mechanized precision stencil ing process which uses screcns of stainless steel
or nylon. The ink is forced th rough the screen
by 11 hard rubber squeegee . The drawing of
Fig. 7-8 is an example of the screening process
which applies the cermet ink 10 the ceramic
substrate.
Thc shape of the element is controlled by
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small openings in the fine mesh screen that cor·
respond to the desired pattern. The pattern of the
screen openings is prod uced by a pholOgraphic
process from a large scale artwork master. This
process allows great versatility and provides high
precision in screen productio n.
Composition of the resisti ve inks varies according to desired results. They all can be described as being composed of finel y powdered
inorganic solids (metals and metal oxides)
mixed with a powdered glass binder (glass frit )
and suspended in an organic vehicle (a resin
mixture) . Materials used include silver, palla.
dium, platinum, ruthenium, rhodium. and gold.
Printing and firing of the inks is preferably
done in a humidity and temperature controlled
envi ronment. This provides the best control of
total resista nce and temperature coefficient, and
results in high yields and superior properties. A
controlled temperature kiln with various tern·
perature zones between 800°C and 1200QC is
used to burn off the organic vehicle and causes
a fus ion of the glass particles with the ceram ic
substrate. The metallic particles provide a resistive film which is bonded to the substra te.
Fig. 7-9 shows a kiln used to fire (glaze) the
materiaL
A very wide range in resistance values can be
achieved by varying:

•

A.

•

1) The composition o f the resistive ink.
2) The fi ring parameters ( time and
temperature) .
3) The physical size of the element.

B.

By using a substrate with good thermal char·
acteristics, it is possible to gel good power dissi·
pation characteristics in a small space. In the
single turn unit pictured in Fig. 7.10, the substrate is attached to the shaft in order to improve
power dissipation. In this design a heat sink path
is provided from the resistive clement through
the substrate, shaft, and bushing to the mount·
ing panel.
The family of electronic ceram ics includes ste·
atite, forsterite, porcelain , zirconia, alumina, be·
ryllia, and many other conlp1cx oxide ceramics.
Of this fam ily, the two most widely used mate·
rials are steatite and alumina .
Steatite is made from raw materials including
talc (a mined inorganic materia] containing a
major amount of magnesium oxide and silicon
dioxides, plus a small amou nt o f other oxide impurities), a stearate (lubricant), waxes ( binder ),
and water. Alumina is made from high-purity
aluminum oxide, talc, sterate, waxes, and wate r.
The two materials are processed from the raw

c.

•
D.

Fig. '-8 Screening process for cermet clement
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F ig. 7·9 The cermet ink is fired in a temperature controlled kiln

CERAMIC SUBSTRATf

Fig.7. JO In this design , a ceramic substrate is attached directly to the shaft in order
to increase power dissipation capability
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state to a uscablc powder form in a similar manncr. The process includes mixing. ball milling.
sizing and drying, plus blend ing. Each step conuibutes 10 producing a dry powder with repeatable characteristics such as particle size distribution. bulk and tap densities-thc laller being
checked af ter the bulk maleria l is vibratcd and
senles.
The ceramic substrates (or bases) can be
formed by various methods. These include dry
powder pressing. extruding, isostatic pressing
( pressed from every side). casting (doctor-blade
process), and injection mOlding. The most common process is d ry powder pressing. A carefully controlled ilmount of the dry powdcr is
placed in a steel and/ or carbide die cavity and
pressu re is applicd from either the top or the
bottom or both. The pressure compacts the powder into a greell (unfired ) parI. The green part
is then fi red in a high temperature kiln from
1300°C to I760°C.
Firing the substrate causes a shrinkage which
can range from as little as 8 % to as much as
20%. This firing (actually a sintering) produces
substrates with uniform dcnsities and adequate
dimensional tolerances.
Tight controls on batch processing, pressing
parameters. and firing profiles (various tcmperature zones) produces substrates whose tolerances
arc held to thousandths of an inch. Fired surfaces
can be improved as required by the processes
of tumbling, lappi ng and ! or grinding. Other
forming methods such as extrusion. molding, and
doctor·blade casting require a wet mil( called a
slip or slurry.
Many new ma terials and improvements in
proccssing have been developed in thc past ten
yean to allow production of econom ical. highly
reliable subst rates.
Selection factors. Potent iomete rs having a
total resistance (rom 10 ohms to 10 megohms
are practical. However. the entire resistance
range is not availllbic in all poss ible sizes and
configurations.
Cermet elements offer very low (infinitisimal)
resolution and good sta bility. Their noise performa nce is good in both the stat ic and dynamic
(CRV) cond ition.
Frequency response of cermet materials is
very good and the practical application range
extends well beyond 100MHz. Thc lower rcsistivity materials ex hibit an equiValent se ries inductance, while the higher resist" nce cermets
display an equivalent shunt cap"citance.
TempeTllture coefficicnt for cermet potent iometers Tnnge from -+ 50 ppm !OC to ± 150
ppm ! ec, but average -+ 100 ppm ! eC or better
depending on resistance range.
Operationnl life of cermet clements is excel-

lenl. The clement surfaee is hard and very duro
able. F ailures of cermet potentiometers. after
extended mechanical operation, arc more often
wiper fHilmes due to wear than problems in the
clement.
For trimm ing ap plications. cermet clements
usually offer thc best performance per dollar per
unit space. Even though cermet elements arc
more abrasive th an conductive plastic, wiper
wear is low enough that mechanical life far exceeds trimmer requircments.
Carbo" clements_ Early carbon film potentiometers were usually made with a m ixtu re of
carbon powdcr and phenolic resin ap plied to a
phenolic subst rate and cured. Dramatic improvements in materials technology over the years
have resulted in an upgrading of substrates and
carhon-plastic resin com pounds. One ea rly improvement was the use of ceramic as a subst rllte
for elcments made of carbon "nd phenolic resin.
Depend ing on desired end results. a c"rbon
composition element may be screened on (as
with cermct), brushed on, sprayed on. applied
with a transfer wheel. or dipped onto an insu lative substra te. When sprayed onto a subst rate.
an automatically controlled spray gun is swept
back and fort h. Controlling the sweep speed de·
term ines the thickness of the resistive material
which influences the resistivity of the element.
A mask (stencil) may bc used to control the
resistive pattern.
The processing of all nonwirewound clements
requires a manufacturing environment which is
free from dust and other foreign particles. Foreign particles settling on a wet resis tivc film will
interfere with stability, contact resistance variation and the clement's to tal resistance.
After the resistive material is ap plied to the
substrate. the resistance clements aTC transferred
10 an ovcn for curing. The procedure may be
done by static oven batch curing or by infrMed
curing. During curing, the solvents arc driven
off and the organ ic resin cross links 10 form a
durable plastic film . The resistivity increases wi th
timc o r tempe rature. Th is increase in resistivity is predictable and may be compensated
for during preparation of the carbon composition material. The finished element has characteristics similar to a carbon-fil m fi>:ed resistor.
Various techniques arc available for ehanging
the resistivity of the clements. In add it ion to the
amount of ca rbon. small quantities of po.... dcred
metals, such as silver, 3re sometimes lIsed. The
metals. being conductors. lower the resisti vity
and cause the temperature coefficients to become
more positi ve. Altering the clement geomet ry
and placing shorting cond uctors under the element arc two other methods which may be used
to change the resistivity.
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Potentiometers made will1 lIIolded carbon are
manufactured by molding a previously formed
resistance element and other parts of the potentiometer together. These molded lInit~ lire sometimes called hot molded carbon and are
comparable to the carbon-pellet type of fixed
resistors. The hot molded carbon clement provides definite improvements in mechanical life
and TC compared to ordinary carbon film
elements.
Conductive plastic. the modern carbon film
clement. is made with one of the more recent
plastic resins such as epoxy, polyesters, improved
phenolics, or polyamides. These resins afe
blended with carefully processed carbon powder
and applied to ceranlic or greatly improved plastic substrates. The result is superior stability and
performance. The importance of plastics technology to these improvements has probably been
the reason for acceptance of the !erm conductive
plastic or plastic film element.
Conductive plastic elcments may vary considerably in temperature coemcient (TC). The resistivity range, ambient temperature range, materials preparation procedures, substrate material.
and the curing techniques all influence the TC
quality. TC values of - 200 ppm / oC may be
attained by optimiZing the processing techniques

of carbon or by incorporating metal powders or
flakes into the system. Nickel. ~ilver. and copper
are most frequently used. However, these low
Tes are usually found in the low resistivity
ranges.
The substrates used may be either ceramic or
plastic; howcver, modern plastic substrates result
in bctter temperatufe coefficients due to the
greater compatibility of the ink and the substrate.
For thinner films than those obtained with application methods mentioned abovc. carbon may
be applied by vapor deposition. This method,
while yielding an excellent fixed resistor. results
in a film that is usually too thin to withstand
wiper abrasion.
Conductive plastic material may :1150 be deposited on an insulated metal mandrel and
formed in a helix as shown in Fig. 7-11 for use
in multi-turn potentiometers.
Selection factors. The carbon film potentiometer is usualfy the designer's first choice for an
economical way to vary resistance in an electronic circuit. This is particularly true in commercial applications where specifications are less
exacting and cost is a m:1jof concern. In addition
to commercial applications. carbon film units
with high quality elemcnts and special construction techniques arc also used in industrial and

FIg. 7-11 A conductive plastic film is applied to an insulated mandrel to provide
an clement for a multi-turn potentiometer
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military equipment.
Ad vantages of cnrbon clements indudc [ow
cost, rclntivc1y [ow noise during adjustment, and
excellent high frequency performnnce. They also
offer low inductive and d istrib uted capacitive reactance. The opcrationallife of carbon clements
is very good and dcgrndatio n characteristics arc
usually gradua l rather than sudden catast rophic
failures.
The resistive range of c,lrbon elements extends
as high as 20 megohms and as low n.~ 10 ohms.
Total resistance tolerance is typical[y ::!:: IO %.
The presence of subst antial contact resistance
in ca rbon elements limits applicatio ns whe re
eVen moderate wiper current wil l be present. End
resista nce is usuall y high.
Ca rbon clements typicall y have poor moisture
resistance and the load sta bility is not as good
as cer met. Molded ca rbon elements c an be
expected to shift as much as 5% in a yea r. A[though the carbon clement has no resolUlionIype noise, the noise level at best can be qui te
high.
T he outstanding characteristics of a conductive plastic element arc low cost, low contOiCI resistance vOiriOition, and extensivc rotational life.
The smooth surface produces extremely low
resolution with virlLmll y no friction or wea r, even
after a few million cycles of the wiper ovcr the
element. Uncarities ,lpproaching those of wirewound elements arc possible by blast trimming
the clements with an abrasive afte r curing.
The temperature coefficient of carbon is nega·
tive. The mOignitude of the TC differs for the
various types of carbon potcntiometers. Molded
carbon units may exhibit a TC rangc of - 2000
ppm/ oC to -8000 ppm /oC whereas deposited
carbon elements show TC-s of about - 1000
ppm I ° C. Temperatu re coefficients as low as
-200 ppm /o C arc ava ilabl e in co nduc ti ve
plast ic units.
The dynamic noise of conducti ve plastic potentiometers is quite low. This feature, coupled
with the excellent re.~olution, permits the use of
conductive plastic potentiometers in high-gain
scrvo systems whe re o ther elem en t materials
would be unusable.
Conductive plastic elements offer good high
frequency operation. No coils arc present in the
flat pattern design to produce inductive cffects
and the helical constrtlct ion produces negligible
inductive reactance. However, whcn the cond uctive plastic element is deposited on an insulatcd
metal mandrel for multiturn potentiomet ers.
some d istributed capacitance is presenl between
the clement and the mandrel. This capacitance
limits the high frequency performance of this
construction very slightl y.
M ajor limitations of conductive plastic

elements arc low wiper curren t ratings, moder·
ate temperature coefficient a nd low power
capabilitics.
Metal filnt elements. It is possible to vacuum
deposit a very thin layer of metal Oll10y on a substrate to form a rcsistance clement. Any metal
which can be successfu lly evaporated or s puttered may be used, although only certain metal"
will yield the desirable characteristics of good
temperaturc coefficient , usefu l resistivity, and a
hard durable conductive sur face. Typically, a
member of the nickel-chrom ium alloy family is
used to deposit a layer 100 to 2000 angstroms
thick.
After deposition a very import ant pari of the
clement processing is the stabilizing heat trea tment. It is through precise control of this stage
of manufacture that the complex stril ins inside
the films arc minimized . Ca refully controlled
proc essing makcs it po ss ibl e to achieve a
temperature coeffic ient approaching wirewound
elements. The un iformity of the process yields
good linea rity, extremely low resolution. and very
low noise both at rest and du ring adjustment.
Seltetio" factors. Due to thei r small size and
construction. metal film clements arc particularly
low in reactive imped ance. The housing and
other packaging materials determine the effective
parallel capac itance.
Metal film elements arc practical onl y for
lower resistance values. Tota l resistances are
available from 10 ohms to 20K ohms. These clements arc limited in power ra ting and have a
rather short operational life. For these reasons,
metal film clements are lIsed primarily in those
trimming applications where very low noise and
good frequency charac teristics arc needcd.
Blllk '" ,etal ele1lu"ts. Potentiometer element~
may also be made wilh bulk or mass metal applied on a substrate in a much thicker layer tha n
ac hieved by vapor deposition. One approach is
a plat ing tech nique for a solid area of resistance
metal , followed by prec isio n photochemi ca l
etchin g of a zigzag palt ern to increase th e
effective length of the clement.
If the metal is carefully chosen to match properly with the substrate mate rial the effective temperature characteristics of Ihe two materials will
compensate for each other. The resull is an
element with exceptionally low temperature
coefficients.
Selection factors. Extremely [ow TC is the
most significant advantage of bulk metal elements
Less than 10 ppm/ oC is possible.
Tot al resistances from 2 ohms to 20K ohms
are obtainable in trimmer styles. For tOlal resistances below 100 ohms a solid clement may be
used and the resolution is negligib le. La rger
resistance values require an etchcd pattern to in-
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Selec t iO N f actors. T aper A in Fig. 7-12 provides a rale of resistance change that is d irectly
proportional to shaft rotation. Such tapers are
often used for tone con trols. Taper C is a left hand
logarithmic curve which provides a small amoun t
of resistance at the beginning of shaft rOlation
and a rapid increase at the end. This taper is mOst
often applied liS a volume (gain) control. Taper
F , a right hand logarithmic, is the opposite of
tape r C. This tolper is used for contrast controls
in oscilloscopes and bias voltage adjustment.
The tolerance within which the resistance
taper must conform to the nominal ( ideal) taper
is usually exprescd on ly in terms of the resistance
at 50% of fu ll rotation. Military specifications
require that the resistance taper shall conform in
general shape /0 Ille nominal curve.,· and that resistance value at 50% ( :!:3%) of rotation sh;tll
be within ±2 0 % (10% for cerme t ). For
commercial controls this particular specification
figure can be as high as ::!: 40 % tolerance at 50%
rOlation.
H J'brid elem ents. It is possible to combi ne a
wire wo und clement w ith a co nductive plastic
coating to realiZe certain benefits. The hybrid
element will exhibit the tempe rature coefficienl
and resistance stability of the wire wound element
and the long opcrationallife, low resolut ion and
low noise of the conductive plastic clement. Contac t resistance will be about the sa me as with
cond uctive plastic.
Wirewound p lus conductive plastic increases
the cost of hybrid clements significantly because
of the extra processing involved. In a simil ar
manner, conductive plastic may also be applied
over cermet with simila r advantages. This hybrid
element approaches the TC and sta bil ity o f

crease the effective length of the element. This
causes resolution to increase.
Contact resistance for bulk metal clements is
very low but if an etched pattern is required,
adjustment noise may be much higher.
Frequency response is excellent. The distributed capacitance is very low and inductance is
negligible in either the etched or unetched
pattern .
The limitations of bulk meta l cl ements arc
cost, resolution in the higher TR values. and
mechanica l life . Their most freq uent use is in
trimmer appliealionswhere ambient temperature
change is a critical factor.
R eslsta/l ce tap er . Resistance taper, as defined
in Chapter 5, is the output curve o f resistance
measured between one end of the cleme nt and
the wiper. It is expressed as a percentage of total
resistance.
To achieve a given resistance taper, manufacturers vary the geometry of the element or the
resistivity of the clement material or both. This
technique produces an clement which is a linear
approximation of the ideal theoretical taper and
conforms to military and commercial specification tolerances. Fig. 7-12 shows three resistance
tapers in MIL-R-94 B. Fig. 7-13 sho ws a comparison of a linear approximation element and
the ideal audio taper C of Fig. 7- 12. Fig. 7-14 is
a sampling of various film clements designed to
provide a resistance taper.
A closer approximation to the ideal taper is
possible with certain construction mcthods. An
ex ample is the molded carbon element which
allows tight control of the elcment cross section.
This can be made to conform to a given tape r
with a high degree of accuracy.
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Fig. '·12 Three resistance tapers taken from M IL- R-94B
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Flg.7-13 A film element can be designed as a linear appro:-;imation to the ideal resistance taper
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Fig. 7-14 Film element patterns and related graphs of resistance tapers
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cermet.

Selection fac t ors. The major applic:llion for
wirewound-carbon clements is high-precision
servo systems where the benefits in overall
stability will justify substantially higher cost.
No nlinear "0 1t w i ,·ewoll"d eit:ments. The
techniques used to create rcsistance tapers, described earlier, can be uscd to achieve a variety
of nonlinear (unctions. A detailed presentation
of the selection factors and applications (or these
devices is presented in Chapter 6. The following
paragraphs explain the construction methods
used to produce smooth nonlinear functions with
conductive plastic clements.
The conductive plastic resistive track can be
shaped to produce nonlinear fu nctions. The slope
of the output (unction is inversely proportional
to the cross section of the resistive element. The
minimum and maximum cross scctions yield the
highest and lowest resistivities respectively. This
technique of cross section variation yields smooth
output curves free from the scalloped output of
tap and shunt tct:hniques.
Sharp changes in the resistance clement pattern do not produce corresponding sharp changes
in the slope of the Olltpu t function as is cha racteristic of the wirewound clement. This difTer-

A.

ence is due to the distributed ',Is. lumped resistive
character istics of the conductive plastic and
wirewound respectively. The conductive plastic
behaves as an electric field with the current flow
distributed throughout the element cross section.
The flow lines in Fig. 7-15A illustrate the
limitations on ra te of change of slope without
current collectors. Notice Ih<lt the current lines
are unarTected by the cross hatch region labeled
ineDeclil'e. The current lines and output curves
for this case would not change if the cross hatch
section were removed. An identical shape is laid
out in Fig. 7-158 with a conductive current collector (conductive termination material) is added
at one edge of the ineffct:tive area. Addition of
the current collector has shaped the current lines
and hence the output curve. 8 y varying the cross
section area and the resistivity of the clement
materials, a wide variety of functions is possible.
Fig. 7-16 shows three examples of nonlinear
conductive plastic elements.
Element Summary. Fig. 7-17 is a comparison
of several common elementlypcs. T he va lues arc
intended only as a guide. Look carefully at each
individlWI specification when deciding which de·
vice to lISC for a specific <lpplicalion. The table
should aid in narrowing possible choices.
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Fig. '·15 Adding current collector at sharp change in resistive element pattern
causes distinct ch<lngcs in the slope ralio.
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TERMINATIONS
Obviously, there must be some means oC connection to the element and wiper that is accessible to thc user. These connections, called
terminations, take m any forms depending on
specific needs and applications.
There arc two basic requirements for term ination. The first is making connection to the
element. The second is providing some form of
external access terminal. Element terminations
are dependent on thc type of clement. Therefore.
they will be discussed individually for thc major
clement types, wirewound and cerrucl.
The external terminals are designed to be
compatible with thc popular mounting and wiring techniques used throughout Ihe electronics
industry. Fig. 7-18 illustrates the common forms.
The general r.equirement is that a good solid
electrical connection can be made without dam·
age or stress to the potentiometers' interior or
exterior.
Tennination (or Wirewound Potentiometers.
There are fivc common methods of terminating
wirewound potentiometer clements:
I) single-wire (pigtail)
2) silver·braze
3) pressure clips
4) solder
5) single-wire tap
In the single-wire form a portion of the element is left unwound. This pigtail is then routed
to a terminal providing external access. The
pigtail is attached to the terminal by soldering,
brazing or spot welding. The length of the wire
is kept short 10 produce vcry low end resistance .
This method requires a high degree of assembler
skill and is vulnerable to shock and vibration.
Care must be taken not to induce stresses when
the connection is made to the external terminal.
A preferable method of reliable connection to
the clement is to braze a small metal tab to a few
turns of the resistance clemen!. The advantage of
this method is increased rcliability since redundant connection is made to the resistance element. An additional benefit is excellent ability
to withstand severe shock and vibration. A wire
is welded or soldered to the tab and the external
terminal. Sometimes the external terminal is
connected directly to the tab.
Because the clement wire is not discretely
terminated at one point the silver-braze method
of termination causes a slight increase in end
resistance. Fig . 7-19 illu str ates th e brazing
operation.
Pressure clips rely on mechanical connection
between the clip and the element wire. The clip
makes contact with one or more turns of resistance wire. Pressure clips are a potential source

INSUlATED WIRE LEAD

TAPERED TASS

WE WillE lEAD

HOOKS

o

0

SOLDER ElElETS

TURRET TERMINALS

F ig. 7-18 A variety of typical external
terminatio ns
of problems because con tami nations, suc h as
solder nux, can lodge between the clip and the
element. In addition, it is possible for a clip to
change position slightly during temperature excursions. This can result in a variation in the
number of wires being con tacted and could
cause noise or sudden output variations. Because
of these undesirable possibilities the pressu re clip
method of termination is becoming obsolete in
the potentiometer industry. Some manufacturers
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ElECTRODES
TERMI~"'TIO~

TAB

FIXTURE

Fig. 7-19 Brazing operation for wirewound element termination

still usc pressure clips in low cost potentiometers
designed for non-critical applications.
A small wire may be soldered to the element
to make connection to the external terminal. If
properly accomplished with a high temperature
solder a reliable connection will be made. Good
assembly technique is necessary to insure that no
stress is present at the element end of the wire.
Another single-wire technique which is commonly used to tap or connect to a single turn of
resistance wire is one using percussion welding,
This is primarily used to make precision nonlinear clements by tapping and shunting as discussed earlier in this chapter. With this method
a small diameter wire is connected to a percussion welder. The free end of the wire is positioned near a specific turn of resistance wire
which has been selected by mechanical or electrical measurement. The end of the wire is placed
on the target turn of resistance wire. A preset
electrical charge is discharged through the junction of terminal wire and resistance wife resulting in a weld of the two molten surfaces that is
as strong as the parent materials. Because fine
wire and precise positioning is involved the operator usually works with a microscope. The op·
posite end of the termination wire is then attached
to an external terminal.
Fig. 7-20 illustrates some popular element terminations used for wirewound potentiometers.
Tennination for Cermet Potentiometers. Thick
film conductive pads are used as a termination

. SING LE·WIRE QR PIGTAIL

SILVER· BRAZING

• PRESSURE CLIPS

CONNECTIONS

Fig. 7-20 Various methods of element
termination for wirewound elements
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CERMET HEMENT

.,

"

WIPE~

PAD

""
IS

Fig, 7·21 Connection to the cermet element is made with conductive
pads under the ends of the element

I
I

meuns for cer met eleme nt s. Th e re are two
methods of application.
The most common method is to silkscreen the
pads on the ceram ic substrate using a conduct ive
preciolls metal paste, such as paladium -silver.
The substrate is then fired at a temperature of
950°C to remove alllhe solvent and binder. The
resistunce element is screened on the substrate
with the ends overlapping the previously applied
term ination pads and the as.<>embly is processed
through a kiln a second time to fire the cermet.
The result is a solid electrical bond between the
termin ation pads and the resistive clement.
Figurc 7-21 illustrates the two stagcs of this
construction technique.
A second method is to fire the resistance and
terminat ion materials at the samc time. For this
process either the resistance or termination ink
is applicd first and usu ally d ried. Then the other
material is screened 10 the substrate and the two
are co-fi red.
C ho ice of these methods depends on the
manufacturer's economic considerations and
mechanization capabilit y. From a performance
standpoint , thc end pr oduc t is essentially
ident ical.
Access to the outside world is made thro ug h
the usc of terminals attached to the substrate and
clement termination in one of scveral ways. In
one, a tinned terminal with flared head is placed

thro ugh a tapered hold with cermet termination
material on its surface. The assembly is heated
and the solder coat ing of the term ination is refl owed around the terminal pin. See Fig. 7-22A.
The tapered configuration of thc pin creates a
physic;11 interlock to improve resistance to pin
pull-out .
A less secure mcthod of term ination. from a
pull strength standpoint, uses a plain stra ight pin
which is soldcred into place using wave soldcring. This tec hnique. illustrated in Fig. 7.22 8 ,
depends cntirely on the solder for mechnnical
strength and elect rical connection hctwecn the
pin lind the tcrmi nation material prin tcd on the
substrate.
Anothcr term ination method. Fig. 7-22C, is to
install term inals by swaging (mechanically heading) them in place under very high pressure with
an upset sect ion on each side of thc substra te.
This provides a solderless bond directly between
thc cermet element tcrmination and tin plated
copper pins or leads. Resid ual st resscs existing in
the swaged pin insure that intimate contact is
maintained through thermal cycling.
fn th is process wire is inserted through holcs in
an alumina substrate. The wires arc clamped and
mcchanically upset filling the volume of the hole
and forming a hcad on both sides of the element.
An clectrical and mechanical bond rcsults with
intimate contact between the wirc and the termi161
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TO TERM I NAL

SWAGING

D.

FIRED·IN
PIN TERMINATION

MECHANICAL CLIPS

nation material under the top head and along a
portion of the shank because some cermet termination material is present in the holes.
Some cermet clements with steatite substrates
have fired-in metal pins (usually precious metal
to accommodate ceramic firing temperatures) as
shown in Fig. 7-220. These are installed and extend through and beyond the substrate before
firing. When the assembly is fired the substrate
shrinks tightly and holds the pins in place. They
are then ground flush on one side and cermet
termination material is printed ovcr them. Th is
results in connection between pin and element
termination. To minimize the cost of the precious
meta l required. conventional copper leads are
typically welded on to prov ide the external
termina l.
Metal clip termination, Fig. 7-22E. eliminates
the need for holes in the substrate but does require termination pads under the clips. After installation a solder reflow process is usually used
to electrically and mechanically bond the elip to
the cermet termination material.
Terminations for Other Nonwirewound Elements. Connection to other potentiometer ele-

SOLDER PAll FOR REFtOW
SOLDER
CAN BE USED
WITH Oil WITHOUT

SOLDER

E. CLIP TERM INATION

Fig. '·22 Term inations fo r Cermet Elemenu

ments generally usc an underlying metal contact
over which the clement termination material is
applied. The methods are completely analogous
to those desc ribed for cermet. Another method,
used very infrequently. involves conductive
epoxy pastes to bridge between the element prop·
er and the external access terminal.
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CONTACTS

Certain factors can improve the electrical contact between the two members of Fig. 7-23. Fric~
tion, generated by the sliding action, can abrade
a portion of the insulating film and smooth the
surface to increase the effective contact area. Increased pressure betwcen the members will also
improve contact, although too much pressure
will greatly increase wenr and hence shorten the
operational life of a potentiometer.
Lubricants are commonly used on metal and
cermet clements to prevent oxidation so noise
(CRV) will be low. Mechanical life is "Iso increased which is especially important for precisions. The lube reduces wiper and element wear
and acts as a vehicle to contain minute wear
particles during extended mechanical cycling.
Potentiometers used in servo systems are
required to respond faithfully during the first
sweep of the clement even after sitting dormant
in one spot for long periods of time. A lube will
help assure this type of performance.
There is no one magic lubricant that can be
uscd in potcntiometers that will meet all requirements. The anticipated operational environment
dictates the type of lubricant. For example:
1. Low temperature.
Normally a type of light silicone oil lubricant can be used.
2. High T emperature.
Here a siliconc type grease C;ll1 be used.
Low viscosity oils may tend to migrate
away from wear areas at high temperature
and may not be acceptable.
3. Outer space vacuum applications.
Dry lubricants are generally used. Molybdenum disulfide or niobium diselenide are
very effective in a high vacuum as in ollter
space.
Many potentiometer manufacturers have their
own special proprietary lubricants. These generally consist of variOliS silicone fluids and greases
prepared to their exacting specifications.
Movable contacts arc generally made from
a metal alloy which provides its own spring force
thus simplifying the mechanical design of the assembly. In addition to aiding electrical conduction by helping to break down insulating films.
spring pressure also aids in maintaining continuity during shock and vibration.
The physical form of the wiper takes many
shapes as indicated in Fig. 7-24. The contact
generally used with wirewound resistance clements is a single-fingered wiper similar to A in
Fig. 7-24. It is formed in a manner that insures
it will make physical contact with more than one
turn of resistance wire. The contact material
llsed is hard enough to minimize contact wear
without having an abrasive quality which would
shorten element life.

The wiper has a significant effect on many potentiometer parameters. Contact resistance,
CRY, resolution, noise, power rating, operational
life. and stability (with shock and vibration)are
all influenced by the design of the movable
contact.
Before discllssing the factors related to contacts used in specific potentiometer designs consider what happens when two electrical members
come together or make conI act. The drawing of
Fig. 7-23 shows two conducting members making contact and physically exerting pressure
against one another.

MAGNIFIED VIEW OF CONTACT ING SURFACES

Fig. 7-23 A simple contact between two
conducting members A and B
Although the surfaces may look smooth. an
extreme enlargement of the interface reveals a
non-uniform contact. The members touch only
where the high points of member A meet the high
points of member B. The area where the two
members arc actually touching is only a fraction
of the apparent contact area.
Another important factor is illustrated in Fig.
7-23.AlI metals have films of oxides, sulfides, absorbed gases, moisture. or organic molecules on
their surfaces. Even if thoroughly cleaned, the
films will quickly reappear. On base metals such
as copper and aluminum. these films can form to
thicknesses of 50 angstroms in a few minutes.
They continue to grow until they arc several hundred angstroms thick.
Films also form on precious metal contacts,
such as gold and platinum. but arc much thinner
and cause few problems in making proper electrical connection. For this reason. many potentiometer contacts arc made of some prccious metal
alloy.
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Fig. 7-24 Move.lblc contacts come in many dillerent forms
eated by broken lines. Notice that they are all
straight and equally spaced. Six dillerent contact
points, A through F , arc indicated along one of
the equ ipotential lines. If a very high resistance
voltmeter were used to measure the contact voltage with respect to end terminal I , each point
would read 4 volts. This would seem to indic.u e
that a single contact pl aced anywhere along the
width of the element would yield a 4 volt potcn-

The contact labeled B in Fig. 7-24 is typical
of those used with nonwirewo und clements.
They arc usually multi-fingered in order to
decrease contact resistalJce; hence, the contact
resistance variation. C RY. A careful study of
Figures 7-25 through 7-28 will show why this
is true.
In Fig. 7-25, 10 volts is applied .Icross a
resistive clement. Equipotential lines arc indi-
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Fig. 7-25 Simple element showing equipotential lines
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Now look at what happens in Fig. 7-27 with
the single contact placed along Ihe edge of the
element. The crowding effect is even ..... orse Ih:ln
before. Any current, as in Ihe case of a current
rheostat or loaded vO II ,lgc divider, passing
th rough the very top of the element must not
only make its way from left to right, but also
must pass through more resistance material to
get down 10 Ihe conlac!. The end result is a
higher contact resistance as evidenced by the
higher meter reading in Fig. 7-27.
It is apparent that additional contacts would
improve the situation. If multiple contacts are
placed close together, however, current crowding will still result. If the theater in the analogy
described :Ibove we re redes igned by add ing
doors placed close together at one point in the

tial. If thc wiper current is zero (i.e .. an unloaded
voltage divider) this is. in fact, true.
Look at what h3ppens in Fig. 7-26 when the
potentiometer is connected in a manner similar
to the C RY and ENR demonstration circuits of
Chapter 2. The equipolcntiallines start QlIt fai rl y
straight and evenly spaced at end terminal I but
become much closer together and distorted in
thc vicinity of the single contact.
Consider the analogy of many people exiting
a large theater with multiple aisles, only to find
that all must pass through a single door in thc
lobby. The result is a crowding of the people.
A similar effect happens with thc electrons making up thc current flow of Ihc loaded voltage
divider in Fig. 7-26. The result is current crowding around the contact.
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The optimum position of a single contact wiper
is in the center of the width of the clement. Multiple contacts should be distributed equidistantly
across the width of the element.
One of the reasons nonwirewound potentiometers often outperform wirewound units
under extreme shock or vibration is that multiple-fingered wipers are used with the quality
nonwirewound units.

lobby, crowding would be decreased. A better
solution would be to separate the doo rs in an
equidistant manner across the entire theateLThe
same is true [or the contacts on the clement of a
potentiometer.
Fig. 7-28 illustrates the effect of placing five
contacts, spaced equidistant, across the clement.
There is negligible current crowding and distortion in the cquipotenliallines. This results in the
very low voltage at end terminal 3 wh ich indicates a very low contact resistance.
The multi-wire wiper is an improvement over
the sheet metal multi-finger wiper. In fact, the
multi-wire wiper may be the single most important innovation in the past decade for non wircwound potentiometers. It has greatly improved
CRY performance and increased current carry·
ing capacity of the wiper. The latter is of prime
importance in current rheostats and loaded
voltage dividers.
The effect of multiple contact wipers on CRY
follows the same improvement pattern as for
simple contact resistance. The worst possible
case for CRY would be for a contact finger to
lift completely, although this would rarely happen except possibly in cases of excess vibration
or mechanical shock. Jt does aid in studying the
effects of multiple contacts on CRY if complete
loss of contact is assumed possible for a given
finger.
When there is only one contact 10 begin with,
the effect of losing a contact is disastrous. Even
with two contact fingers. if any appreciable Cllfrent is flowing through the wiper, the interruption of either will produce a substantial change
in contact resistance with a corresponding
change in output voltage. As the total number of
contact fingers is increased, the effect of losing
one of them becomes less significant.
In summary, both contact resistance and CRY
are improved by llsing multiple·fingered wipers.

AC TUATORS
Many different variations of the mechanical
means which moves the wiper across the resistive element are possible. The following paragraphs explain some of the common actuator
types,
Rotary Shaft and Wiper. One of the most
common configurations designed for frequent
manual adjustments uses a shan with a knob on
one end and the wiper on the other end. This
arrangement. less the knob, is also used when the
potentiometer is in a servo system and driven
by a mOlor, gear train. or any mechanical means.
.In the simplest form , the shaft is passed
through a friction or snap·in bushing (used for
mechanical mounting pllfposes) and extended
far enollgh to permit attachment of a knob. An
arm is attached to the opposite end to transmit
the rotary motion of the shaft to the wiper.
Generally, the wiper must be insulated frolll
the shaft. Some reliable means must be provided
to permit external electrical connection to the
wiper. Where continuous rotation is not required. it is possible to use a length of very flexible wire to connect the wiper to an external
terminal. This has some very severe limitations
relative to the mechanical operating life of the
potentiometer.
Another more reliable approach to making
connection from the wiper to an external access
terminal is by means of an additional sliding con-.
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Fig. 7-28 Mu ltiple contacts distribute current flow and lower contact resistance
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,

tact. Thi s sliding contact rides on a metal surface
which is electrically connected to an external terminal. Some of the same considerations which
applied to the element wiper will apply to this
additional contact. The major differences is that
both members may be of precious metal alloy
and thus result in good contact with ncgl igible
contact resistance and contributed noise.
F ig. 7-29 illust rates seve ral Iypical rotary
shaft actuators. Ca reful design of the entire
wipcr assembly is necessary to yield proper performance with a reasonablc manufacturing cost.
Many potent iometers are designed fOf a sha ft
rotat ion of less than one complete turn. Th is
means that some form of mechanical stop must
be used to lim it the travel of the wiper 10 the
element surface. F or those cases where continuous rotation is required, Ihe aTea between the
ends of the clement must be minimized bllt never
shorted togelher. A smooth surface in this rcgion
is required for good performance as Ihc wiper
passes ac ros.~ it.
ROlary shafl aCluators arc also used in multiturn precision potentiometers. suc h as t hose

shown in Fig. 7-30. The mechanic'1 1 problems
arc increased since thc wiper must move along
thc length of the clement as well as in a rotational manner to track on the hcli'\:ed element
path. Some mechanical means. a solid stop, must
be used to prevent excessive rotation.
One of the general mechanical requ irements
for precision units is that the wiper assembly
precisely follow the Illotion (mechanical inpu l)
of the actuator (shaft ) syslem. T his assu res Ihat
each incrcmenlal mOl ion ap plied to the external
end of the shaft is faithfully transmitted into
wiper travel.
Leadscrew Actuators. The mechanical drive
require men ts of adj usl ment potenliometers are
quite d ifferent from those of frequcnlly adjusted
conlro ls or precision devices. A reliable mean~
of adjusting Ihe position of the wiper is needed
and some mechanicnl improvement in Ihe ability
of setting the wiper at c.~actly the righ t spot i~
necessary. Once adjusted , Ihe pos ition of thc
wiper should not change due to normal shock
or vibration unt il manual adjustment is again desired. This is best done with a threaded shaft or
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Fig.7. 29 Several typical rotary shaft actuators
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Fig. 7·30 Interior of multiturn potentiometers illustrate the mechanical
detail necessary for reliable performance
leadscrew.
Fig. 7·31 illustrates a typical leadscrew
actuated (rectangular) potentiometer. A simple
thread along the body of the adjustment shaft
engages grooves in the carriage that holds the
wiper. This mechanism provides the translation
from turns of input rotation to the required linear
wiper travel along the straight element.
Notice the arrangement of Fig. 7-31. A shaft

seal retainer serves to prevent axial movement of
the shaft and the entrance of moisture. This also
keeps the lcadscrew from turning during vibration
or shock.
Most quality leadscrew potentiometers incorporate an automatic clutching action at the end
of the travel. This prevents damage to the assembly due to overtravel. In some configurations.
continued rotation of the screw causes a ratchet

,,,no, .'''"'"'''"

SHAFT , ..

Fig. 7-31 The interior of a lead-screw actuated potentiometer illustrates that many turns
of rotational motion are required to cause the wiper to traverse the entire element
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action with a convenienl aud ibll! cl ick to tell the
operator that the end of travel has been reached.
Wormgear Actuators. A greater length of resistance clement can be included in a givcn linear
dimension if thc clement is formed in a circular
manner. This requires a differen t means of actuating the wiper. Fig. 7-32 shows a typical design
for a worm gear actuated (square) potentiometcr.
The adjustment screw worm engages the tceth
of a small plastic gear which is about thc same
d iameter as the element.
The wipe r assembly is placed between the
plastic gea r and the element, making contact to
both. When the gear is rotated by turning the
adjustment screw, the wiper moves along the
element. At the end of the clement, the wiper
assem bly encounters a mechanical stop to
prevent further movement. Should the ope rator
continue to turn the adjusting screw, the gear
will turn and slide against the wiper in a clutchlik e ac tion without further motion or any
•

damage. If the direction of the adjustment screw
rotat ion is reversed, the wiper correspondingly
begins to move immediately.
Single Turn-Direct Drive. Another variation is
somewhat like the basic wormgear design. but
without the gear and worm. A simple ro tor with
a slot , and usually mechanical stops, permits rotary adjustment of the wiper position in a single
turn unit. A typical example is shown in Fig.
7-33A. In this design, an o.ring seal prevents
moisture entrance and also provides friction
which serves as a mechanical restraint to prevent
unwanted wiper movement. The design of Fig.
7·33B is a lower cost unit that does not provide
the sealing feature.
Linear Actuators. For some servo applications,
it is desirable to tic the wiper assembly directly
to an external rod so that a linear motion causes
a direct linear travcl of the wipcr. A typical example of this type of unit is shown in Fig. 7-34.
Some linear actu ated potentiometers, used a~

f

SMAll PlASTIC GEAR

MfCKAHtCAl

STOP

Fig. 7-32 A typical worm-gear actuated potentiometer
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Fig. ' ·33 Examplc of single-turn adjustment potcntiometers
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precIsIon linear position feedback transducers.
arc several feet long. The wiper is tied dircclly
to some moving member of the system.
The device shown in Fig. 7-35 is frequently
used as an audio level cont rol in the mixer panel
used in a recording studio. It enables the operator to make rapid level changes and visually
compare relative sett ings in an instant. Similar
devices are also used in consumer music
systems.

Iy in place. Mechanical stress and strain or elevated temperatures involved in soldering must
be isolated from the internal members of the potentiometer. This prevents mechanical :1nd electrical installation from affecting performance.
Economical manufacture of housing requires
the usc of comp licated molds nnd molding
presses of the type shown in Fig. 7-36.

HOUSINGS

In order to select the most cost-effcctive potentiometer for a particular application, the user
shou ld be familiar with the many s tandard
options available in potentiometer performance
and constmction. Application requirements can
be matched against these options to make a final
decision.
The tables in Fig. 7-37 are designed to aid this
selection process in a general way. Where menn_
ingful, specific:1tion nnd requirements are listed
with those of lowest cost first in each category,
These are marked with an asterisk (.). Element
costs increase from left to right. By noting the
application requirements of interest, the uscr can
re:1d the table to select standard resis tive choices.
Selection of a specific potentiometer design can
then be decided based on severity of requirements vs. capability of the construction features
as discussed in this chapter.
For unusually critical applications, the right
side of the ta bles will alert the reade r to important const ruction considerations relative to certnin specificat ions that should be investigated
with the potentiometer mnnufacturer before
making a final product selection.
Methodical use of these tables will lead to the
selection of construction features thnt best match
a particular application. D ata sheets from
specific manufacturers can then be consulted to
select a specific potentiometer model or type. Of
course. packaging factors in Chapter Eight and
other considerations discussed elsewhere in this
book should innuence the final choice of a potentiometer for the most cost-effective application.

SUMMARY

The housing of a potentiometer is very important. Much of the environmental qualities of
the potentiometer are directly related to its enclosure. The degrcc of scaling achieved will dictate the ability of the unit to withstand moisture
cycl ing. Although a quality potentiometer designed for harsh environments hns an effective
sea l, it should never be considered hermetic
(airtight) .
The housi ng aids in stability and quiet performance by shielding the element and contact
wiper surfaces from dust and dirt which will
cause noisy operation. A good senl will aid in
keeping out vapors which will cnuse oxide and
film buildup on the clement as well as on the
wiper.
One of the major (unctions of any potentiometer housing is mechanical structure man:1gement. It is the framework which holds all of the
other work.ing members in their proper positions.
This is especially true with precision potentiometers where the housing must keep the resistance element from ch:mging shape or position
with a changing outside environment.
The potentiometer housing must be properly
designed to allow easy (and hence low cost) assembly. The inside of a well designed housing
will have a variety of sclf jigging and holding
features for vnrious parts thnt make up the nssembly. This provides it high qunlity level for a
given cost.
The housing also provides the mechanical
means for holding the leads or terminnl~ secmc-
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Fig. 7·34 This linear actuated unit is used to provide position feedback in a linear system

...
•
•

Fig. 7·35 Slider potentiometers such as this are frequently used in audio controls in studio
mixer panels (Duncan ElC{;tronics. Inc. a subsidiary of Systron Donner)
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Fig. 7-36 Precision potentiometer housings are molded by equipment such as this press
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A. TRIMMER SELECTION GUIDE FOR COST-EFFECTIVE APPLICATIONS
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B. PRECISION POTENTIOMETER SELECTION GUIDE
FOR COST-EFFECTIVE APPLICATIONS
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PACKAGING GUIDELINES
Chapter

In spite oj the rapid teclmologicaf advances and the growth 0/ (/ discipline, electronic packaging is
1101 easily defined ill terms oj some already existing tec/lll%gy. Rather, it is all overlapping oj disciplines. which requires f'l breadtlz 0/ know/edge rarely t!lIcolllllered be/ore in emerging djJ"Ciplin{'S.
While there lIIay he no perfect definition 0/ electronic ptlckaging, il may, ja r practical purposes,
he considered as the COli version 0/ electronic or electricli/ JU llctions into optimized, producible.
electro-mechanical assembliel' or packages. True. electrOlllechanical assembly is no/new, (IS clectricnl
equipmenr has always required som(' meclumico/ form facto r; however, th e bil/fling 0/ SOU Ill/
interdisciplinary principles illlO a single llisciplill(> 0/ electrOllic packagillg is new.
Charles A . Harper
lIalidbook 0/ Electronic Packaging, 1969

INTRODUCTION
ultimate need fo r and pla cemen t of pote nti ometers (especially trimmers) 10 avoid future
frustra tion of a technician as in Fig. 8- 1.

Inform at ion in earlier chapters dealt primarily
with the electrical characterist ics and proper applicat ion of potentiometers. Another important
consideration when selecting potentiometers is
the physical manner in which the unit will be
packaged into the overall system. Chapter six
includes special mounting requirements for precision potentiometers and ~ hould be studied if
precisions are of interest.
The purpose of this cha pter is to remind the
user of those common scnse facts of electronic
packaging applicable to potentiometers. The material presentcd. while second nature to the experienced designer. providcs an exce!1ent guide
to anyone involved with variable resistive components. C ircuit designers and packaging engineers are urged to give early consideration to the

PLAN PACKAGING EARLY
All too often, insufficient planning and care
resu lt s in a pote nt io mete r being placcd in an
inaccessible location where the maintenance or
ca lib ra tion person ca nnot get to th e p otent iometer at all or must practica!1y disassemble the
instrument before the adjustment can be made.
This is particularly true of trimmers and espec iall y those that a re added a t the end of the
design check-out stage when it is finally realized
that an adjustment will be needed in the circuit.
Trimmers. Fig. 8-2 a nd 8-3 illustrate some
ways to make trimmers accessible.
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Fig. 8· 1 Planning ahead can avoid frustrations of the ca librations personnel

DETERMINE
ACCESSIBILITY NEEDS

Watch out for subassembl ies! If the initial adjustment is made in subassembly state, consider
whether that same adjustment might have to be
varied in the field after all panels. switches, controls. etc., arc in place. Maybe a special extender
card or cab le harness is used by factory assembly
personnel is making initial calibrations; will a
maintenance man in the field have those same
accessories? If not, then make su re he can gain
proper access to all the adjustments he will be
required to make.
It is usually easy to make all the necessary ndjustment s on an instrument when it is sitting
alone on a bench . Think what happens when it
is installed in a big rack cabinet with ot her equipment above, below, Dnd even behind it. Will it
be necessary to pull the instrument OUI of the
rack in order to make minor adjustments?Try to
eliminate or minimize this type of maintenance.
On one line of instruments now on the market,
a minor operational a mplifier drift adj ustment
requires setting a particular trimmer. Unfortunately. three circuit cards have to be removed
before the potentiometer can be reached for adjustment. The fact that all the ca rds have to be
in place during the adjustment made life most
difficult for service person nel.

General. As an initial step, think about who
is going to be making the adjustments, how often.
and under what conditions. T ry to visualize the
entire adjustment process.
•
If the adjustment is to be made fairl y often,
such as once or twice a day for calibration. then
the potentiometer shaft or actuator should be ac·
cessible wi thout having to take the instrument or
equipment apart. On the other hand . it might be
that a particular adjustment shou ld be made only
by very skilled technicians wit h elaborate test
equipment. To make this adjustment too easily
available, say from the fro nt panel, would be to
invite disaster! This type o f adjustment is best
hidden by a service panel or placed at the back
of equipment depending on accessibility of the
latter.
Some adjustments are made only when the
instrument or system has experienced a critical
com ponent failure, and compensation for replacement component variations is required. In
this case it is probable that the top cover of the
equipment wi ll already have been removed for
maintemmcc, so placing the potentiometer such
that it is accessible under these conditions IS
adeq uate and probably wise.
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REAR ACCESS HOlts

Fig. 8-2 Access to trimmers on PC cards mounted in a cage can be provided by careru l
placement of potentiometers near the top or rear

pt CARD #2

ACCess
O
N CARDTO#2''''''''""

Fig. 8-3 Access hole provided through one PC card permits adjustment of
potentiometer on another card
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CONSIDER OTHER
PACKAGING RESTRICTIONS

shapes and sizes. The mounting means may be
chosen from a variety of possibilities. Term inal
choices include wire leads, printed circuit pins,
and solde r lugs.
For some applications, ph ys ical size limitations will be one of the determining factors. In
other cases, the necessary direction of adjustment
access will be morc important.
Appl ication in precision servo systems may require a servo mounted potentiometer (Chapter
6) or other factors may make a bushing mount
more practical. Proper choice of a potentiometer
for any application requires consideration of all
physical and electrical requirements. For specifications such as po.....er, size is often the controlling factor and adequate mounting space must
be allowed.
T he Potentiometer Packaging Guides, Fig. 8-4
thru Fig. 8-7, shows some common mounting
areas and space occu pied above or behind the
mounting area for adjustments, controls, and
preci s ion s. The se are intended as general
gllidelines to help in planning adequate space for
mounting variable resistive components..
Before making a final selection, c heck the
specific product data sheet and confirm that the
potentiometer size vs. specifications and performance (Chapter 7) are within possible c ircuit
design requircments. To be conservative, leave
room for the next larger sized potentiometer. This
could simplify a future circuit redesign that may
not be contemplflted at this early stage.

General. There are other restrictions which
may limit the choices in designing with potentiometers. For example. front panel space may not
be available to include all of the required controls
and leave room for adjustment access. Harsh envi ronment during operation may make it necessary to provide moisture seals or other protection
over access holes and around adjustment shafts.
Potentiometers may be used in critical circuits
that will not allow long leads or printed ci rcuit
runs because of un ..... anted stray capacitance or
possible noise pickup. This means that the enti re
critical circuit must be fabricated ..... ith all the
components, including the potentiometer, in
proximity. If the circuit must be pack aged in an
inaccessible area of the assembly, an extension
can be attached to the adjustment Sh'lft. Another
consideration is undesirable capacitance or noise
introduced by an ordinary screwdriver during
the adjustment process. It might be necessa ry to
usc only a nonconducting sc rewdriver. Information of this type should be included in the service
manual.
Trimmers. Location of a particular trimmer on
a printed circu it card may be influenced by
other components. For example, it is not wise to
place a critical trimming potentiomcter adjacent
to a high-power resistor that radiates a significant
amount of heat.
Practical packaging techniques can also dictate potentiometcr mounting positions. Various
trimmers may be scatlered over a givcn printed
circuit card, but only one access direction for adjustment is available. The layout designer must
carefully arrange all of the circuit components
so that all trimmers can be adjusted from the
same direction without obst ruction by adjacent
components.
The metal adjustme nt screw in the typical
trimmer potentiomete r is not electrically connected 10 anylermina1. In a rectangul:lr or square
multiturn potentiometer, t here is a ce rt a in
amount of distributed capacitance between the
metal shaft and the element. If the potentiometer
is at a low level, high impedance point in a circuit, it may be necessary to use a metal bushi ng
mounted potentiometer which allows the shaft
to be grounded.

MOUNTING METHODS
Trimmers. Potentiometers may be installed or
physically mounted in many different ways. In
simple applications, printed circuit pin trimmers
may be inserted dircctly into the printed circuit
card and wave soldered . This gives both electrical connection and mechanical mounting. It is
wise to use large enough lands (printed circuit
conductor around hole) on printed circuit boards
to prevent pu lling off the copper circuitry during
adjustment. In designs which must be capable of
withstanding severe mech anical vibration and
shock, it wou ld be wiser to use a more substantial
mounting means. Consider screw mounted potentiometers or conformal coat ings in the circuit
board assembly. Reinforcing a pin mounted unit
with cement is another possibility.
Trimmers with mounting holes may be grouped
together with screws or threaded rod, and angle
brackets to mount the complete assembly to a
panel or ci rcuit board.
Mounting requirements are often determined
by access demands as discussed earlier. Consider
the drawing of Fig. 8-8, A printed circuit
mounted potentiometer is p laced right at the

CHOOSE THE PROPER
PHYSICAL FORM
General, Potentiometers arc available in many
different mecha nical variati ons. F ig. 8-4 illustrates some of the possible choices for trimmer
potentiometers. Often, equiva lent electrical performance may be obtained with different physical
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POTENTIOMETER PACKAGE SELECTION GUIDE
Common potentiometer mounting areas and space requirements shown actual nominal size.
Dimensions are In Inches. Photo shows typical devices.
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POTENTIOMETER PACKAGE SELECTION GUIDE
Common potentiometer mounting areas and space requirements shown actual nominal size.
Dimensions are In Inches. Photo shows typical devices.
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Fig. 8-5 Control potentiometer package selection guide
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POTENTIOMETER PACKAGE SELECTION GUIDE
Common po tentiometer mounting areas and space requirements shown actual nominal size.
Dimensions are in Inches. Photo shows typical devices.
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Fig. 8·6 Precision ten turn potentiometer package selection guide
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POTENTIOMETER PACKAGE SELECTION GUIDE
Common potentiometer mounting areas and space requirements shown actual nomina l size.
Dimensions are in inches. Photo shows typica l devices.
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F ig. 8·7 Precision single turn potentiometer package selection guide
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POTENTIOMETER PACKAGE SELECTION GUIDE
Common potentiometer mounting areas and space requirements shown actual nominal size.
Dimensions are In inches. Photo shows typical devices.
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P.C . CARD

FRONT PANEL

Fig. 8·8 Trimme r potentiometer access through fron t panel

edge of the card in such a manneT that Ihe small
adjusting head may be inserted into an access hole in the front panel. The hole provides a
limited access filter in that a rather small screw.
driver is required in order to make an adjustment.
Where the he ad is actually in the hole in
the panel, the hole acts as a guide for the adjusting tool. The major limitation to this type of
approach is the necessity of pulling the printed
circuit card directly away from the panel. Where
a pllls·in card is used, it may be that the potentiometer must be pulled back from the edge of
the card. It will usually be necessary to provide
a larger access hole for this arrangement to allow
for mechanical tolerances so the screwdriver and
adjustment shaft will line up.
Fig. 8·9 illustrates a mounting variation in
which Ihe enti re body of the potentiometer is inserted in a hole in the printed circuit card. This
reduces the maximum scaled height by the thickness of the card, and thus permits eloser boardto-board spacing.
In some applications, adjustment access from
the circuit side (side opposite components) of
the printed circuit c:lrd is necessary. This can be
done in the manner shown in Fig. 8-10. The wire
pins arc carefully bent over, as described in the

next section. to permit inverted installation of the
potentiometer. A small amount of cement to
solidly secure thc trimmer in place is good insur·
ance against possible damage during adjustment.
If this approach is used where the printed circuit
cards are wave soldered. the entire hole should
be masked off to prevent possible damage to the
potentiometer.
Controls. Control type potentiometers are normally bushing mounted directly to an externally
accessible panel. although Iimited access controls
might be mounted on a bracket inside the
assembly and adjustment accomplished with a
screwdriver inserted through an access hole.
Applications such as those discussed in C hapter 5 use a mounting style convenient for manual
adjustmenl, The style shown in Fig. 8-1 1 is known
as a bushing mount. Note the threaded bushing
on the front of the unit and thc operating shaft
which extends beyond the end of the bushing.
Some bushings incorporate a locking feature. The
operating shaft generally extends 1h inch beyond
the end of the bushing. This length of exposed
shaft is adequ:lte (or the attachment of a knob
or turns counting dial. The shaft is generally
available with a plain. slotted, or flailed end.
It may be that an insulated shaft extension is
186
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EPOXY CEMENT

• •
•
Fig. 8· 9 Low-profilc mounting
nccessary to providc isolation in critical low-level
circuits. applications wherc distriblllcd capacitancc may be important. or where the operating
voltage is high.
Snap-in mounting is convenient, economical
and especially satisfactory where shock and vibration arc not a major concern. These designs
reduce the installation labor costs involved by
eliminating the th readed bushing. nut, and lockwasher. The potentiometer is simply pressed into
a drilled or punched hole until the locking fingers
snap into place. Care shou ld be taken in select ing
mounting hole size and panel thickness when
packaging snap-in type potentiomctcrs. Appearance from the front of thc panel is clcaner looking than nuts, washers, and other retainers. Fig.
8- 12 shows products with snap-in mounting including a rectangu lar push-bullon potentiometer.
The bezel on the latter model provides a neat
appearance without extra mounting hardware.
A rigid printed circuit board placed behind and
parallel to a front panel is a good way to mount
nnd interconnect components. Controls that are

to be adjusted from the front of the panel arc
mounted on the PC board with adjustment shafts
extending through the panel. Mount ing and
wiring of front panel components and related devices is sim plified by eliminating individual wircs.
Fig. 8-13 illustrates this packaging technique.
In cases where the printed circui t board is at
right angles 10 a panel, mounting such as tha t
shown in Fig. 8-14 may be used. In this arrangement, the terminal s of the potentiometer arc
soldered to the printed ci rcuit board and a supporting bracket is soldered or mechanically
clamped in place. Th is eliminates the need for a
more complex bracket that mighl require screws
for attachmen t and a nut and washer on the
potentiometer. Thc adjustment devices can be
mounted at varying distances behind the panel
fo r greater front panel packaging density.
A wide variety of mounting hardware is available to make component packaging easier
as illustrated in Fig . 8-15. These accessories
arc ava il able directly from the pOlentiometer
distributor or manufacturer.

•
Fig,8- 10 Potentiometer mounted inverted to permit foil-side adjustment access
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lOCKWA.SHEII
ANTI-ROTATION PIN
OPERATING

aUSHING

Fig. 8·11 Bushing mount potentiometer

Fig. 8·12 Snap in mounting potentiometer
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STRESSES AND STRAINS
General. A few simple precautions in hand ling
and mounting potentiometers can prevent component damage nnd avoid system prob lems.
Actually, most potentiometers arc rugged and
reliable, but they do have their limits.
On units with insu lated wire leads, hold onlo
the leads when stripping the ends of the wire. Do
not pull directly against the potentiomeler terminal and body.
Trimmers. The terminal pins may need to be
bent at an angle for some particular mounting
scheme. Don '( just force the lead over by bending it at the potentiometer body. Usc a pair of
long nosed pliers as shOwn in F ig. 8-16 to relieve
the stresses which might otherwise be induced
into the potentiometer.
If a lead is ben t in the wrong direc t ion .
stra ighten it out with the pliers and re·bend it
corrcctly. Never twist the pins or solid leads as
that might rupture the connection to the element
terminat ions. Twisting also can provide a leak·
age path in an otherwise sealed unit by breaking
the bond between the package material and the
wire lead.
Avoid pulling on the leads. Forcing a package
to lay down after the pins have been soldered in
place can result in an open circuit or an inter·
mittent connection.
Precision and Conl.rols. Many precision poten·
tiometers have a small anti·rotation pin on the
front surface of the bushing mount package. If
the anti·rotation feature is no t used. then either
remove the pin by clipping or grinding it off, or
use a small washer between the potentiometer
and the mounting panel. Otherwise, when the
nut is tightened down on the bushing. the antirota tion pin is forced between the potentiometer

and panel w ith unwanted stresses again
introduced.
If wire cables are used to connect to the ter·
minals of the potentiometer, usc some form of
strain relief to prevent a possible pull on the terminals. A small plastic tie is a good investment.

SOLDERING PRECAUTIONS
Potentiometers, like most electronic components. are subject to damage if excessive heat is
applied to their terminals or housings during
installation. When soldering by hand, use only
enough heat to properly now the solder and make
a good electrical joint. Continued application of
heat from an iron can soften the case material
surrounding the terminals. This can make the
potentiometer more susceptible to future stresses
even though it may not cause immediate failure.
Soldering should be done in a physical attitude
sllch that gravity wlll he lp keep any excess solder
or nux oul of the interior of the potentiometer,
Some low-cost potentiometers are susceptible to
nux entering along the leads. If it gelS on the
wiper or clement, it may cause an open circuit or
at least a very erratic output during adjustment.
Properly performed, wave soldcring is usually
more gentle than soldering by hand. Improper
control of the time and temperatu re can result
in a damaged component as well as a poor solder
job. One area which needs special attention is the
•
application of flux. Applied too generollsly, the
flux can enter an unsealed potentiometer with
unfortunate resul ts as discussed previously.
In some instances, it may be wise to delay in·
stallation of the potentiometers until after wave
soldering has been completed. Small solder
masks or round toothpicks can be used to keep
the circuit board holes opcn ro r later installation
of potentiometers.

Fig. 8-13 Printed circuit board simplifies fro nt panel wiring
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Fig. 8·14 Shaft extensions allow versatile placement of potentiometers and increased panel
packaging density

Fig. 8·15 Adjustment potentiometer mounting hardware
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PACKAG ING GU IDELI NES
effect on potentiometcrs, this is one of the most
common.
If the solvent problems cannol be corrected by
using a more gentle procedure or changing fluids,
then it may be wi.~e to dclilY installation of the
potentiometers until ilflcr the main cleaning is
done.

ENCAPSULA TION

I

In most applications where the potentiometer's
func tion is to provide occasional cont rol or ad·
justment. it is usually positioned outside any en·
capsulated section. However. if the potentiometer
is only used for adjustment of circuit perform.
ance during assembly. then the entire circuit,
including the potentiometer, may be polled.
Typical encapsulation procedures use either
pressurized encapsulation material or the appl i.
cation of a vacuum to aid in the removal of air
bubbles which might produce voids in the coat·
ing. It is safer to check with the potentiometer
manufacturer for this application. Unl ess the
potentiometer is properly sealed. it is possible for
some of the encapsulant to enter the package and
cause problems. Although readjusti ng of the
potcntiometer is not required (hence, there is
no worry about material ge1ling on the element
away from the prcsent position of the wiper), it
is possible for the potting material to actually lift
the wiper off the element. This resu lts in an open
circuit for the potentiometer and a rejec ted
circuit board assembly.
One successful technique for avoiding this
problem is to apply a somewhat generous coating
of a cement to aU probable entry points on the
exterior of the potentiometer. If the cement is
allowed to cu re at room conditions. then it can
act as a barrier to the normal cncapsulant.

Fig. 8·16 To bend leads, hold pliers 10
avoid s tress on the potentiometer

SOLVENTS
Solvents are frequently used to remove l1ux
residue from printed ci rcuil cards. If the circuit
card contains potentiometers, careful selection
of the solvent is necessary because certain compounds cnn be harmful to potentiometers.
Some solvents will attack the plastic housing
material or the adhesive used to assemble the
unit. Before using any cleaning techniques, consider the potential incompatibilities between the
solvent used and all components to be subjected

to the process.
Where the entire printed circuit card assembly
is to be totally immersed in a cleaning solvent.
it is possible that some solvent may enter the
potentiometer's package. If the solvent contains
some dissolved flux (and that's its primary func·
tion) , then it is possible that tlux residue will reo
main on the element surface after the solvent
evaporates. This is s ure to cause erracic wiper
behavior and noise.
The severity of a solvent on a material is a
function of the temperature of the so lv e nt.
exposure time, and agitation of the fluid. A great
variety of solvents are used in the clectronics
industry under a multitude of trade names. Ex·
perience has shown that for consistent results in
cleaning circuit board as..wmblies, it is wiser to
buy solvents by their chemical name. Fi g. 8·17
lists several common solvents that arc acceptable
(or unacceptable) for use with potentiometers.
Appropriate precautions, such as venting, should
always be observed when handling hazardous
fluids.
One solvent that is not recommended for use
with potentiometers or other electronic compo·
nents is the azeotrope of trichlo rotrifluoroethane
with methylene chloride. Although there are un·
doubtedly other solvents that might ha ve a bad

COMMON ACCEPTABLE SOLVt~NTS
I. Trichlorotritluorocthane
2. Trichlorotrinuoroethane and isopropyl
alcohol
3. Trichlorotrinuorocthane and ethyl alcohol
4. Trichlorot rinuoroethane and acetone
5. Trichloroethylene
6. Pcrchlorocthylene
7. Chloroform
8. 1, I, I trichloroethane
9. Methyl chloroform
SOL VENTS TO A VOID
I. Azeotrope of trichlorotrifluoroethane
with methylene chloride

Fig. 8·17 Some common solvents
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Previous chapters have presented all of the positive things about potcntiomtcrs and how
to develop cost-effective designs for optimum performance and reliability. This book would
be incomplete without introducing KUR KILLAPOT. that mischievous, misdirected char·
aeler who seems to leave his mark wherever pols arc used. As you can tell from his outfit,
he's been around at least since pots were found under a dinosaur. One historian claims
th at after the invention of the wheel, KUR was the first to run over somebody! Some longtimers will remember his efforts as a gremlin in World War II. His more successful phenomenons are still unexplained.
KUR in/ends to be helpful but when it comes to using pots he's apt 10 cause problems.
For example, he means well but sometimes gets a little heavy handed, , , uses a boulder
when a pebble would do ' , ' or his ero-Magnon brain doesn't quile grasp some fundamentals like Ohm's law, , . so he tries to make pols do things they can't or shouldn't. He's
always around when pots arc designed in, specified, installed and in service.
Actually KUR isn't bad but it does seem like sooner or later he screws something up."
always with the best of intentions.
For those who revere pots and always want to use them properly to gain the ultimate
in performance, reliability, and cost-effectiveness from these rugged and reliable components, read on: By following KUR's antics, perhaps you'll avoid ways of damaging a
potentiometer or a circuit, We ask you to take heed by learning from K UR's mistakes, A
summary of how to do this is at the end of the chapter.
All of his twenty_three adventurous mishaps that follow arc arranged under these
headings:

MECHANICAL
ABUSE AND
MISUSE

SLALiGHTER BY
SOLDERING

ZAP •a

ElECTRICAL
ABUSE AND
MISUSE
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MECHANICAL
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A small projection, normally called an anlirotation pin, is provided on the face of bushing
mounted precision potentiometers and on many
industrial types of controls. Its intended function is to keep the potentiometer body from
turning after installation on a panel or bracket.
This requires an eXira hole be drilled or punched
in the panel to receive it. If KUR forgets to drill
this mating hole and jams the pin fight against
the panel he can produce the proper conditions
for a strain in the case. After KUR's JAM SESSION, the adjustment shah will be out of square
with the panel so it will look a little strange by
laday's standards. This may not produce an immediate (racture of the potentiometer body. The
unequal stress generated will be sure to cause
some effect in cons to comc. even if it is only
a loss in linearity or incrcased rotational torque
(better known as a bind). If KUR is not careful,
a delayed failure will occur in the field. This will
get him out of his cave and among the sabertoothed tigers which may be hazardous to his
health.
This si tuation can be made even worse.
Greater strain and degradation may occur in
time when the pot is mismounted near some
source of heat, for example, the pol placed close
to a really hot power resistor or lossy (technical
term meaning disipating more heat than usual)
transformer. Excessive internal power dissipation can also give the same bad results.

MISUSE

When KUR takes the direct approach and
docs his dastardly deed early in the game, he
uses the mechanical crunch. Several possibilities will be discussed. Even if he avoids them all,
his carelessness is SUfe to trigger other sure fire
ways of inflicting pain, suffering, or death upon
potentiometers by MAYHEM - mechanical
abuse and misuse.

,
•
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KU R has found that unless the potentiometer
case is completely destroyed, it will still continue
to function as a clamp - long after it stops functioning as a potentiometer.
Versatile Cable Clamp
KUR tries to save money and be creative. He
h as discovered that a rectangular trimmer
mounted to a panel or printed circuit card by
means of screws make a VERSATILE CA BLE
CLAMP. Unfortunately, this provides an almost
(ail-safe means of failure with several disasterous modes.
Worse results are obtained when the cable is
bunched up ncar the center of the pot to give
maximum stress. KU R learned he can get instant
""'"' a more subtle long-term effect dependthe torque on the screws.
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Another ineptitude which will produce almost
the same effect is the use of the potentiometer
to clamp a bracket or a s ubpa ncl to SAVE A
NUT AND BOLT. If the assem bl y is thick
enough so the threaded bushing barely extends
beyond iI, KUR gels instant failure by tj ghtcn~
ing the bushing nuts down very tight on a thread
or two. On the olher hand, a delayed failure is
most likely i f he uses o nl y li gh t tightening.
In this way things will loosen later and result
in a few su rprises ... such as loose panels and
components.

19'
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When stacking several trimmer potentiometers together with mounting hardware, KUR
wants to be sure they arc really tight. In his overzealous urge to do things right be sometimes
does 'em wrong. This is onc o f those times! Using the SQUEEZE PLAY he overtightened the
screws, thereby squeezing the potentiometers to
death. Won't he ever learn?

Another way K U R inflicts punishment on a

pot is by pulling hard on its solid terminals or
flexible wire leads in a TUG O' WAR during
installation or after wiring is complete. It takes
cave nWI! forces on some terminals to pull them
OUI by the roots. KUR didn't uproot them, but
did cause a simple internal open connection that
was not obvious even to the experienced eye.
Excessive pull on the terminals can cause an intermittent connection, which may not show up
until after the system is shipped out of the cave
and into the field.

)

\
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As a general rule, potentiometers are not contortionists. KUR has wrecked quite a few of
them by forcing them into DO I NG THE
TWIST. This is most easily done on trimmers
with wire pin terminals. First, he bends the lead
over in the wrong direction ; then he grasps the
lead with a pair of pliers and roughly twists it
around to the direction hc wantcd all along.
Once in a while he may overtwist a terminal so
it will have to be twisted back again, causing
more strain.
This action will sometimes produce instant
failure, but more often it causes an intermittent
connection. Even with experience, KUR never
has been able to determine the way to bend
terminals right thc firs t time.

KU R wants to be helpful so helps out by dragging in the biggest BIG KNOB he can find to put
on 11 pot . .. a mwll potentiometer. The larger
the knob the higher the torque the unsuspecting
use r ca n easily apply. A pot with low stop
strength is very apt to be an innocent victim of
this poor choice.

19'

Another clever idea from KUR's caveman
brain that he applies in his eagerness to finish an
assembly or get it repaired quick ly is to use a
panel mounted precision potentiometer as a
HANDY HANDLE to pick up an entire assembly. Wrestling with a heavy chassis in this way
can damage the potentiometer by bending the
bushing or breaking or cracking the housi ng.
This rough treatment might even bend a panel,
so hopefully he'll remember potentiometers are
not handy handles.

Anot her disaster KU R learned the hard way
is Tl POVER TER ROR ... accomplished by laying a chassis or cabinet on its face with the extending potentiometer shafts supporting most of
the weight. This puts an axial or radial load on
tbe shafts that may exceed the limits, especially
if the chassis is dropped against a workbench or
stepped on by a mastodon. The result may be a
bent shaft, damaged bearing, or loosening of the
rear cover of the potentiometer.

---
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SLAUGHTER
SOLDERING

Since KUR just discovered fire, he's still in the
dark abou t sophisticated soldering techniques
and gets burned with his SLAUG H DER ING
- slaugh ter by soldering.
K U R is conscie ntious and wan t s t o be
thoroughly tho rough and believes IT T A KES
TiME to do it right . This is great in most cases
but no t when he does it with soldering. For
example, a te rminal may be heated adequately
fo r soldering almost instantly but he takes his
time. Heat gets inside the potentiometer where
it can damage the term inations or cause a shift
in the resistance value. He even slowed do wn the
travel rate throug h his wave soldering pot until
he got wisc.

Un til he learned better KUR afways Wa~d ( 0
solder with a big soldering iron or turn up the
bonfire on his so lder flow pot to gct things
H orrER N' H OT. He thought this would improve his solder joints and speed up the process.

Instead, excess heat can soften ma teria l surrounding thc terminals so that it will be more
vulnerable to damage with a quick pull or twis!.
In extreme cases, the heat may penetrate the potentiometer and cause an internal joint failure or
mechanical problem.
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When it comes to preparing for soldering,
KUR wanted to be ready" He figured if a drop
of flux is good a flood would be better. FLUX IT
AGA IN was his motto. He was an expert 3t flux
flooding until he found that noisy contacts or
even inlerm iltenl opens can be caused by 100
mueh flux . Actually it's hardl y ever a problem
on sealed potentiometers but KU R sti U hasn"t
learned 10 economize by using less (lux. H e
would find Ihis takes Jess clean up time too.

o It~
O· ••

FLUX IT

K U R is the biggest SOLVENT SOAK around
especially when he uses too much flux. H e
doesn't choose his solvent with care to be sure
it's adequate but not too severe. If he only read
Chapte r 8 to pick up techniques and solvenls to
do his panicuJar job, he could get rid of his old
solvent soak image.
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KUR likes to sneak into engineering and play
with the circuit designs on the drawing boards.
You can't imagine some of the creative opportunities for clectrocution-ZAP! - clcctrical
abuse and misuse - he's left in his wake. He
even designed in (unknowingly, of course) con-

,

•

ditions thaI could result in possible damage to
the potentiometer by an unsuspecting technician
making a necessary adjustment.
Thinking he was planning ahead, he set the
stage for multiple component failure or domino
effect where the death of some other component
takes the potentiometer with it.
KUR found too late that he could zap a pot
faster than saying saber-toothed tiger with one
of three simple methods: Exceed the power rat·
ing of the clement, cause excessive wiper current
flow, or operate the unit at a very high voltage
which can cause voltage breakdown between the
clement and a grounded case or bushing. Any of
these methods can be quite disasterous but KUR
hasn't figured them out yet. H e wants to warn
you with a few basic illustrations that KUR still
can't fully comprehend .

1
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KUR's earliest killing of a potentiometer. the
CHECK-OUT BURN-OUT, was at incoming
inspection when he used a common YOM multimeter 10 measure end resistance or just to look
at the output of the potentiometer. He set the
meter to the XI resistance range with one lead
connected 10 the wiper and the other to one end
of the element; then, he turned the shaft unti l
the meter read min imum resistance, As luck
would have ii, the power source in the YOM
caused a wiper current of 300 to 400 milliamperes! This either destroyed the potentiometer
right on the spot or 11t least burned some rough
spots on the element. KUR still doesn't know
thai a YOM plus a POT equals a NO-NO. Of
course, he hasn't learned to use a digital ohmmeter either.

Causing the
to dissipate power
in excess of its rating will produce internal temperatures that will really warm things up! In fact
with MORE POWER TO THE POT it may get
that warm glow deep inside. This can produce a
direct fa ilure of varnishes and other insulating
materials, or might be enough heat to eause a
deformation of the clement or su rrounding parts.
Heat combined with some form of mechanical
strain as discussed earlier in this chapter clln
cause trouble. High enough heat can soften the
plastic used for the body and housing allowing
movement of various parts tha t rel ease the
strain.
Remember, from Chapter 2, the power rating
of a potentiometer is somewhat dependent upon
the manner in which it is used. Thus, excessive
current in only a portion of the clement might
easily exceed the power rating.
Damage due to excess concentrated power is
likely when several potentiometers each dissipating fu ll rated power are mounted close together.
K UR watches for {his condition but forgets to
derate the power accordingl y.
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K U R's instr uctions for initial adjustment
(chis led in stone, of course) had the potenti.
ometer set to maximum resistance. Then. while
monitoring the current level, he adjusted the po.
tentiometer for the proper output current . Th is
will defer execution until a technician in the field
unsuspectingiy turns the potentiometer too far
clockwise and exceeds the current rating of the
potentiometer. The excess curren t might also zap
the transistor and even damage the load too,
which results in a difficull repair job.
K UR should learn from this experience that
by placing a fixed resistor in series with the potentiometer to limit the minimum total em itter
resistance he can avoid this problem ent irely.

Of al1the c1ectricaltechniques for potentiom.
eter execution, KUR has been burned on U P
THE WIPER CURRENT most often. Maybe
it's because it's too subt le for his stone-age mind.
Cermet and plastic film potentiometers are especiall y easy to damage with too much wipcr
current. Excessive noise and rough adjustment
can be current induced even though the unit
docsn't fail completely. Still KUR keeps designing in excessive current loads that wipe ou t
wipers and fry elements in a fla sh. In fact , some
of his prehistoric circuits are still in use today.

0,

KUR care lessly de sig ned the ZA P IT
LATER. Mcthod A C irCliit in which execu tion
o f a potentiometer might be performed du ring
final checkout or even some time after the equipment has been in service.
T his circuit is one for delivering a constant
cu rrent to the load. A VR diode is used to establish a constant voltage from the base of the transistor to the positive supply. The emitter current,
and hence the collector current flowing through
the load, will be determined by the d iffe rence in
the VR diode voltage and the base-emitter voltage of the transistor in conjunction with the
value of the potentiometer resistance.

203

KUR provided a control knob adjustment like
this and didn't have to wait long for some one
to turn it all the way. Suddenly the oscillator
stopped I A conflict occurred between the potentiometer with minimum resistance trying to
charge the capacitor and the unijullction transistor trying to discharge it. High currents resulted,
and as luck would have it, the potentiometer, the
unijunction, and the output pulse transformer
were wiped out. One, two, three! Zap! Zap! Zap!

KUR's ZAP IT LATER circuit, Method B.
designed in 1,000,000 B.C. , causes delayed execution. It provides an indication of charge completion by monitoring the voltage across the
battery. Potentiometer R, permits an adjustment
of the threshold voltage at which the lamp is
turned on.
H the wiper of the potentiometer is turned
full clockwise, a large current will flow through
the VR diode, the wiper, and into the base of
the transistor. If KUR's design is really poor he
can be sure of slaying the potentiometer before
the VR diode or transistor open up. On the other
hand, if the VR diode shorts out, then he can
almost be assured that the pot and transistor will
be destroyed too. Once again. although KUR
provides careful instructions to the person
making the initial adjustments, an unsuspecting
technician in the field was stuck with the dirty
work and zapped the potentiometer.
Still another of KUR's infamous circuits, ZAP
IT LATER, Method C. has a potential for maiming. This is a very simple unijunction oscillator
in which the potentiometer is used to vary the
charging rate of the timing capacitor and hence
the operating frequency. The lower the resistance, the faster the charging rate and the higher
the frequency.
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In the previous circuit arrangements. failure
was induced by adjustment. In some a pp lications. K UR caused a failure in a delayed manner during normal operation wit hout the need
for any adjustment. CIRCUIT SUR PRI SE
is a good exam ple. Here the potentiometer is
used to generate a sawtooth output voltage waveform, or perhaps the setup is used to produce an
output voltage indicative of the shaft position. A
eapaci tor reduces the noise. Note that the output
voltage must change from a zero value to a maximum as the wiper reaches the counterclockwise
end of the ele ment. This sudden change in
voltage causes a high pulse cu rre nt through the
capacitor. After a while, it is quite probable that
either a portion of the element will be eroded
away or the wiper will become damaged by the
high pulse currents. Erratic output will soon be
followed by complete failure.
In some of the previous circuits, you saw how
KUR managed to set up the massacre of several
components with one stroke of the pencil on
the drawi ng board . This is often called the
domino effect. It is possible to design a circuit
which will perform well as long as all components are good, then set up the domino game
after one part fails due to some other cause.

D,

Study the ZA PPO circuit above for a simple
voltage regulator. As long as all of the paris are
good, the position of the potentiometer can be
varied over its entire range without causing
damage. Min imum output voltage is achieved
with the wi per at the cou nterclockwise position,
and max imum voltage (with no regu la ti on
either) results when the wiper is moved to the
extreme clockwise position.
Consider what might happen if transister Q,
were to fai l by shorting. The output voltage
would jump to the maximum. KUR , not ing this,
might first try to reduce the output voltage by
adjusting the potentiometer. He turns the potentiometer counterclockwise; the wiper reaches
the end, and zappo! He wipes out the potentiometer, transistor Q I' and the VR diode.
20'
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Another of KU R's circuit arrangements which
looks perfectly acceptable chiseled in stone but
relies on the laws of probability, is called
SHORT STUFF. Here a control voltage is de·
veloped by the potentiometer used as a variable
voltage divider. The voltage is then transmitted
over a cable to some remote point where the
current load may be very insignificant. So far,
no problem.
Ah, but where you have an external cable
leading from one area to another, you have the
opportunity for a short. Consider what might
happen if the wires in the cable become shorted
to each other or even if the "hot" line gets
shorted to ground. KUR cranks the potentiometer control knob clockwise trying to ge l
more output. Once again, another pot fatality .

Occasionally. KUR has an opportunity to usc
a potentiometer in a circuit which operates at
a high voltage with respect to ground and results
in a H IGH VOLTAGE SURPRISE. By using a
potentiometer with a grounded metal bushing.
the full voltage is applied between the element
and the bushing frame. This might lead to direct
voltage breakdown if the voltage difference is
great enough or erratic behavior and possible
long-term failure as arcing cats away at the
element.
Once (just once!) KUR insulated a bushing
mounted potentiometer properly, then an unsuspecting technician came along to make an
adjustment using the bare metal shaft ... high
voltage surprise through the technician between
the metal shaft and ground! Who was the most
surprised? KUR. because he was the technician!

""\
Seriously now, we hope KUR's adventures. while damaging or completely destroying
several potentiometers and a few circuits, have been constructive. A summary of how 10
avoid these problems is on the next two pages. This story was told so you potentiometer
users will be more aware of some of the problems that can be induced by misapplication
or carelessness.
Potentiometers are inherently very rugged and reliable. With reasonable care in installation and use they effectively perform their function. When correctly applied in a circuit,
they are one of industry's most cost-effective components.
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TO GET BEST RESULTS
AND MAKE POTENTIOMETERS IMMORTAL
DO

APPLIES TO

PAGE TOAVO ID

AlL
POTENTIOMETERS

195

Inoperative or damaged potentiometers.

Mount on lIat surfaces. Tighten
screws or nuts with reasonable torQue.

196

Open or Intermittent terminations and
damaged terminals.

Never pull on terminals and leads
with excessive force.

200

Possible damage or degradation from excess

Use sparingly and never soak components

and severe solvent

any longer Ihan necessary.

Failure of varnishes and olher insulating
materials, deformaUon of element or
surrounding parts, soflenino of plastic
and possible shffting of various parts to
release Internal strain.

Operate potentiometer within power
ratings.

202

RECTANGULAR
OR SQUARE,
SCREW MOUNTED
TRIMMERS

Walch lor overpowering a portion 01
element.

203

Noise and rough adjustment, with
possible damaoe to the element.

Operate wiper at current levels within
specified values.

202

Burned out or damaOed element
due to excess current.

Never use a common VOt.! (mullimeter) to
measure end resistance or monitor
potentiometer output.
Use a digital ohmeter instead.

203

Excess current In the wiper circuit.

Place a fixed resistor In series with the
potentiometer 10 limit current.

204

Damage to potentiometers and other
components.

Never design circui ts that allow excess
power or current to flow through the
potentiometer element or wiper circuit.

204

Burning out potentiometers, unijunctions,
output pulse transformers and other
components.

Never design circuits that allow potentiometer
adjustment settings Illat will cause excess
current through any part 01 the circuit.

205

High pulse currents through the
wiper.

DeSign circuits that limit current
through the system.

205

Damage to potentiometer and other
componen ts.

Design circui ts thai prevent failure of other
componen ts when any componen t falls.

195

Inoperative or damaged potentiometers.

Use cable clamps instead of trimmers
to secure cables.
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TO GET BEST RESULTS
AND MAKE POTENTIOMETERS IMMORTAL (CONTINUED)
APPLIES TO

PAGE TO AVOID

POTENTIOMETERS
WITH PIN
TERMINALS

197

POTENTIOMETERS

199

Softening material around terminals and
failure or damage to Internal joints or
mechanical problems.

Apply only enough heat to make good
solder joint. Use travel rate thrnullh
wave soldering to acromplish good
solder Joint and avoid excessive heal.

200

Noisy contacts or Intermittent contacts.

Economize by using only sufficient lIux
to make a good solder joint.

Damaged housing, Increased rotational
torque, loss of linearity, shaft out of SQuare,
general degradation because of anti-rotation
pin without matching hole In panel.

Provide matching hole in panel lor
anti-rotational pin, or cut pin off.

Stripped threads, loose potentiometers
and assemblies.

Use threaded bushing long enough for full
thread engagement in nut. Use nuts and
bolts to fasten other parts together.

Damage to the mechanical stop of a
potentiometer with knob.

Use a reasonable size knob to
operate the potentiometers.

Bent bushlnllS, brOken or cracked housings,
and bent panels and bent shafts.

Never lay chassis or panel on its face
wllh potentiometer sha fts supporting the
weight of the system. Block up the panel
to protect extended shafts. Never use
potentiometer to pick up chassis or circuit
board.

Damage to circuit or components.

Design clrcu!t to limit current and
voltage if cable or lead shorts to ground.

Damaged terminals and potential open

connection.

WITH SOLDERED
TERMINAlS

PANEL MOUNTED
POTENTIOMETERS
WITH THREADED
BUSHINGS

POTENTIOMETERS
IN CIRCUITS
WITH REMOTE
CABLE OR LEADS

DO

20£

Reform pins with care. Never overbend and
reform or twist any terminal excessively.
•
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VRCI (VariableResistance Components Institute) is now known
as VECI (Variable Electronic Components Institute).

The Link to the VECI Standards below is provided for the convenience of the user.
http://www.veci-vrci.com/standards.htm

VRCI-P-100A

Wirewound and Non-wirewound Precision Potentiometers

VRCI-T-110B

Wirewound and Non-wirewound Trimming Potentiometers

VRCI-C-120

Wirewound and Non-wirewound Industrial Grade Panel Potentiometers

VRCI-S-400

Potentiometer Mounted Switches

VRCI-SMT-300

Surface Mount, Sealed, 5MM Square Single-turn Trimming Potentiometer
Mechanical Outlines and Land Patterns

VRCI-SMT-400

Surface mount, Sealed, 3MM Single-turn Trimming Potentiometer
Mechanical Outlines and Land Patterns

VRCI-SMT-600

Surface Mount, Sealed, 6MM Square (1/4") Multi-turn Trimming Potentiometer
Mechanical Outlines and Land Patterns

VRCI-SMT-800

Surface Mount, Sealed, 4MM Square Multi-turn Trimming Potentiometer
Mechanical Outlines and Land Patterns

Various potentiometers are described by military specifications. In most cases ,
potentiometers qualified to these speicifations are available from several manufacturers.
These specifications are used by non-military as well as military users because they are
often a convenient standard or reference. Some component or standards engineers
modify or use complete sections of military speicifications in establishing their own
potentiometer requirements.
Since these specification are revised from time to time we have included only the links to
them below.
The specifications, standards and handbooks are found on the DSCC (Defence Supply
Center Columbus) web site along with many other related documents.
DSCC Home page.

http://www.dscc.dla.mil/

Specifications.

Basic Type

Description

Mil-PRF-12934
RR
Wirewound Precision
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-12934
Mil-PRF-19
RA
Wirewound (Low Operating Temperature)
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-19
Mil-PRF-22097
RJ
Non-Wirewound (Adjustment Type)
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-22097
Mil_PRF-23285
RVC
Non-Wirewound (Panel Cpntrol)
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-23285
Mil-PRF-27208
RT
Wirewound (Adjustment Type)
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-27208
Mil-PRF-39015
RTR
Wirewound (Lead Screw Actuated), Established Reliability
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-39015
Mil-PRF-39023
RQ
Non-Wirewound Precision
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-39023
Mil-PRF-39035
RJR
Non_Wirewound (Adjustment), Established Reliability
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-39035
Mil-PRF-94
RV
Composition
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-PRF-94
Standards
Mil-STD-202
Detailed specification of test methods for electronic and mechanical component parts
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-STD-202
Mil-STD-690
Sampling plans and procedures for determing failure rates of established reliability devices
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-STD-690
Mil0STD-790
Reliability Assurance program for electronic parts and specifications
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-STD-790

Handbook
Mil_HDBK-199 Resistors, Selection and use of.
http://www.dscc.dla.mil/Programs/MilSpec/ListDocs.asp?BasicDoc=MIL-HDBK-199

Appendix III. Bibliography of Further Reading

SUBJECT INDEX TO BIBLIOGRAPHY

CERMET
C IRCU ITS
CONFORMITY
CONDUCnVE PLASTIC
CONTROL, AUTOMATIC

Reference Number
15,27, 28, 32,
36,39
30, 39
3,4,5, 8,38
34, 36,40
7, 14
36, 39

(CRV)
CONTROL, AUTOMATIC

5, 8

CONTAc rs
ENVIRONMENTAL

25
lJ

ERROR

10, 11 , 36

FREQUENCY

~'l EASUREMENT

18. 34, 36
l6
10, 24.33,34.36
11 , 22,36
10, 23, 24,30,36

NO ISE

[6, 22, 30, 34,

NONLINEAR
NONWI REWOUND
OUTPUT SMOOTH NESS

36,40
22,29,34, 36
1, 7,30,32,3 6
23,36, 40

PACKAGING

6,34

PH ASE SHIFT

30, 36
12. 28, 34, 36
1, 3, 4, 5,7, 8, 9,
10, II , 13, 14, 17,
20, 21 , 22,29, 34,
36, 38, 40
22, 30, 36
13, 17
30, 34, 36
3S
12, 36
7, 9, 15,18,19, 2 1,
27,30, 31
22
2, 8,15,19,26,27,
28, 32,36,37,39
16, 30, 34,36

ADJUSTMENT

LIN EAR
LI NEARITY
LOADI NG

POWER
PR ECISION

QUADRATURE VOLTAGE
RELI AB ILITY
RESOLUTION
RES ISTANCE
RHEOSTAT
SELEcn ON
TRAC KING
TR IMMER
WIR EWQUND
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR FURTHER READING
Ref~rence

No.

16 HOGAN , I.
EleClrical Noise in IVireM'ound
Potentioml'tus
Proceedings of Wescon 19.52
17 HOUDYSHELL. H .
Precision Po tentiomelU Life //lId Rl'liability
Electronics Component Conference 1955
18 JOHNSTON, S.
Selecting Trimmer Potelrliometl'rs Jar High
Freqllency GIrd Pulse ApplicllliOlIS
Amphenol Contro ls D i....
19 KARP, H.
Trimmers Take a Tllrn for tire Beller
Electronics Mag. Jan. 1972
20 KING , G.
Precision POUlltiomelers
Electromechanical Design May 1971
21 LERC H, J.
Guidelines Jar the Selectioll 01
Po/elltiometus
EON Mag. Jllnc 1973
22 LrITON
Handbook OJ High Precision
Potentiometers
Litton Ind ustries, tn c. 1965
23 MAR KITE CORP.
Spl'ciJying OlitPIII Smootirlless,
Tec h. Dat a No. TD·114
24 McDONALD, R. and I. HOGAN
Accuracy 01 Potentiometer Linearity
M eaSllrl'ments
T ele·tech and Electronic Indust rie s Mag.
Aug. 1953
25 NEY CO., J. M .
Deflection Calculations lor Mlllti. Fingered
Conlact Members
Ney Scope April·May·June 1967
26 ODESS, L.
Impedanct - Sens;lil'ity Nomograph Aids
Dtsigll of Trimming Networks
Electronics Mag, Sept. 1973
27 PUSATERA, E.
A Desigllers Gllide lor Selectill g
Adjustm ent Potentiometers
Machine Design Ma g. March 1967
28 RAGAN , R.
Power Rating Ca/clllatiOlrslor Variable
Resistors
Elcctronics Mag. July 197 3
29 SCATURRO, J.
NOlllillear Fllnctions JrOIll Linear
Patentiomelers
E.E. E. Mag. Oct. 1963
30 SCHNEIDE R, S.
An A ppraisal oj Cermet PotelHiomelerS
Electronic Indust ries Mag. Dec. 1964
and 0 , Silverman
Tesling NonwireM'ound Potentiometers Jor
Resollilion alld Noisl'
Eled ro+T echnology Mag. Oct. 1965
and F . Hiraoka and C, Gauldin
Ml'aSllrement and Correction of Pirase
Shilt in Copper Mandrl'l Prubion
Potentiometers

I ADISE, H.
Precision , Film POlentiomelu
IRE Wescon Con ... ention Record, 1960
2 BARKAN, Y.
A ReafjSlic Look at Trimming Accuracy
Electromechanical Design Mag. Sept. 1969
3 BUCH BINDER, H.
Precision POlenliomelUS
Electromechanical Design Mag. J an. 1964
Potentiomeler Circuits
Electromechanical Design Mag. July 1966
4 CA RLSTEIN , J .
POlenriomelt!rs
Electromechanical Design Mag. July 1969
and Oct. 1969
5 DAV IS, S.
ROlating Componl'nts lor A IItomatic C On/rol
Product Engineeri ng No .... 19.53
PotClltiomClers
Elec tromechani ca l Desig n Mag. April 1969
ToulJys Precision POlclltiometers
Electrom ec hanical Desig n Mag. Oct. 1970
6 DOERIN G, J.
Precision Polt!nliome/cr " IS/alla /ioll
Electromechanical Design Mag. May 1971
7 DYER, S.
Nonwirewollnd POl$.' Sub/Ie TradeoDs
Yield Benefits
Spectrol Electronics Corp.
S ELECTROMEC HANICAL DESIGN
MAGAZINE
PO/ellliomeler Circuits Jul y 1967 and
Jan. 1968
Optim um Potent iomete rs Oct. 1968
Trimming Potellliomelers Sept. 1970
System Designers HOIrdbook 1973·74
9 FIELDS, R.
Potenliomeler - How 10 Selut and Use a
Precision Olle
Instru ments and Control Systems Mag.
Aug. 1974
10 FRITCHLE, F.
Th eory, Meosurement lind Reduction oj
Precision PO/(!Iltiomelu Lincarity Errors
Helipot Di ... ision, Beckman Instruments,
Inc.
11 G ILBERT, J .
Use Taps to Compellsate POlentiomeler
Loading Errors
Co ntrol Engineer Mag. Aug. 1956
12 GRANC H EL LI , R.
Power Ratin g oj Potellliom elt!r Rheostats
Electromechanica l Design Mag. Sept. 1971
13 G REEN, A. and K. SCHULZ
E'lv jronml'lIwl EDuis all Precision
Potentiometers
IRE Wesco n Con ... ention Record 1956
14 HAR DMAN, K.
COllduct/I'e Plastic Precision Potentioml'tl'rs
Elec tromechanic al Design Mag. Oct. 1963
IS HENWOOD, R.
Adjustnu!tlt Potemiometers - Wh ich Wa y
toGo
Electro nic Prod ucts Mag. May 1972
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31

32

33
34

35
36

Helipot Division, Beckm:m Instruments,
Inc., Tech. Paper 552
STAPP, A.
POtentiOmelers ~ Ch(II/Chlg 10 Meet
Todays Needs
EON Mag. Feb. 1974
TAYLOR, J .
Nmlwirewound Trimmers
Electronics World Mag. Ap ril 1966
THOELE. w.
W hich POI Linearity
E.E.E. Mag, March 1965
T.I.C,
T.f.C. POleliliomeler H andbook
Bomar/Technology Instrume nt Corp. 1968
TURNER, R.
A BC's of Re$islOlICt and Resistors
Howard W. Sams and Co., Inc, 1974
VAR IABLE RES ISTIVE COMPON ENTS
INSTITUTE (V RC I )
Appendi1( I

37 VON VECK , G,
Trimminlt POlenlio melers
Electromechanical Design Mag, Sept. 1970
38 WETZSTEIN, H.
Precision Potellliomeler Circuirs
Electromechanical Design Mag, Jan. 1966
39 WOODS, J. and H. PUG H
Conlac t Resislll/tet mtd COII/OCI Resisrance
V aria/ion in Tltickfilm rrimm;,rc
POlentiometers
Proc. of 1971 E.C.C.
40 WORMSER, H .
POIenllollltler OutPlI1 Smoothness
Electronic Equipment Engineeri ng Mag.
Oct. 1962
Conformity ill Precision POlell/iomete's
Electromechanical Design Mag. Mar. 1970
Recellt Sllidits in Potentiollleter OIiIPIlI
SlIIootlllll'SS
Markite Corp. Tech. Data No. 1'0-1 II
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Appendix IV. Metric Conv ersion Table
INCHES TO MILLIMETERS
Basis: 1 in. = 25.4 mm (e xaclly). All values in this table are exact.

'"~
0.001
0,002
0.003
0.004
0.005

0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009

mlllln>e!tr

0.025 4
0.050 8
0.076 2
0.101 6
0.1270
0.1524
0.1778

0.203 2
0.2286

..

,

0.010
0.020
0.030
0.040
0.050
0.060
0.070
0.080
0.090

mllll... t.r

, ~.

milllmttif

Ineh

mlllimet ..

0.254 0
0.508 0
0.762 0

0.100
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500
0.600
0.700
0.800
0.900

2.540 0

1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000

25.400 0

1.0160
1.2700

1.524 0
1.7780

2.0320

2.286 a

5.0800
7.620 0
10.1600

12.700 0
15.2400
17.7800
20.3200
22.8600

50.800 0
76.200 0
101.6000
127.0000
152.4000

177.800 0
203.200 0
228.6000

MILLIMETERS TO INCHES
Basis: 1 mm = 1/ 25.4 In. (e xacUy). The Inch value in tab les below are rounded 10 the seven th
decimal place.
mlil imlltr

,,~

mlUlftllle,

Inch

mlilimete,

0.001
0.002
0,003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009

0.000 039 4
0.000 078 7
0.0001181
0.000 1575
0,000 196 9
0.000 236 2
0.000 275 6
0.000 315 0
0.000 354 3

0.010
0.020
0.030
0,040
0.050
0.060
0.070
0.080
0.090

0.000 393 7
0.000 787 4
0.001 181 1
0.001 5748
0,0019685
0.0023622
0.0027559
0.0031496
0.003 543 3

0.100
0.200
0.300
0,400
0.500
0.600
0.700
0.800
0.900

mill lmtier

'"~

mlil imelel

10.000
11.000
12.000
13.000
14.000
15.000
16.000
17.000
18.000
19.000

0.393700 8
0.4330709
0,472 440 9
0.5118110
0.551 1811
0.590551 2
0.629921 3
0.669 291 3
0.708661 4
0.748031 5

20.000
21 .000
22.000
23.000
24.000
25.000
26.000
27.000
28.000
29.000

Inch

mlili mil"

0.7874016
0.826771 7
0.8661 417
0.9055118
0.9448819
0.984 252 0
1.023622 a
1.062992 1
1.1023622
1.1417323

30.000
31.000
32,000
33.000
34.000
35.000
36.000
37.000
38.000
39.000
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..

,

0.003937 a
0.007874 a
0.0118110
0.015748 a
0.0196850
0.0236220
0.027 559 1
0.031 496 1
0.Q35 433 1
Inch

1.181 1024
1.220472 4
1,259 842 5
1.299 212 6
1.338582 7
1.377 952 8
1.417 322 8
1,4566929
1,496063 0
1.535 433 1

mill lmo! ..

1.000
2,000
3.000
4,000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000
mlili meill

40.000
41.000
42,000
43.000
44.000
45.000
46.000
47.000
48.000
49.000

..

,

0.039370 1
0,078740 2
0,1181102
0.1574803
0.1968504
0,236 220 5
0.275590 6
0.314960 6
0.354 330 7
Inch

1.574803 1
1.6141732
1.6535433
1.6929134
1.732 283 5
1.771 653 5
1.811 023 6
1.8503937
1.889 763 8
1,929 1339

Appendix V. Abreviations and Mathematical Symbols
Abbreviation
A

Symbol

AR
Av

Designates
Adjustability
Adjustability of resistance
AdjustabiJity of output voltage

A

A

Attcnuator: attenuation
Ampere

b

b

Straight line, axis intercept

C

C
om

C
°C
em

CR
CRY

Rc
CRY

CCW

CCW

CW

CW

Capacitor: capacitance
Centigrade, degrees
Centimeter
Contact Resistance
Conlact Resistance Variation
Counter clockwise
Clockwise

D
d

D
d

d(l)

d( I)

d(2)

d(2)

OJp

The rate of change of I with respect to 2
D ual in-line package
Digital ohmmeter
Digital vol tmeter

DOM
DVM

E

Diode
Dimension; i.e .. diameter or width

V

E,

E,

ENR

EN R

Eo

Eo

ER

RE

Electromotive force; voltage d.c.
Electromotive force; voltage a.c.
Input voltage
Equivalent noise resistance
Output voltage
End resistance

f( )

f( )

A func tion of ( )

G

G

Gain

H,

Ii,

I

,

I
.

,

IC

IC

IR

IR

K, k
K
k

K, k
K
k

o

,

KUR

Hertz; cycles per second
Current, d.c.
Current, a.c .
Integrated circuit
Insulation resistance
Kilo, 103
Con formit y
Linearity
Kills ( Underhanded ly) Resistors

L

L

I

I

M
M

M
M

m

m

m

MR

m
mm
RM

N

N

Number of turns

OS

OS

Output smoothness

P

p

p

p

mm

Inductor; inductance
Dimension; length
Mega; lOG
Meter; measuring instrument
Milli; 10-3
Slope of a straight line
Millimeter
Minimum Resistance

Power; electrical
Power derating factor
289

PC
PPM

PPM

Q
Q

Q
Q

R
Rc
RTC

R
Rc
RTC

S
S

S
S

T
T, t
TC

T
T, I
TC

TR

RT

TCVR

Y

Y

v

v

YOM
YR
VRCI
w

w

X

Z

Z

~

~

<

<

>

a

>

Greek alpha-symbols
Symbol
Name
alpha
a
beta
~
delta
d
delta
S

,e

Quality factor
Transistor
Resistor; resistance
Load resistance
Resistance temperature characteristic

Cross sectional area
Switch
Temperature
Time; time interval
Temperature coefficient
Total
resistance
,
Temperature compensated voltage reference
Volt(s) d.c.
Volt(s) a.c.
Volt-ohm-meter
V o ltage reference
Variable Resistive

'"

theta

0,
0,

OM

8,
8w
A

lamda

p

n

tho
omega

w

omega

N;
PI

Institute

Watt(s) of power

Reactance , capacitive
Reactance, inductive

Impedance
Proportional to
Partial difIcrentiation
Less than
Greater than
Designates
index point output ratio
output ratio
a change in
output error
ratio of compensation to load resistances
travel; wiper position
actual travel
travel distance to index point
mechanical travel
theoretical travel
actual wiper position
denotes photocell diode
resistivity
ohms; resistive or reactive
frequency

Atomic Symbols
Symbol
Designates
Ag
Silver
Gold
Au
Chromium
Ct

eu

Componelll~

Reactance

Xc
Xc

a

Printed circuit
Parts per million

Copper
Nickel
Platinum
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Adjustment:

Abbreviation, 289
Absolute:
conformity, 40
linearitY,41
minimum resistance, 18
vs terminal based linearity, 45
Access for adjustment, 186
Access hole, 186
Accessibility of adjustment, 178
Accuracy of output (see Adjuslability)
Accuracy, construction factor, 121
Actual electrical travel, 39

range, con trolling, 68
set and forget, 77
tool guide, 186
Aircraft, V ISTQ l , 136
Angular travel distance, 39
Ami-rotation pin, 189, 194
Appendices. 209
Application:
as a circuit adjustment device, 77
as a control device, 97
as a precision device, 115
as a voltage divider, 5 1
audiocon1rol, 171
clock generator, 88
contact resistance Cllrbon clement, 154
cu rrenllimit lldjustmcm, 80
custom design, 92
data conversion, 88
dendrometer, 137
digital circuit, 87
digita l voltmeter, 90
diode reference supply, 81
filler, 85
function gene rator, 101
fundamentals, 5 1
gain adjustment, 83
generator, 90
instrument, 89
linear motion to rotary motion
transducer, 133
master mixer board, 106,171
meter, 104

Actuator, 166

lcadscrcw, 167
linear, 169
worm gcar, 169
Adjustability, [2,52
definition, 3 1
in-circui[ resistance, 32
optimizi ng, 62
output voltage ratio. 32
variable current mode, 65
Adjustment:

access, tS6
access hole, 186
accessibility, 178
by skill ed technician, 178
field, 178

in subassemblies, 178
limited access, 186
potentiometer, 77
range, S9
range rheostat, 68
293

Carbon element:
selection factor, 153
Carbon pile, 2
Card (See Mandrel)
Cascaded ganged linear, 126
Case (See Housing)
Ceramic, 150
firing kiln, t50
substrate, t 50
Cermet:
element, 149
element termination, 162
ink composition, 150
selection factor, 152
T.e. , 65
thermal characteristic, 68
Characteristic, temperature, 34
Charts, logging, 73
Circuit adjus1ment, applica1ion, 77
Circuit board behind panel, 187
Clamping, voltage, [25
Cleaning technique, [91
Clips, termination, 159
Clock generator, 88
Clockwise audio taper, 106
Closed loop function, 127
Clutching, automatic, 168, 169
Coarse/fine dual control, 134
Coil of resistance wire, 11
Collector, cu rrent, 157
Compensation of loading error, 125
Composition of resistive ink, 150
Concentric shaft, 134
Conductive plastic, 153
element, limitation. 154
nonlinear element, 157
plus wirewound, 155
selection factor, 153
temperature coefficient, 153
Conformal coating, 180
Conformity, 37, 126
evaluation, 39
absolute, 40
index point, 39
Connection to element, 159
Construction:
details and selection guideline, 143
factors, wirewound, 121
selection factor, 171
Contact, 163
current crowding, [65
multiple finger, 166
multiwire, t66
physical form, 163
(A Iso see Wiper)
Contact resistance, 22, 130
bulk metal elements. 155
changes in, 131
current sensitivity, 26
lowest value, 13!
surface films, 22
variation (See CRY)
Continuous rotation, 129
Control function, 97
actual. 98
adjustment range, 68
application, 97

Application:
miscellaneous adjustment, 91
monostable liming, 87
monostable time delay. 87
motor speed control. 109
multifunction control, 112
non linear network, 92
oscilloscope adjustment, 90
oscilloscope controls, 101
phase locked loop, 91
photocell sensitivity, 88
photometer, 104
portable electronic thermometer, 91
position indication/transmission, 135
powerSllpply. 78, 101
recorder, [04
rf tuning, 92
strip-chart, 104
tape deck, 89
temperature compensating supply, 81
temperature control, 111
variable capacitance, 85
wirewollnd carbon, 157
X-V recorder. 104
AUenuator, 109
Audio, 104
level control, 171
logarithmic resistance variation. 104
taper, 106
Automatic clutching, 168, 169
Backlash, 12, 128
dial,72
Beckman, Arnold 0., 6
patent, 8
Bending pin, 189
Bibliography, 283
Board spacing, 186
Bourns, MarIan E" 6
patent, 9
Bracket mounting, 180
Brake, friction, 101
Brazing, silver, 159
Bridged H allenuator, 109
Bridged T attenuator, 109
Bulk metal:
element selection factor, 154
element, 154
element, limitation, 155
temperature coefficient, 154
Bushing, 127
mounting, ! 86
Cable strain relief, 189
Calibration:
adjustment, 178
function, 97,101
Capacitance during adjustment, 180
Carbon block, 2
Carbon element, 12, 152
advantages, 154
altering geometry, 152
changing resistivity, 152
moisture resistance, 154
molded,I53
processing, 152
range, 154
294

Control function:
basic, 98
coarse / fine du al, 134
desisn factor, 112
direction of cont rol sense, 99
environmental and stability, 101
hUilHln engincering. 99
instrument. 101
location. 101
motor speed. 109
mounting, 186
multifunction application, 112
phase shift. 106
photometcr application. 104
RC. 106
range and resollllion. 99
se nse changing. 100
shape. 101
temperature, III
worst case, 100
Coppe r wire mandrel, 144
Copper- nickel resiSlance wire, 144
Cost-effective component, 77
Cou nter -clockwise audio taper, 106
C RV,26
and ENR. 29
multiple contact wiper, 166
scope Irace evaluation. 26
Current:
collC{;tor, 157
crowding, 165
limit adjustment, 80
load,55
maximum load. 65
maximum rheostat, 66
maximum wiper, 55
se nsitivity of contact resistance, 26
tap. 132
wiper, 65
Custom design, 92
Data conversion, 88
Data input, 71
Demonstration of T C, 34
DendromelCr, 137
Derating power, 116
Dial,13,71
elock face. 72
data input, 71
digital readout, 72
effective resolution. 72
mechanical factor, 72
multi-turn, 72
readability, 72
turns counting, 135
Digital circuits, 87
magn eti c tape deck, 89
monostable timi ng, 87
photocell sensitivity, 88
Digitill readout dial, 72
Digital voltmeter, 90
Diode reference supply applicatiOn, 81
Direct drive, 169
Dista nce, angular travel, 39
Distributed capacitance. 180
Dither, 135

Drive, direct, 169
Dual bridged T ,llIenuator. 109
Effect of:
linearity, voltage divider, 52
resolution, rheostat, 65
rheostat, 65
TC,52
voltage divider. 52
Electrical:
overtravel. 128
parameter, 17
travel,131
actual. 39
nonwirewounrl potentiometer, 131
theoretical,39, 131
Electronic thermometer application, 91
Element, resistive. 143
bu lk metal. 154
carbon, 152
cermet, 149
coil of resistance wire, II
conductive plastic, 153
hybrid,I55
loading, 124
metal film, 154
nonwirewou nd. 149
shape:, 149
summary, 157
termination, 159
wire material. 144
wire resistivity. 144
wirewound,143
wirewound - carbo n. 155
Encapsulant barrier, 19 1
Encapsulation, 19 1
End:
and minimum voltage ratio. 20
play, 129
points, th eoretical. 39
resistance, 20
selling. 20
voltage demonstration circuit, 21
ENR,28
EN R and C RY , 29
Environmental and stability, 101
Equivalent noise resistance (see ENR)
Errorcompcnsatio n, 62,125
Error, loading, 55, 59
Extension, shaft, 101
Factor, winding. 148
Feedback tra nsducers, linear position. 169
Field adjustment, 178
Filter resolution. 35
Filter, output smooth ness, 31
Firing:
and printing of inks, 150
element and termination, 161
kiln, 150
substrate, 152
Fixed resistor, 78
at end of clement, 59
in parallel. 68
in series, 203
'IS potentiometer, 78

Flux, 189. 191
Flux removal. 19!
Form, 180
Forsterite, 150
F rell uem:y characteristic. 1 18
bulk metal. 155
carbon. 154
cermet. 152
conductive plastic. ]54
phase shift. 118
quadrature voltage. 118
wirewound, 149
Friction brake, 101
Front panel space, 180
Function:
by multiple tap. 127
closed loop. 127
linear. 120
transfer. 40

linear actuator, 169
Linear displacement transducer, 133
linear fun,tion, 120
linear motion potentiometer. 106
Linear motion to rotary motion transducer,
]J]

Linear taper, 106
Linearity. 40, 120
absolute, 141
nonwirewound potentiometer, 42
optimization, 91
terminal based, 45
zero based, 42
Little, Georg, 4
Load current, 55
load rallo. 131
Loading. 124
,harllcteristics of ganged potentiometer,
126
compensation, 62
clfect,54
error, 55, 59
error compensa ti on. 125
error, voltage divider maximum, 61
error, zero, 59
for nonlinear function, 126
maximum current, 65
output, 131
the resistive clement, 124
the wiper, 124
Logging chart and table, 73
Logarithmi!; resistance variation, 104
Low torque potentiometer, t 33
Lubricant, [63

Ganged cascaded linear, 126
Ganged network, 126
Generic name, 14
Gold-platinum resistance wire, 144
Grounded potentiometer, 180
H-pad attenuator. 109
Heat dissipation. 47
Heat treatment, metal film. 154
High temperature capability, J 18
Historical background, J
H istorical motor speed control, 2
Hot molded carbon, 153
Housing, 171
H uma n engineering, 99
H umidity, 132
H ybrid eleme nt , 155
H ybrid element selection factor, 15 7

MacLagan, H. P., 4
Mandre l :
shape, 146
stepped, 147
wirewound element, 144
Master mixer board, 106. 171
Material of resistance wire, 144
mathematical symbol, 289
Maximum:
curre nt, load, 65
current, rheostat, 66
loading error, Voltage divider, 61
power dissipation, 55
power rating. 47, 55
resistance (see total resistance)
slope ratio, 148
wiper 'tlrrent, 68
wiper current rating, 13
Mechanical:
backlash, 12, 128
fa,tors, dial, 72
offset. 73
ove rtrave l, 128
parameter, 127
mounting. 127
running torq ue. 128
starting torque, 127
Tunout, 129
runout, pilot diameter, 129
travel,37
Metal clip termination. 162

Impedan,e output, \ 18
Impeda nce, input, 118
Independent linearity. 42
Index point, 39
Industry standard (see Appendix I )
Ink (st'e resistive ink)
Input impedance. 118
Instrument control, 101
Instrume nts, 89
I nsulated shaft extension. \87
Insulation resistance, 47
Internal temperature. 53
Introduction to potentiometer, I
Inverted potentiometer, 186
Kiln, 150
KUR Killapot, 193
l-Pad atlenuator, 109
Lateral Tunout, 129
Leadserewaetuator, 167
Lead, avoid pulli ng, 189
lighting level control, 112
linear a,tuated potentiometer. 169
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Metal film element, 154
Meters in application. 104
Metricconversion.287
Military spedfication. 104, 259
Minimum and end voltage ra lio, 20
M inimum resistancc, 18,20
Min imum voltage demonstration circuit, 21
Misap plication, 193
big knob, 197
big soldering iron. 199
check-out burn-out, 202
circuit su rprise, 205
doin g the twist. 197
domino effect, 201. 205
excessive power, 202
exle rn al cable, 206
failure induced, 205
flux, 200
flux il again, 200
h~ndy h~nd!e, 198
high voltage surprise, 206
hotter n' hot, 199
il t~kes lime, 199
jam sessio n. 194
KUR Killapot, 193
mayhem, t94
mecha nical strai n_ 194_ 202
more power to the pol, 202
ncar source of heal, 194
overtwist a terminal, 197
pull hard on terminal, 196
save a nm.and boll, 195
short SlUff, 206
slaugh dering, 199
solve nt soak, 200
sq ueeze play, 196
stac king several trimm ers, 196
tipover terror, [98
100 muc h wiper current, 203
lug 0' war, 196
up the wipe r current, 203
versatile cable cla mp, 195
YO M plus a pot eq uals a no-no. 202
wave solderi ng, 199
zap, 201
zap it later. 203
zappo, 205
M iscellaneous applicat ion, 91
Moisture ~en sitivity, 132
Molded carbon, 153
Monos tllble timing applicatio n, 87
MOlor speed co ntrol application, 109
MountinG, 127, 180
brackets, ISO
controls, IS6
for vibration, IS O
hardware, 187
methods, ISO
rei nforcemen t. ISO
snap-i n, 187
space, 180
trimmer, ISO
Multi _wi rcwiper, 166
Mult ifu nction con trol application, 112
M ultiple contact wiper vs. C R V, 166
Mul tiple tap, 127, 132

Mult ip le laPS, nonw irewound. 132
M ultiple·fingered wipers (See multi -wi re )
Multitllrn dial, 72
Negative shift, T.e., 65
Networks, nonlinear, 92
Nickel.chromium resistance wire, 144
Noise conductive plastic, 154
Noise pickup, 180
Noisc, nonwirewound. 26 (See CRY)
Noise. wircwound, 28 (see ENR)
Nominal resolution
(See theoretical resolution )
Non-shorting potentiometer, 121
Nonconducti ng sc rewdriver, 180
Nonlin ear function, 101 . 121
by loading, 126
with steep slope. 126
stepped mandrcl, 147
produclbility, 121
networks. 92
nonwirewound elemenls, 157
wircwound eleme nl s, 146
wirewound elements, changing the wire,
147
straight-lin e approximat ion, 125
Nonwirewound eleme nts, 149
Nonwirewound element multiple taps, 132
Nonwirewound precision potentiometer, 130
O·ringseal ,169
Offset adjustment op-am p, 81
Offset, mechanical, 73
Ohm.2
Opera Iional II mpJ ifier n ppliclltion, 81
Operat iomll ampl ifier offset adj Ilstmcn t, 81
Operational mode rheostat, 62
Operational mode voltage divider, 51
Optimizing resolution. 80
Oscilloscope application, 90, 101
Output :
accuracy (Su adjustabi lity)
impeda nce. 1 18
load ratio, 131
loading, 131
smoot hnc ss, 30
smoothness filte r, 31
smoothness, bandpass filter, 31
smoothness, industry standard tcst circuit,

3.
volt;lge ratio adjuslability, 32
voltagc var iation, 30
Ove rtrave l, 128
Packa si ng, 177, ISO
adj ustmcnt accessibility, 178
restriction, 180
Panel moisture seal. 180
Panel seal. 101
Par ts per million. 33
Percussion wcldcd termi nation, 160
Ph ase locked loop application, 91
Phase shift, 118
Phase shift control, 106
Phasing. 129
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Phasing point, 129
Photocell sensitivity application, 88
Pigtail termination, 159
Pilot diameter runou!, 129
Pin bending, 189
Pin, anti -rotation, 189, 194
Pitch of winding, 147, 148
Plastic film element. 153
Plastics technology, 153
Point, index, 39
Point, phasing, 129
Point, theoretical end, 39
Porcelain, 150
Positioner Re, 106
Potentiometer:
basic schematic, 17
cost-effective component, 77
early form, 2
generic name, 14
grounded, 180
high power, 146
introduction to, 1
inverted, 186
linear actuated, 169
non-linear function, 101.121
non-shorting, 121
origin of name, 4
packaging, 177
packaging guide, 180
practical development, 6
remote mounting, 80
simple slide wire, 3
slide, 106
tapped, 124
transfer function, 40
vs fixed resistor, 78
Potting, 191
Power:
derating, 54, 116
dissipation, 47 , 53, 66
dissipation intcrnaitemperature, 53
dissipation, maximum, 55
and load current, 55
loss, 55
rating, 45
rating, loaded voltage divider, 55
rating, maximum, 55
rating, multicup unit, 116
rating, precision, 115
rating, rheostat, 66
rating, voltage divider, 52
supply application, 78, 101
supply output voltage adjustment, 78
Precise temperature control application, 111
Precision:
potentiometer configuration, 180
potentiometer control, 189
potentiometer, nonwirewound, 130
application, 115
power rating, ] 15
Pressure clips, 159
Printed circuit pin, 180
Printing and firing of ink, 150

Radial play, 129
Range:
of adjustment, 59
of control, 99
rheostat adjustment, 68
travel zero reference, 39
Ratchet action, 168
Ratio, shunt to element, 124
RC transmitter application, 106
Readability of dials, 72
Reciprocal function, 124
Recorder application, 104
Rectangular potentiometer, 168
Reference, 7.ero, 39
Resistance, 18
end,20
parameters, 65
ratio. shunt to element, 124
taper, 106, 155
temperature characteristic, 34
tolerance, 18
tolerance effect, 62
wire material, 144
wire resistivity. 144
wire temperature coefficient, 144
wire, copper-nickel, 144
wire, gold-platinum, 144
wire, nickel-chromium , 144
contact, 22
in-circuit adjustability, 32
insulation, 47
minimum, 18
output voltage ratio adjustability, 32
total. 18
Resistive:
element, carbon, 12
loading, 124
shape, 149
straight wire, 144
taper, 106
elements, 143
inks, composition_ 150
Resistivity of resistance wire, 144
Resolution:
control. 99
definition, 34
estimation, 120
for a nonlinear fun~tion, 124
optimizing, 62, 80
theoretical. 34
travel , 35
voltage. 35
voltage filter time ~onstant, 37
Retainer shaft, 168
RF tuning application, 92
Rheostat, 66
adjustment range, 68
choice of input output Terminal, 62
historical,6
maximum current, 66
mode, 62
Rotary shaft and wiper, 166
Rotation, continuous, 129
Running torque, 128
Runotlt, 129

Quadrature voltage, 118
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Screenins, 149
Scn:wdrivcr, nonconduclins. 180
Seal :
hou sinS. 171
O-rins, 169
10 panel. 101
potentiometer, 191
shaft, 168
Secant fun ction. 124
Selection factor:
bulk metal clement. 154
cerme t eleme nt _ 152
conductive plastic, 15)
construction fentltres, 171
hybr id element, 157
metal film elemcnt, 154
taper. 155
wirewound clement. 148
Servo potentiometer. ISO
Servo system. 166
Servo-motor driven , 127
Sct and forget vs fixed resi stor. 78
Setability, 12
Shaft :
actuator, 167
end play. 129
extension, 101, 180
extension. insul ;L ted. 187
plain. slolled or fiaHed. 187
radial play, 129
ret ainer, [68
rotary a nd wipe r, t 66
runout. 129
seal, 168
S hape o f eleme nt. 149
Shape of mandrel, 146
Shunt-to-clemen t total resistance ralio. 124
Silk screen. 161
Silk screening, 149
Silver-braze. 159
Sinslc tllrn -dircct drive. 169
Sinsle-wire tap, 159
Slide potent iometer, 106
Slide-wire potcntiomcter,)
Slope ratio maximllm, 148
Slo pe, steep, 126
Snap-in mountinS. 187
Solder, 189
lug, t 80
mask. 189
precllution, 189
termination, 159
Solvents, 19 1
Spacins of wire, 147, 148
Specificati o n. mili tary , 259
Split winding, 126
Square fun ction, 124
Square potentiometer, 169
Square rOOt function. 124
Stability and environmental. 101
Stabilizing heat treal men t, 154
Standards VR C I, 21 I
Standards. in du st ry (See Appendix 1)
Starlins torque, 127
Static stop strength. 129
Steatite, 150

Steep slope funct ion. 126
Stepped ma ndrel. [47
Stop strength. static, 129
Stra igh t wire eleme nt. 144
Stra y capaci tan ce. 180
Stress and strain, 189
Strip-chart appli cation , 104
Substr:lle:
alum ina. 150
bery!lia, 150
ceramic, 150
firing. 152
Surface film . 22
Swaging. 16 [
T-pad attenuator, 109
Tangent function . 124
Taper. 104, 106
Taper selection facto r. 155
Taper, approximatio n to the ideal. 155
Tapped potentiometer, 124
Tapping, 148
Tap, 132
TC:
calculation. )4
for ce rmet potentiometer, 152
conductive plastic. 15)
of current rh eostat, 65
demonstration circu it,)4
of fini shed potentiometer. 146
of resistance. )). I J2
of re sistance wir.e, 144
volla ge divider, 52
Temperatu re:
capabilities, 118
characteristic, )4
coefficient (Set! TC )
compensating vo ltage supply
app lication, 8 1
control appli cation. III
internal. 53
Tension, winding, 144
Term inal ba~ed lineari ty, 45
Termin als, 159
Ter minal swaging. 161
Termination, 159
for ce rmet potentiometer. 160
co nduc ti ve epoxy paste. 162
metal clip, 162
for nonwirewound element, 162
percussion welding, 160
pigtail. 159
pressure clips, 159
sil k sc ree ning. 161
for wirewound potenliometer, 159
T .C. negative 5hift. 65
T heoretical electrical travel, )9. 131
Theoretical end poi nt. 39
Theoretical resolution, )4
Thermometer, electronic. 91
Thick film (Su also Cermet ), 149
Threaded shaft, 167
Time consta nt voltage resolution filter, 37
Torque, 127
low, 133
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Voltage:
quadrature, [ 18
VRC I (Se~ Variable resistive compone nts
institute)
V/ STOL aircraft, 136

Torque:
runmng, 128
starting ,127
Total mechanical travel. 37
Total resistance, 18
Tracking, 126
Transfer function, 40
Transmitter application, 106
Travel:
distance, angular, 39
range zero reference, 39
resolution,3S
time, 35
total mechanical, 37
Trimmer, 189
adjustment direction, 180
configurations, 180
mounting, 180
mounting hardware, 187
packaging, 177
(See also Adjustment)
Trimming, 62, 77
Tuning, RF application, 92
T urns-counting dia l, 135
Two-terminal mode, 66

Water-tight seat. 10 1
Wave soldering, 189
Windi ng factor, 148
Winding pitch, 147, 148
Winding tension, 144
Wipe r, 166
current rating, 65
current, maximum, 68
to external terminal, 166
loading, 124
lubricant, 163
multiwire.166
physical form, 163
and rotary shaft, 166
(See [liso Contact)
W ire lead, [80
Wire size, 147, 148
Wire spacing, 148
Wirewound element, 143
catastrophic failure, [2
freq\lency response, 149
mandrel, 144
plus conductive plastic, 1S5
selection factor, 148
Wire. resistance, TC, 144
Wi re, resistivity. 1-44
Wiring panel component. 187
Worm gear actuated potentiometer
(square),169

Unsealed potentiometer, 189
Vacuum deposit, 154
Variable capacitance app lication, 85
Variable current rheostat mode, 32, 51, 62
adjustabi lity,65
effects of Te, 65
Variable resistance mode, 62
Variable resistive components Institute
(VRC I ) standard (See Appendix I ), 17,2 11
Variable vol tage divider mode, 5 1
Voltage:
clamping. 125
divider maximum londing error, 61
divider mode, 32, 51
reso lution,3S
resolution, filter time COnstant, 37
tap, 132
tracking error, 126

X-22A, V ISTO L aircraft, 136
Zero:
based linearity. 42
loading error, 59
reference for travel ranlle, 39
width tap, 132
Zirconia, 150
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